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Abstract
In computing, the management of information resources is done through access control, a
process by which authorized users are granted permission over resources. The last decade has
witnessed the emergence of socio-technical systems (STS) like Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube, where millions of users interact with each other and share billions of resources on
daily basis. Access control for a STS is different from traditional systems in having to satisfy
the social requirements of the community as well as the technical requirements of the system.
The problems traditional access control models face today are firstly the complexity of
mapping millions of users to billions of resources, and secondly the social requirements of
users who want to own the resources they post. Current access control models for STS
manage access through rule semantics, roles, trust, history management or contents. However,
there is no general logical scheme that allows users to allocate rights, covering not just transfer
and delegation but also joint and several ownership.
The trend from centralized to distributed access control demands a general model to manage
rights allocation for users having heterogeneous privacy policies. The model's validity derives
from socio-technical design, where social requirements like ownership, freedom and privacy
give technical access axioms. The aim is to satisfy not only technical but also social
requirements, over which the success of today’s software depends.
This research first proposes the social access control model for supporting local
administration, dynamic asymmetric relationships and object privacy classification. This core
model is then used as a basis of various rights allocation models. The research further
illustrates a rights allocation framework based on various properties of STS and presents a
reduction approach to design the model. This framework reduces all the possible rights
allocations into four basic models: Replace, Revoke, Share and Merge, which can manage every
tweet, every post, and every single communication on any STS. The proposed rights allocation
models are demonstrated on various current and hypothetical use-cases of current STS to
show that it can be used in any system that has social interactions, and where users want to
control their resources. This research extends the online social interactions in STS to new
horizons which are currently restricted due to the limitations posed by current technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it”
(~Alan Curtis Kay)

uthorization is a concept used since people has had the need to protect their

A

valuable assets, and this has been done typically by locks and keys to limit individual
access to resources (Ferraiolo, Kuhn, & Chandramouli, 2003). In information

technology, authorization is termed access control – a process to grant certain privileges over
information and resources to identified users (Sandhu & Samarati, 1994), and it is part of
security and privacy in information systems. As modern web systems are mainly about
accessing resources, every such request must pass through an access control system. This
makes it a key factor in the success of any information system used by individuals or
communities.
In order to provide access to appropriate users only, access control systems incorporate the
requirements of the application to fulfill them in the most suitable manner (Sandhu &
Samarati, 1994). As every application is different, various customized solutions have been
proposed based on the application’s domain. Some examples of incorporating application
requirements in access control are the systems for medical data networks (Morchon & Wehrle,
1

2010), supply chain databases (Kerschbaum, 2010), peer-to-peer file sharing (Bram, 2003), grid
environment (Thompson, Johnston, Mudumbai, Hoo, Jackson, & Essiari, 1999), webOS
(Belani, Vahdat, Anderson, & Dahlin, 1998), mobile ad-hoc networks (Kraft & Schafer, 2004),
and coalition environments (Freudenthal, Pesin, Port, Keenan, & Karamcheti, 2002). The
understanding of application requirements plays an important role in designing the access
control system just like understanding the requirements of software is important in directing its
design and development (Goguen & Linde, 1993).
The recent past has observed the rapid emergence of socio-technical systems (STS) like
Facebook, YouTube, Wikipedia, where information technology mediates a community of users
interacting as equal partners (Hippel, 2005). These systems support different types of online
social interactions among users and provide platforms where millions of users interact with
each other and share billions of resources (Oltsik, 2009; Preece & Shneiderman, 2009). These
systems are built around the social requirements of the communities and create virtual online
communities similar in structure and requirements as the physical ones (Jahnke, 2009). In this
regard, their access control systems not only deal with technical requirements of the systems
but also with the social requirements of the communities. If these requirements are not
fulfilled by the system, the community will leave and the system would collapse even having
the best software design (McInnerney & Roberts, 2004). The access control models for STS
differ from traditional models as they involve ownership, freedom, relationships and local
control rather than centralized security administration. For example, social networks have
introduced local visibility of objects, that is, mapping the resources only to visible users, which
significantly reduces the complexity overhead posed by traditional models1.
The increasing popularity of STS has given rise to new types of security and privacy concerns
(Simpson, 2008). Access control in these systems is critical, as a single mishandling of access
allocation can cause outrage. For example, it is well-documented that some online social
interactions have cost people their jobs when their employer discovered that they had said
inappropriate things about their company online (Simonetti, 2004). Sexual predators use social
networks to find victims (Poulsen, 2006). Individuals have been stalked due to their personal
information being placed on their online profiles (Rowse, 2006). Universities have taken
1

For Facebook 955 Million users with 67 billion resources, the traditional access control matrix has 246 trillion
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disciplinary actions against students posting photographs (Barnes, 2006). In 2010, a teenager
was murdered in Australia due to her online activities, and the local police department claimed
to have received at least one complain every month in relation to online offenders (Breen,
2010). Currently many STS provide only the basic privacy access controls: a resource can be
either completely private or completely public, and so they are struggling to deal with the new
demands of online social interaction (Carminati, Ferrari, Heatherly, Kantarcioglu, &
Thuraisingham, 2009, 2011).
Initially, the access control models for STS provide ownership and local control. With further
evolution, other social requirements are incorporated in access control design to support
owner trust (Pujol, Sanguesa, & Delgado, 2002; X. Zhang & Q. Zhang, 2005; Ali, Villegas, &
Maheswaran, 2007), rule semantics (Elahi, Chowdhury, & Noll, 2008; Carminati, Ferrari, &
Perego, 2009), relationship based roles (J. Li, Tang, Mao, Lai, & Zhu, 2009; Tapiador, Carrera,
& Salvachua, 2011), history based decisions (Fong, Anwar, & Zhao, 2009) and content
awareness (Hart, Johnson, & Stent, 2007). These models significantly contributed to the area
of access control research for STS and are used widely in industry in order to facilitate users.
However, none of the current access control models for STS provide the formal semantics of
rights allocation – methods in which rights can be assigned to different users, which include
rights transfer, delegation, sharing and merge.
Rights allocation is important as it allows the users to collaborate, introduces the opportunities
associated with multiple-ownership, and provides a facility to manage meta-rights more
efficiently. It is useful in many situations, such as backup of role, collaboration of work and
decentralization of authority (Park & Lee, 2005; X. Zhang, Oh, & Sandhu, 2003). As a STS is
built around the social requirements of a community, there is need of an access control model
that incorporates various types of rights allocation.

1.1 Problem statement
This research was motivated by the absence of a general rights allocation model for STS.
Rights delegation and rights transfer are not supported in current STS. Also, the ‘merging’ of
rights of two users and the opportunities associated with multiple-ownership have not yet been
explored for these systems. Besides, only rights sharing has been explored for STS and
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considered as one of the major reasons for their great success, for example sharing of view
rights over Wikipedia articles, YouTube videos, and Facebook photos. But the current rules of
rights sharing in STS are based on designer intuitions rather than formal models, so they vary
between systems and over time, with public outrage the only check. There is no agreed scheme
for allocating permissions to create, edit, delete or view object entities, let alone manage roles.
Moreover, traditional rights allocation models are less useful for STS for the following reasons:

1.1.1 Complexity
The number of users and objects is quite high in STS as compared to traditional systems, (for
example Facebook reports 955 million active user accounts each adding many hundreds of
photos and comments each year, with more than 100 billion friend connections 2). So models
that map resources to all the users in the system become over-complex for millions of users
and billions of resources. Role based access control (RBAC) (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992;
Ferraiolo, Sandhu, Gavrila, Kuhn, & Chandramouli, 2001; Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein, &
Youman, 1996) is often proposed as the solution to reduce the complexity of traditional
systems by introducing roles. However, if traditional access control is about who can enter a
system, it grows linearly with number of users, but if STS access control is about who can
connect to whom, the relationship combinations – potential access permissions, increase
geometrically as a function of the number of users. This global visibility of traditional access
control models introduces the challenge of managing the access rights of so many users’
contributions, and affects access control efficiency. Also, the frequent content updates and
volatile nature of friendship makes it even more difficult to use traditional access control
systems for online social interactions (Hart et al., 2007).

1.1.2 Privacy
Connecting to others satisfies relationship needs but also raises privacy concerns (Simpson,
2008). As users contribute online contents, like family or friend photos, they naturally expect
to control them. In traditional access control, each user is allocated the same access control
policy values, so variants must be requested from a central authority (Hart et al., 2007). Roles
in traditional access control systems are system wide groups whose membership is set by a
2

Facebook statistics page, http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics, accessed on 30th July 2012.
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system administrator. The access rights over user's resource are allocated to a role the user has
no control over. In contrast, users on STS want to set their own values without reference to a
central authority, for example to share their data with everyone or to restrict it to family and
friends. Traditional access control systems do not provide the functionality needed for online
social interactions and so struggle with the demand of diverse privacy requirements of today’s
user (Carminati et al., 2011; Gollu, Saroiu, & Wolman, 2007; J. Li et al., 2009). Generic roles
tend to reveal more than the users want, as users cannot specify local requirements using
generic roles.

1.1.3 Operations
The set of operations offered by STS is much larger than the set offered by traditional systems.
To a traditional access control system, a file can only be read, written to or executed, but users
involved in online social interactions want to exercise a much richer set of operations in
parallel to that used in physical societies. This sophisticated set not only includes read, write,
like/unlike, tag, subscribe and so on, but also other operations to manipulate different objects
with different types of collaborations among different users, such as joint ownership of a
couple common online persona, transfer of a colleague’s research paper to him, or delegation
of tracks to track chairs from conference organizers.

1.1.4 Local ownership
STS are built around the social concept of ownership3 which is not widely supported by
traditional access control models. From the set of traditional models, only Discretionary
Access Control (DAC) can work with the social structure of STS, but it faces the problems of
global visibility of objects, central administration of groups 4, and users’ interactional
complexity. Another alternate to the complexity problem is RBAC, but it has proved to be
even more expensive while supporting ownership (Sandhu & Munawer, 1998a). Besides,
traditional access control models assume single ownership of objects, whether it is a person or
an organization, but do not support multiple-ownership of objects which may restrict
collaboration opportunities in STS.

3

Either the owner of the content as in the case of YouTube, or owner of the space as in the case of Wikipedia.

4

Users give rights to groups whose membership is not in their control.
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Besides, only rights delegation is explored in reasonable depth for traditional access control
models, but other types of allocations like rights transfer, rights share and rights merge are
hardly explored in much detail. Also, the delegation in literature is mainly about role to role
delegation as permissions are associated with roles. However, STS require domain based
delegation where permissions are associated with objects. Various access control models for
STS have been proposed in recent years but they lack a systematic scheme for managing rights
allocation – methods in which the owner can assign rights to other users, and so lack the
opportunities associated with multiple-ownership, rights transfer, rights delegation and rights
merge.

1.2 Research objectives and scope
The objective of this research is to design a rights allocation model for online social
interactions, which is decentralized, socially valid, and enhances group interactions. The model
will support ownership, relationships and local control, and act as a standard for the
implementation of rights allocation in any STS, in any programming language over any
platform. It may cover future options not yet coded, and take online social interactions to the
new level of online group interactions where various geographical/ethnical/religious/political
groups interact as a community to users from other groups. It may allow group ownership,
joint persona, decentralization of authority, and let users manipulate online objects as they see
real world objects.
However, this research only focuses on rights allocation; security is a huge domain. In order to
achieve the above mentioned goals, this research assumes some basic considerations that are
not included in the scope of this research and neither discussed in this dissertation. Some of
those considerations are as follows:
a) It is assumed that an authentication mechanism is in place and all the users are
authenticated before they can access system resources. It is also assumed that there is
some mechanism to verify the identity of the requestor and so no threat of any identity
theft exists. Further, this research does not focus on operating systems or security
basics, or mechanisms that come from a blend of well-known techniques.
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b) This research does not focus on set of operations over information objects. The model
addresses how operational rights are allocated, so is independent of the specific type of
objects and operations. However, common operations like create, view, edit and delete
are used for explanation.
c) This research does not cover trust mechanism between users, reputation of user in a
community or various security leakages and attacks that can happen in online social
interactions.
d) This research does not deal with the design principles of STS as software, nor with the
load management or credential management systems/architectures of these
applications.
Hence this model does not cover the above mentioned functions, that is, authentication,
operation types, trust, reputation, software design, and load management. This modularity
means that an access control system based on this model can easily be inserted into any
current system without modifying other semantics.

1.3 Guide to this dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. The introduction chapter gives a brief
overview of the background knowledge, problem domain and research objectives.
Chapter 2 outlines the literature related to traditional access control models, their previous
evolution and the challenges posed by the new generation of STS, where communities of
people socially interact. Following this basic description of access control models, it further
highlights the emergence of STS and the issues related with them. The chapter then explores
five different categories of access control models for social networks and briefly reviews the
published work in each of them. It then discusses some traditional rights allocation models on
delegation, transfer, share and merge, followed by the reasons why they cannot be mapped
onto the new requirements of online social interactions. These differences highlight the
research gap and lead towards formulating the research question.
Chapter 3 describes the conceptual framework to meet the issues raised in the previous
chapter and basic theories related to the design of access control models. It also details the
social validity principles used. Further, it presents a rights allocation framework based on the
7

characteristics of rights allocation and provides a reduction approach to design the models for
online social interactions. The proposed framework extends the availability of rights and is
used as a basis for different rights allocation models in online social interactions.
After brief overview of the domain requirements, chapter 4 illustrates the social access control
(SAC) model, based on ownership domains, local administration, local roles and object classes
proposed in general terms. These core components and their interactions merged into an
access control model, to give owner control over resources and relationships. The model act s
as the core access control model for STS and as the supporting base for various rights
allocation models.
Chapter 5 and 6 specify in detail the allocation models in use-rights and meta-rights allocations
respectively. The four basic models Replace, Share, Merge and Revoke are explored for userights and meta-rights to result in designing eight different rights allocation models. Each
model starts with the definition of the operation in the context of particula r right and then
takes some STS scenario to emphasize the importance and need of the particular model. It
further outlines the characteristics used for the reduction approach generation in chapter 3,
and uses it to generate the model. The rights of various roles associated with the owner
domain are discussed and logical definitions of the models are given, followed by its
revocation.
Chapter 7 critically analyzes all the use-rights and meta-rights allocation models. The models’
permutations are calculated to estimate all their possible outcomes, along with some
generalized rules. These permutations give insights about the behavior of each model and help
to generalize some notions and rights equations for both types of rights. It also illustrates the
completeness of the models by combining all the characteristics provided in chapter 3, and
showing that the proposed models cover all the design options.
Chapter 8 validates the proposed models by demonstrating basic and advanced use-cases from
current STS to emphasize that the models are generic enough to provide functionality to most
types of online social interactions.

8

Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation on how research questions were addressed. Subsequently,
the implications of the presented research are discussed followed by some limitations and
future research directions. The guidelines to this dissertation are given in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Guide to this dissertation
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

T

his chapter reviews the state of the art of rights allocation in online social
interactions. The literature for this chapter is gathered based on the three core themes
for this research, that is, access control, rights allocation and socio-technical systems.

The research in these areas is explored based on ‘keyword search’ on various research
databases5. The work is then filtered based on the reputation of the authors, the reputation of
the conference/journal and the relevance to the current research.
The chapter starts with the evolution of access control and outlines various popular access
control models present in the literature. It highlights the fact that those models were proposed
to fulfill the requirements of different applications. The chapter then introduces the emergence
of STS along with its various new properties and requirements, which demands the
development of different access control models. The chapter further explores various rights
allocation models for traditional systems followed by the reasons why they are less useful for
STS. This leads to the identification of research problems and formulization of the research
question for this research.

5

Such as IEEE, ACM digital library, Springer, Google Scholar and home pages of various well -known

researchers of the field.
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2.1 The origin of access control
In computing, rights over resources are managed by access control system, which defines who
can do what under what circumstances (Ferraiolo et al., 2003). The need of first access control
system arose with the emergence of multiuser computer systems, when people realized the
need to prevent one user from interfering the work of others sharing the same system. So, they
developed a model that associates users with identities and assigns permissions over system
resources based on those identities (Karp, Haury, & Davis, 2010). That earliest model in 1969,
introduced the formal notions of subjects and objects, and an access control matrix to hold the
access permission of subjects over objects (Lampson, 1969).
An important requirement of information systems is to protect data and resources against
unauthorized disclosure (secrecy) and improper modifications (integrity), while at the same
time ensuring their availability to legitimate users (availability) (Ferraiolo et al., 2003). Hence,
enforcing protection requires that every access to the system and its resources should be
controlled, so that only authorized accesses can take place (Samarati & Vimercati, 2001).
Access control is arguably the most fundamental and the most pervasive security mechanism
in use today. It shows up in virtually all systems and imposes great architectural and
administrative challenges at all levels of enterprise computing. From a business perspective,
access control has the potential to promote the optimal sharing and exchange of resources, but
it also has the potential to frustrate users, impose large administrative costs, and cause the
unauthorized disclosure or corruption of valuable information (Ferraiolo et al., 2003).
Although access control may sometimes seem conceptually straightforward, it is both complex
and error-prone in practice (Abadi, 2009).

2.2 Policies, mechanisms and models
When planning an access control system, three abstractions should be considered. They are
access control policies, access control models, and access control mechanisms (Ferraiolo et al.,
2003).
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2.2.1 Access control policies
Access control policies are high-level requirements that specify how access is managed and
who may access what information, and according to which access control must be regulated
(Samarati & Vimercati, 2001). While access control policies can be application-specific and
thus taken into consideration by the application vendor, policies are just as likely to pertain to
user actions within the context of an organizational unit or across organizational boundaries.
For instance, policies may pertain to resource usage within or across organizational units or
may be based on need-to-know, competence, authority, obligation, or conflict-of-interest
factors. Such policies may span multiple computing platforms and applications.

2.2.2 Access control mechanism
An access control mechanism defines the low level (software and hardware) functions that
implement the controls imposed by the policy and formally stated in the model. An access
control list is a well-known example of an access control mechanism. At a high level, access
control policies are enforced through a mechanism that translates a user’s access request, often
in terms of a structure that a system provides. There are a wide variety of structures; for
example, a simple table lookup can be performed to grant or deny access. Although no well accepted standard yet exists for determining their policy support, some access control
mechanisms are direct implementations of formal access control policy concepts (Ferraiolo et
al., 2003).

2.2.3 Access control model
An access control model provides a formal representation of the access control policy and its
working. The formalization allows the proof of properties provided by the access control
system being designed (Samarati & Vimercati, 2001). Rather than attempting to evaluate and
analyze access control systems exclusively at the mechanism level, security models are usually
written to describe the security properties of an access control system. Access control models
bridge the wide gap in abstraction between policy and mechanism. Access control mechanisms
can be designed to adhere to the properties of the model. Users see an access control model as
an unambiguous and precise expression of requirements. Vendors and system developers see
access control models as design and implementation requirements. On one extreme, an access
control model may be rigid in its implementation of a single policy. On the other extreme, a
12

security model may allow for the expression and enforcement of a wide variety of policies and
policy classes (Ferraiolo et al., 2003).

2.3 The evolution of access control
The understanding of requirements of the application plays an important role in designing the
access control model, in the same way as understanding the requirements of software directs
the design and development of it (Goguen & Linde, 1993). In order to allow authorized access
only, access control model generally incorporates the requirements of the application (Sandhu
& Samarati, 1994). As new applications are developed on users’ requirements, new access
control models are designed to provide them security and privacy in a consistent manner.
Lampson (1969) introduced a formal model to manage the users, resources and their access.
With time, some other models were designed to solve the access control for earlier systems.
However, those earliest access control models support centralized monolithic administration,
but faced problems with distributed systems (Karp et al., 2010). The emergence of roles in
organizations (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992), business domains (Brewer & Nash, 1989), and
interactions of multi-domain systems (Freudenthal et al., 2002) has shifted the application
domain towards more distributed control. Following is a brief overview of the major access
control models:

2.3.1 Bell-LaPadula model
Bell and LaPadula (1973) formulated the military rules for military security applications into a
mathematical model. As military security form a hierarchy and higher rank documents are only
accessible to higher rank officials, the model introduced the multilevel secure system. Users are
only allowed to access information which is classified as lower than their own security
clearance. This way confidential information is restricted only to the higher ranked officials.

2.3.2 Biba’s integrity model
Bell-LaPadula model was designed for the confidentiality 6 of the data, but does nothing to
prevent unauthorized modification of information (integrity). To overcome this drawback ,
6

Unauthorized read.
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Biba integrity model (Biba, 1977) was introduced. It was not an alternative to Bell-LaPadula
but can act as an adjunct to it. The Biba model allows a subject to read an object, if the object
has greater security level than the subject. The model further extends that a subject can only
write to an object if the security level of the subject is higher than the object. In general, an
object can only be written from the higher levels and read from the lower levels.

2.3.3 DoD models
In 1985, the United States Department of Defense (DoD) published its own standards for
military and personal applications, commonly known as MAC (mandatory access control) and
DAC (discretionary access control) (TCSEC, 1985). The working domain of MAC was also
military applications just like Bell-LaPadula model, so it has implemented the same multilevel
security and classified users into multiple security levels. The system has one administrator
who controls every system resource and manages its access for all the users in the system. This
centralized administration not only suits the military applications but also works for various
commercial applications (Jajodia & Sandhu, 1991; Qian & Lunt 1996; Sandhu & Chen, 1998;
Morchon & Wehrle, 2010).
As opposed to MAC, discretionary access control (DAC) was introduced to support
ownership, local control and other requirements of personal applications. DAC was developed
for personal applications and data, and held the owner responsible for the security of their
data. The model was based on the Locke’s idea of ownership (Locke, 1963) and successfully
worked for various applications till date (Belani et al., 1998; Bram, 2003; Thompson et al.,
1999; kerschbaum, 2010; Freudenthal et al., 2002).

2.3.4 Clark Wilson model
By involvement of information technology in business, most commercial firms recognized that
DAC and MAC were not sufficient for their needs (Ferraiolo et al., 2003; Karp et al., 2010).
The commercial users’ need was to secure data from unauthorized modifications instead of its
secrecy. Also, business processes require some mechanism to protect their clients from
untrusted employees. So, Clark and Wilson (1987) formulated a model to satisfy these needs.
There are two central concepts in their model, well-formed transaction and separation of duty
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(SoD). The former constraints the user to modify data only in authorized way, and the latter
ensures that every critical operation must be completed by at least two users.

2.3.5 Chinese wall policy
To facilitate business organizations and understanding the requirements of third party
employers and brokers, Brewer and Nash (1989) proposed the Chinese wall security policy.
The model distributes the objects in company wise dataset, and further categorized them into
conflict of interest (COI) circles. A subject can read an object if the object belongs to the same
dataset from which the subject has previously read, and if the subject had not read some other
object from the same conflict of interest circle.

2.3.6 Role based access control
In 1992, a study was initiated to gather the requirements of commercial and government
organizations, which found that their needs were not being met by access control models of
that time (Ferraiolo, Gilbert, & Lynch, 1993). In traditional computer based applications,
access control was managed for a known population of predefined users over some known
resources through some centralized mechanism (Kane, 2006). In those systems, the number of
users and system resources were limited, so the access control models could map every system
resource directly to every system user. As the number of users grew, the administrat ive
overhead of managing the users became unsustainable, as well as the system complexity (Karp
et al., 2010). The study also explored the fact that in any organization the permissions of some
users are similar to one another. The study was followed by a solution to meet these needs,
integrating features of existing applications into a generalized Role based access control model
– RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). RBAC
introduced system wide roles, which were assigned permissions over resources. In order to
access a resource, the user needs to be a part of some role and that role must have access
rights over the requested resource. The introduction of roles solved many problems of
commercial and government organizations and RBAC became one of the popular access
control model (Ferraiolo et al., 2003).
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2.3.7 Rule based access control
With further evolution in applications, it was found to be important for an access control
decision to support the context. For example, in banking system, the access decisions at day
should be different than the same decisions at night, or in military applications, some decision
at war may be completely different than the same decision during peace times. To handle such
cases, Rule base access control was introduced to support the context in access control
decisions (Brucker & Petritsch, 2009; Kirkpatrick & Bertino, 2010; Kulkarni & Tripathi, 2008).

2.3.8 Distributed environments
The challenges with centralized access control models became apparent when the software
systems were extended to cross domains (Karp et al., 2010). The agreement of all the
companies over rights associated to some role existing in multiple domains proved to be quite
difficult. Also, the working rights of one role of one company are restricted to its domain only,
which makes the situation more complex. The solution to these problems is given by
distributed role based access control (dRBAC) by maintaining separate system domains for
each company in the collation (Freudenthal et al., 2002).

2.3.9 Customized access control models
Many other customized access control models were proposed to fulfill the requirements of
different applications. This happened because the goal of every application is different and a
customized access control model can give the best solution to their needs. Some of the
examples of modeling the application requirements in access control are the systems for
medical data networks (Morchon & Wehrle, 2010), supply chain databases (Kerschbaum,
2010), peer-to-peer file sharing (Bram, 2003), grid environment (Thompson et al., 1999), web
Operating System (Belani et al., 1998), mobile ad-hoc networks (Kraft & Schafer, 2004), and
coalition environments (Freudenthal et al., 2002). Table 2.1 shows the major access control
models and their application requirements.
Access control was started from earlier systems supporting centralized administration. With
evolution, access control logic was developed to offer roles for large organizations and domain
based access control for distributed systems. With variations, the traditional access control
approach has worked for military and commercial applications, organizational structures,
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contextual decisions, distributed applications, medical data, peer-to-peer networks and the grid
environment. However, the last decade has seen extreme multi-user system emerge, that is,
socio-technical systems (for example email, chat, bulletin boards, blogs, Wikipedia, E-Bay,
Twitter, Facebook and YouTube) where millions of users interact with each other and share
billions of resources. The permission matrix for social interactions increases geometrically, not
linearly, with group size, so the possible connections are astronomical. These systems vastly
increase access control complexity, as millions of users want all rights to billions of resources,
plus rights to allocate those rights.
Application

Requirements

Model

Mainframe computers

Time sharing, Prevent users from interfering

Lampson

Military applications

Users’ clearance, Multilevel security

Bell-LaPadula

Military applications

Hierarchy of users, confidentiality, secure system state,

MAC

Admin control
Personal applications

Ownership, No administrator, user control

DAC

Commercial applications

Integrity, Separation of duties, well-formed transaction

Clark Wilson

Commercial and

System wide roles, complexity, user overhead,

RBAC

government organizations

organizational structures

Organizations

Context aware, situation based

Rule based

Collation environment

Security and availability in overlapping domains

dRBAC

Table 2.1: Evolution of access control models based on application requirements

2.4 Socio-technical systems
Traditionally, the word ‘community’ is linked to a geographic area such as a neighborhood
(Wellman & Gulia, 1999) or with collectivities of people, who share a common experience,
interest, or conviction; who experience a positive regard for other members; and who
contribute to member welfare and collective welfare (Bender 1978; A. Etzioni & O. Etzioni
1999; Knoke, 1986; Putnam, 2000). However, with the development of communication media,
people can go further to broaden the community. Telephone, radio, television and the internet
connect distant people with one another without face-to-face communication. Communities
built on the information technology are social worlds, where groups of people with common
interests and practices communicate regularly and in an organized way (Ridings & Gefen,
2004). These communications are done under the guidance of the community standards and
rules to meet the social needs (Rothaermel & Sugiyama, 2001). These communities together
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with their rules and communication within it can be viewed as social-technical systems. Sociotechnical systems (STS) are social systems sitting upon a technical base, with email as a simple
example of social communication by technology means (Whitworth, 2009). They allow people
to communicate with each other through technology rather than through physical means.
Socio-technical system theory was originally developed by the Tavistock Institute of Human
Relations in the 1950s to explain how new technology impacted primary work systems (Trist,
Higgin, Murray, & Pollock, 1963). It was arisen in response to the challenge of understanding
complex technical systems that are embedded in a human world (Trist, 1981). In general
systems theory (Bertalanffy, 1968), systems form when autonomous (self-directing) parts
mutually interact to create equally autonomous wholes. Such systems do not reduce entirely to
their parts as their creation involves not just those parts but also complex feed-back and feedforward interactions. Just as a person is a system of autonomous cells, so a society is a system
of autonomous citizens. Such holistic systems whether simple cells or complex people can selforganize and self-maintain (Maturana & Varela, 1998). Therefore, STS is not just social and
technical systems side-by-side but the whole unit. Hence STS research is not just applying
sociological principles to technical effects (Coiera, 2007), but how social and technical aspects
integrate into a higher level system with emergent properties.
Also, it is reported in (Whitworth, 2009, p.4), that as system complexity increases higher
system views seem to apply. For example, in the 1950s/60s computing was primarily about
hardware, while in the 1970’s it became about business information processing, and in the
1980s about ‘personal computing’. With the 1990s and email computers became a social
medium, and in this decade social computing has flourished with chat rooms, bulletin boards,
e-markets, social networks, wikis and blogs. Computing reinvented itself each decade or so,
from hardware to software, from software to HCI7, and now from HCI to social computing.
To explain this, Grudin reported three IT levels (hardware, software and cognitive) (Grudin,
1990, p. 2) and Kuutti later added an organizational level (Kuutti, 1996, p. 4). These physical,
informational, personal and communal levels show hardware, software, HCI and STS as
illustrated in figure 2.1.

7

Human Computer Interaction.
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Figure 2.1: Socio-technical system levels and requirements (Source: Whitworth, 2009, page 5)

STS emerge when users utilize information technology to exchange information with other
systems in social settings. The implementation of these systems is an ongoing social process as
people can form groups, organizations and communities (Kling & Lamb, 1999). A STS is one
that involves all four socio-technical levels and their interactions. STS research describes the
connections between hardware and software technologies and people and communities. The
top of Figure 2.1 is open-ended, as social groups can coalesce into bigger ones, for example, in
social evolution people first formed villages, then city-states, then nations, super-nations and
perhaps today a global humanity (Diamond, 1999).
The increasing popularity of online communities is giving rise to new classes of security and
privacy concerns (Simpson, 2008). The rights management in these social communities is the
core thing, as a single mishandling of rights allocation can shift the whole paradigm of the
social community. Currently a number of online communities provide only the basic access
control: a resource can be either completely private or completely public (Carminati et al.,
2009, 2011). The traditional aspect of security is again tested as access control in these online
communities is more about access than control. The permission matrix for friend interactions
increases geometrically, not linearly, with group size, so for hundreds of millions of users, the
possible connections are astronomical. Each account also adds hundreds or thousands of
photos/comments a year. Finally, each user wants the same domain control previously
reserved only for system administrators. The users allocate access to local roles (Tapiador et
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al., 2011) and social structures (Sanders & McCormick, 1993) to restrict a photo to family or
friends without asking a central authority. This vastly increases access control complexity as
millions of users want all rights to billions of resources.
This research revisits the problems of access control in STS and proposes the rights allocation
models in ownership domain by following socio-technical design approach. Even if these
virtual societies are new, people have been socializing for thousands of years and the social
principles of physical society can work for these online communities as well. The aim is to
identify software patterns that embody social principles as well as technical principles. The
result would be a consistent scheme to allocate distributed rights in a socially acceptable way
that works for any STS.

2.4.1 Socio-technical design
Developing a STS is a system engineering task: not only the software should be taken into
account but also hardware, system interactions with its human users and various constraints
coming from social policies and regulations (Scacchi, 2004; Sommerville, 2004). System
engineering is inherently interdisciplinary involving different engineering disciplines as well as,
particularly in case of STS, organizational sciences. STS research explicitly shows the human
social dimensions that ought to be taken into account when designing systems invol ving
technology. It recognizes that technology does not exist in a vacuum, but affects those who
use it and that they, in turn, affect its design. A STS, then, has a social component and a
technical component, and both of these must be integrated and function together smoothly in
order for the overall system to achieve its true potential (Davenport, 2009).
If the software system is developed first and the social needs are mapped on the already
existed technology, there would always be a gap between the requirements and the final
outcome. This is a well-known shortcoming in software engineering that software does not
exactly match the requirements of the user. In socio-technical terms, this gap is often termed
as socio-technical gap. So as in software engineering, requirement analysis of STS is done first
followed by the system development, to fulfill the requirements in the most appropriate way. It
will reduce the overhead for the designer (the system design matches the requirements), the
developer (know what to build and how) as well as the end user (the product matches the
social needs). The challenging problems related to the analysis and design of a STS are the
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problems of understanding the requirements of its software component, the ways technology
can support human and organizational activities, and the way in which the structure of these
activities is influenced by introducing technology (Clegg, 2000; Gregoriades, Shin, & Sutcliffe,
2004).

2.5 Types of STS
STS are built around the social requirements of the community and create a virtual online
community, which is similar in structure and requirements as the physical ones (Sproull &
Arriaga, 2007). They can be divided into many types based on their purpose and functionality.
Some of the common STS types are as follows (Whitworth & Ahmad, 2012, p. 37):
a) Communicate: STS like email, chat and instant messages allow users to communicate
with each other in a private manner.
b) Learn: STS like WebCT and Moodle allow teachers and students to promote distant
learning by establishing a virtual classroom environment.
c) Trade: STS like E-bay and Amazon allow users to exchange goods with each other in
a trusted manner.
d) Work: STS like Monster allow users to find and offer work easily.
e) Friends: STS like Facebook, Orkut and MySpace allow users to communicate with
their friends and family by making a social circle.
f) Knowledge: STS like EasyChair and Wikipedia allow users to exchange knowledge
with the community through open web encyclopedia and/or reviewed research
settings.
g) Download: STS like Webdonkey and bit-torrent allow users to download files and
software.
h) Play: STS like second life allow users to play virtual world games, communicate with
other virtual friends and allow an experience which is impossible in reality.
i) Keeping Current: STS like Digg and Delicious allow users to remain up-to-date and
provide others a chance to look at most viewed topics in the desired area of interest.
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j) Media Sharing: STS like YouTube and Flickr allow users to exchange media files with
the community.
k) Follow: STS like Twitter allow users to forms a group view by linking leaders and
followers.
l) Advice: STS like Internet forums allow users to get advice/information from one
another.
Online social interaction is a communication instance between users in these STS. It can be
divided into three major types, with respect to the source (sender) and the sink (receiver): one to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many.

2.5.1 One-to-one
In STS supporting one-to-one online social interactions (like communicate, play, trade and so
on), the owner gives the access rights to the desired user set over a particular resource and
deny all the other users in the system. So, it is not necessary to map every resource in the
system with all the users, who are not the candidate for any access right over the resource.

2.5.2 One-to-Many
In STS supporting one-to-many online social interactions (like advise, media sharing, learn and
so on), the owner gives the access rights to the desired group of users on a particular resource
and deny all the other users in the system. Also, sometimes the owner grants write access to
one group but read access to the whole community. This requires local roles for every user
where they can decide the access for different roles over different resources.

2.5.3 Many-to-Many
In STS supporting many-to-many online social interactions (like knowledge, download,
keeping current and so on), a set of users having administrative rights over the resource
decides its access for various groups. This requires the support for multiple administrative
authorities for different types of resources and roles. (See Table 2.2)
Among all the mentioned types of online social interaction in table 2.2, social networks can be
seen as the richest example of supporting all three types. Before going into the details of rights
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allocation in online social interactions, the next section outlines some of the current access
control models for social networks.
Type of STS

Type of online social interaction

Purpose

Example

One-to-One

One-to-Many

Many-to-Many

Communicate

Email, chat, IM

Yes

Yes

No

Learn

WebCT, Moodle

Yes

Yes

No

Trade

E-bay, Amazon

Yes

Yes

No

Work

Monster

Yes

Yes

No

Friends

Facebook, MySpace

Yes

Yes

Yes

Knowledge

Wikipedia

No

Yes

Yes

Download

Webdonkey, Bit-torrent

No

Yes

Yes

Play

second life

Yes

No

Yes

Keeping current

Digg, Delicious

No

No

Yes

Media Sharing

YouTube, Flickr

No

Yes

No

Follow

Twitter

No

Yes

No

Advice

help boards, AnandTech

No

Yes

No

Table 2.2: Type of STS and their respective online social interactions types

2.6 Current access control models for social networks
Social networks are systems based on relationships and friendships. These systems allow the
user to create a self-descriptive profile – which is used to share information about them, to
make connections with other users. The social need of relationship building is the underlying
requirement of these systems, and they allow their users to establish, develop, and maintain
‘social networks’ through publishing and linking ‘profile’ pages created by other users. These
systems have three major features: a) They allow the users to add other users as their friends,
b) they allow the users to exchange asynchronous email messages and synchronous online
chat, this feature is further extended to post messages on one’s wall to propagate to all friends,
and c) they support user oriented groups, which one can joint based on common interest or
experience (boyd, 2006; boyd & Ellison, 2007). During the last decade, these systems have got
enormous attention from users which can be seen by the presence of more than 955 million
users on Facebook, where they share billions of resources (Carminati, Ferrari, & Perego, 2006).
This section covers various access control models for social networks and their distinguish
properties. The access control models for social networks have mainly focused on ownership,
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relationships and local visibility and span over the following five categories: a) Trust based, b)
Role based, c) Rule based, d) history based and, e) content based. Following are some of the
current access control models for social networks:

2.6.1 Trust based access control
The concept of trust has an important role in social exchange theory (Roloff, 1981), and has
highly influenced the dynamics of our social and individual interactions. It may be defined as
“the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the
expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective
of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995, p. 4).
The idea of using trust as an indicator of some characteristic is not new. One of the most well known trusts metric is Google’s PageRank (Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd, 1998), which is
used to evaluate the trustworthiness of websites. Trust mechanism is generally based on the
reputation of the involved entities, such as online transaction sites, or third party certificate
issuing authorities. In social networks, trust plays its part when a user joins the network and
starts making connections with other users to form his/her own trusty network.
As there are some access control models based on trust for Peer-to-Peer file sharing (Tran,
Hitchens, Varadharajan & Watters, 2005; Kamvar, Schlosser, & Garcia-Molina, 2003), mobile
ad-hoc collaborative environment (Adams & Davis, 2005) and trust for RBAC (Dimmock,
Belokosztolszki, Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2004), the same approach has been explored for
social networks as well. It is proposed that social trust can be used as an access control
decision parameter in social networks rather than giving user the control over the resources.
For instance, a multi-level security approach is adopted in (Ali et al., 2007), where access is
granted on the security level of the requestor and community trust is the only parameter used
to determine the security level of the users and the resources. Each user is assigned a
reputation value as the average of the trust rating given by other users in the system. Eve ry
resource is assigned a confidence level equal to the trust level of the owner, and only users
with equal or higher trust level can access it. It means that the maximum security value of a
resource is the maximum trust value assigned to the owner by the community. To enforce this,
the resources are encrypted using a threshold based secret sharing scheme (Shamir, 1979). For
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each resource, the owner generates a secret key K, which can be split into n portions and then
reconstructed only by using x portions of it. The n portions of K are distributed among
trustworthy nodes – based on owner social circle, prestigious nodes or at random among users.
When a requestor tries to access some resource, he needs to retrieve the x portions of K from
the set of n nodes and then decrypts the challenge for that resource. These portions are only
released if the requestor trust level satisfies the resource confidence level.
A theoretical online trust formation model is explored in (X. Zhang & Q. Zhang, 2005), based
on the theories of social exchange (Blau, 1964), reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975),
planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1991), and expectation-confirmation theory (Oliver, 1980).
The authors have distinguished trust in three different approaches, that is, cycle approach,
stage development approach and factor approach, and use them to form an integrated model
for online trust formation. The cycle approach is about keeping the trust of a user, and is
based on the assumption that the satisfactory outcomes of the prior actions positively affect
the trust over that party (Deelmann & Loos 2002; Fung & Lee, 1999). The stage development
approach deals with trust in different stages and shows that trust starts with initial stage and
may transform to committed stage if increased by positive outcomes (Ba, 2001; Kim &
Tadisina, 2003; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2000; Shapiro, Sheppard, & Cheraskin,
1992). The factor approach identifies different factors that can affect trust and discusses the
weighted multi-dimensional approach towards trust formation (Kim, Song, Braynov, & Rao,
2001; Pavlou, Tan, & Gefen, 2003; Yoon, 2002). An integrated model based on all the three
approaches is presented in three layers: the beliefs-attitude-intention-behavior logic is the
fundamental layer, the core of the model is common trusting belief, system trust belief and
situational decision to trust, and five critical factors from which trust can be formed and
enhanced. These factors are trustor factors, trustee factors, system trust factors, inte raction
factors and external environment factors. In addition to that, the model also illustrates the
dynamic two stage development, that is, initial trust and robust trust.
An algorithm similar to Google’s PageRank is explored for evaluating links for social networks,
and is termed as NodeRank (Pujol et al., 2002). The approach uses a trust metric to calculate
the users’ reputations, and is based on the links between users. The reputation of a user is
calculated based on the analysis of his position in the social network. The algorithm associates
a degree of authority with every user, which reflects his/her reputation within his/her
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community and is calculated as a function of total authority present in the social networks and
the authority of incoming links to the user. The main idea behind NodeRank is that each user
has an authority and a part of it is propagated to other users through his/her outer links and so
the authority of a user depends on the authority of the users with in-links. This approach has
been criticized as trust is multi-dimensional and human psychology evaluates it on various
parameters, which cannot be covered by a single connection based trust evaluation (Meo,
Nocera, Quattrone, Rosaci, & Ursino, 2009; Kate, 2009).
Some other interesting approaches to evaluate trust among users in social networks are also
explored in literature. For example, Kate (2009) and Golbeck (2009) proposed that users’
profile information and internet activity should be taken into account while evaluating the
trust, because it is how people evaluate trust in the real world. Also, the work to standardize
the trust metric and mechanism to use it with current social networks was discussed in (H. Liu
et al., 2008; Massa & Avesani, 2007; Matsuo & Yamamoto, 2009). However, the similarities
among the interests of two individuals do not indicate any psychological trust between them.

2.6.2 Rule based access control
Rule based access control provides the facility to the owner to implement their own privacy
policy based on some pre-defined rules. Models in this category normally define some rules
and then users are granted access based on those rules. This class of access control models
easily accommodates contextual information and provides the flexibility to introduce rule s
according to the precise requirements of the application (Brucker & Petritsch, 2009;
Kirkpatrick & Bertino, 2010; Kulkarni & Tripathi, 2008).
In the category of rule based access control models for social networks, a semi-decentralized
access control model is presented based on relationship types, trust metrics8 and degree-ofseparation policies for sharing information on social networks (Carminati, Ferrari, & Perego,
2006, 2007, 2009). The model allows the owner to specify the access rules and authorized users
in terms of relationship type, depth, and trust level existing between the owner and the
requestor. So the relationships are also represented as a tuple with actors along with the type,

8

The models which consider trust just as a rule/parameter are discussed in this section, whereas the models

which are primarily based on trust (or some other parameter) are discussed in their respective sections.
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depth and trust level. Additionally, each access request is represented by the owner of the
resource, the requestor and the system. When a requestor requests some resource, (s)he
receives a set of rules from the resource owner regulating the release of the requested resource.
These rules state the type of relationship, maximum depth and minimum trust level that must
be present between the owner and the requestor. The requestor then has to acquire the proof
from a central node showing the desired relationship type, depth and trust level. Access
decisions are made locally at client side; however, to avoid the forgery of proof, semicentralized certificates are used, where a central node is responsible for managing the
certificates.
A well-known drawback of the work proposed by Carminati and colleagues (2006, 2007, 2009)
is its vulnerability to privacy threats. The access rules contain the type of relationship and
stores at a shared repository which may lead to privacy breach if the owner wants to keep
certain types of relationship private to themselves. The authors overcome this drawback in
(Carminati & Ferrari, 2008) by proposing an alternative way for the enforcement of access
control rules. As opposed to the semi-decentralized approach, the access control is enforced
through distributed collaborative process started by the owner. Instead of storing the rules at
the server side, the owner contacts the nodes that satisfy the access control rules, so avoiding
the privacy breaches. This privacy patch is done by modifying the approach of access grant
decision, where the owner is in command of the distribution path rather than issuing the rules
and lets the requestor takes the charge. To avoid forgery and trust disclosure, digital signatures
and encryption techniques have been used.
To extend their previous work (Carminati et al. 2006, 2007, 2009), a more precise access
control model for social networks is proposed in (Carminati et al., 2011), where the user
information is encoded using ontologies. The work illustrates the modeling of a social network
based on users’ profiles, resources, relationship among users, relationship between user and
resources, and actions. As various relationships and inferences about them can be easily
generated in ontologies, the access control decision uses this knowledge along with the security
policies stated as rules. A centralized security kernel is used to enforce the privacy policies at
the server side.
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All the approaches proposed by Carminati and colleagues (2006, 2007, 2009, 2011) have some
common deficiencies. For example, the relationship between two users is considered static
which is mostly dynamic in real social networks scenarios. Online relationships start by adding
each other as acquaintance which matures into friends and sometimes close friends. The same
happens to the trust level, which increases by socializing. Storing the static certificates at the
beginning of a relationship can adversely affect the purpose and growth of social networks.
Also, the centralized management of certificates exposes a single point of failure and may
become processing bottleneck.
In another ontology based work for social networks, a distributed Friend of a Friend (DFOAF) identity management system and access control model was proposed (Kruk,
Grzonkowski, Gzella, Woroniecki, & Choi, 2006). The access control model is based on the
social structure of users in terms of friendship level existed between them. An access is granted
if the requestor meets the trust and friendship level criteria as mentioned by the resource
owner. However, the authors only considered single type of relationships which was later
extended to multiple relationship types between the two users in the subsequent work (Choi et
al., 2006).
Another ontology based semantic web access control model manages the access to the
resources on the basis of relationships between the users and the community (Elahi et al.,
2008). The model adopts the Web Ontology Language (OWL) approach and instead of
defining the exact rules, uses Jess rule inference engine to execute the inferred semantic rules.
The implementation has used the centralized architecture, which may not be very scalable
keeping in view the size of social networks. This centralized approach also introduces a shared
relationship repository which may compromise the individual privacy, if someone wants to
keep certain types of relationship private to themselves.

2.6.3 Role based access control
Role based access control (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996)
is one of the most popular access control model present in the literature. RBAC introduced
system wide roles which are assigned permissions over resources. In order to access the
resource, the user needs to be a member of some role which has access rights over the
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requested resource. Some access control models based on RBAC advantages also have been
proposed for social networks. Following is the description of some of these models:
Tie-RBAC was proposed to support users in online communities by introducing roles
(Tapiador et al., 2011). The claim of that research was the similarity between social networks
and organizations. As the latter has administrators, operators and organizers so former has
colleagues, classmates and acquaintance, so the access control in social networks can be seen as
an extension of organizational RBAC. A relationship is considered as a tie between the two
users, and is equivalent to the assignment of an actor to a role. The model allows actors in the
social network to define their own relations and provides a method for actors to concede
access rights to their contacts at the time of establishing the relationships. Relationships are
non-reciprocal as Alice can consider Bob 9 as friend but Bob can state Alice as acquaintance. A
centralized server stores access control policies and is responsible for enforcing them.
Another extension of the RBAC model for social networks is explored in (J. Li et al., 2009). In
that approach, the system is divided among user set, role set, resource set and permission set.
The user set includes all the users in the system, role set is extracted from social relationships
between users, resource set denotes all the resources shared by users with every resource
identified by a unique identity RID10, and permission set includes the set of available
operations. In their proposal, the resource owner defines his own set of roles and access rights
over resources related to those roles. When a requestor requests some resource, the RID and
the requested operation is sent to the owner. On receiving the request, the resource ow ner
retrieves the role relation between the two users from the server and grants the access if the
requestor exist in some role and the role is assigned the access permission over the requested
resource. The access control module follows a semi-centralized approach, where the server is
in charge of role relation management, and the client is in charge of resource and permission
management.
Both of the approaches discussed in this section (J. Li et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2011) only
considered static relationships but do not handle the dynamic nature of relationships. Static
9
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and help technical topics to be explained in a more understandable manner.
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Resource Identitifier.
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modeling of relationship ignores the fact that relationships matures with time and interactions
– if two users start their relation as acquaintances it may take some time before they get the
status of close friends. Also, both the models use the centralized server, which can be a
bottleneck for the efficient implementation of the scheme due to the enormous load in social
networks. Additionally, the centralized server approach may expose a single point of failure
and some denial of service (DOS) attack or intrusion to the server may result in compromising
the whole system. Furthermore, the centralized approach stores the privacy policies of all the
users at the same server, which may lead to privacy breaches as the privacy policies of both the
owner and the requestor reside on the same repository 11.

2.6.4 History based access control
Another interesting approach to manage access in social networks is history based access
control, which takes the history of the requestor into account and grants the access if the
history satisfies the desired criterion. The key idea behind this class of access control models is
to maintain a history of access requests by all the users, and use it to grant a ccess to
trustworthy requestor while rejecting the malicious ones (Edjlali, Acharya, & Chaudhary, 1998,
1999). In a history based access control model for social networks, the history of previous
access requests and their outcomes are used as an identifying factor to handle the future access
requests between the owner and the requestor.
A history based access control model for Facebook style social networks is presented in (Fong
et al., 2009), where authorization is based on two factors, communication history and
acquaintance topology. Communication history is the set of past events between the two users,
including the friend request invitation from one user to the other and its acceptance. A
communication event is any communication primitive that one user initiates and addresses it
to the other. The communication event cannot be out of sequence as the initiation and the
response are ordered pair with respect to time. The communication state between any two
users is local but occasionally consumes global information – communication history of other
users. Acquaintance topology is the social graph gathered by the communication history
between users of social networks, and provides a global topology for assisting access control
decisions. The users of the social network make the graph vertices and the existence of
11
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communication history defines the edges. Acquaintance topology is introduced to simplify the
communication history as evaluating an access control request on the basis of all the
communication history is inefficient. Every owner is responsible for managing his/her privacy
policy and whether other users have access to his/her resources depends on his/her policy and
the requestor’s relationship with him/her.
However, the approach does not differentiate among different types of relationships, but only
provides coarse social circle which may restrict the resources to completely public or
completely private. Also, the work does not support asymmetric relationships to deal with
different perspective of users about each other.

2.6.5 Content based access control
Content based filtering is widely used in literature to solve various problems (Amati &
Crestani, 1999; Churcharoenkrung, Kim, & Kang, 2005; Kim, Hahn, & Zhang, 2000),
however, it has recently got some attention in the social network research. Content based
access control decides the outcome of a request based on the contents of the requested object
(Bertino et al., 2003; Samarati, Bertino, & Jajodia, 1996). In general, the contents of an object
are used to tag it with labels and the access control policy specifies those labels ( Bennett,
Dumais, & Horvitz, 2002; Collins & Singer, 1999). These schemes only provide partial
automatic response and in essence learn from their own mistakes, so they are not employed at
full scale but only to reduce the administrative overhead.
One of the examples of content based filtering in social network is the spam filter proposed by
Boykin and Roychowdhury (2005), which works on the contents of users’ messages by
exploiting various characteristics of social networks. The anti-spam tool distinguishes
commercial emails and spam messages from legitimate emails. Another interesting work about
filtering the user’s wall on Facebook based on the contents of the post is done in
(Vanetti, Binaghi, Carminati, Carullo, & Ferrari, 2010). The key idea is to apply user-based
content filtering on the messages posted on one’s wall and filter out the unwanted messages.
The approach uses machine learning text categorization procedures (Sebastiani, 2002) to assign
a category to every message based on its contents. However, the work on access control for
social networks, based on the resource contents, is hardly explored by any research work. This
may be due to less-than-100% efficiency of content based filtering approaches.
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In addition, a content aware access control model is presented in (Hart et al., 2007). The model
decides the access decision based on the contents of user data by tagging all the documents
and users, and uses machine learning techniques to extract the meta-information. The model
uses existing relationships between users to decide the authorized users, and identify the
resources on their contents rather than some resource identifier. The work has introduced user
readable policy specification and its automatic application. However, as recognized by the
authors, the system makes occasional mistakes and needs some feedback mechanism to correct
erroneous tags. Also, the work does not provide any access control enforcement mechanism,
and only considered direct relationship between the owner and the requestor.
The literature highlights interesting patterns in current access control models for social
networks. The models have used different approaches to solve the access control problem, but
they all have common grounds of ownership and relationships. These two concepts are
fundamental to the growth of a community whether offline or online. In traditional access
control models, ownership is only supported by discretionary access control (DAC) driven
models, as mandatory access control (MAC) is centrally administered and role based access
control (RBAC) has proved to be quite expensive while implementing ownership (Sandhu &
Munawer, 1998a). Owner oriented relationship requires owner based local roles in DAC driven
access control model. This was implicit in most of the access control models for social
networks discussed in this section and explicitly defined in (Tapiador et al., 2011; J. Li et al.,
2009). However, there does not exist any access control model that supports rights allocation
for social networks or any other STS.

2.7 Current rights allocation practices
Today, STS cannot prosper without rights allocation. While currently there does not exist any
formal rights allocation model for online social interactions, some systems have some
functionality that can be considered as advancement in this direction. For example, sharing of
rights can be seen as one of the major reasons for glorious success of STS during the last
decade. Revocation is also supported as it is necessary to support sharing. However, delegation
and transfer of rights is not supported by any STS. Also, rights merge is not supported by any
current STS. Moreover, the opportunities associated with multiple-ownership are not yet
explored for these systems. This section covers some of these approaches taken from the
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examples of current systems, and highlights the absence of rights allocation along with the
opportunities associated with them.

2.7.1 Knowledge management services
Knowledge sharing is a behavior when one disseminates their knowledge and experience to
others (Fan & Wu, 2011). To leverage the knowledge effectively, people participate in activities
of both knowledge contribution and knowledge seeking (Bock & Kankanhalli, 2006).
Knowledge management systems are platforms for people to share knowledge, where
conference systems, knowledge repositories and wikis come under this category (Kalman,
Monge, Fulk, & Heino, 2002; Majchrzak, Wagner, & Yates, 2006).
Social interaction has been viewed as an important trigger for knowledge creation and sharing,
where people have different types of relationships with each other. For instance, conference
chairs delegate some of their rights and responsibilities to track chairs. Authors share the rights
over a paper with their coauthors, and organizing committee allocates and revokes rights for
attendees based on current conference sessions. The ability to allocate social rights is the key
to meet these social requirements. This allows STS to evolve from an initial state of one
administrator with all rights to a community with delegated and shared rights.
However, current systems do not allow delegating tracks and mini-tracks to different chairs in
a running conference. The delegation of online responsibilities is not supported while it is
commonly practiced in the physical world. Also, papers are joint property of all of its
authors12, but current systems only allow the submitting author to control all the properties
associated with it. In order to give greater legitimacy (Whitworth & deMoor, 2002, 2003) for
online social interactions, online delegation should be introduced along with other allocation
options. The one author paper scenarios should be changed to allowing all the authors having
joint control over editing, versioning, and withdrawing of the work. For example, a manyauthor paper submitted online can let one author alone edit it (transfer), let one author edit as
allowed by the primary author (delegate), let edits proceed only if confirmed by all authors
(merge), or let any author do any edit (share).

12

As they have contributed to its completion.
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2.7.2 Social networks
Social networks are systems based on relationships and friendships. These software systems
are built around the social requirements of friendship and allow users to communicate with
their friends by creating a social circle (boyd, 2006; boyd & Ellison, 2007).
Current popular social networks like Facebook allow the owner to control the privacy setting
of their content, which are by default private 13. Other users are added to the social circle of the
owner and rights over resources are managed across the social circles. Privacy settings can limit
the access of resources to friends, friends of friends or to everyone; however there are
currently 275 settings on a Facebook profile, far more than most users can keep track of.
Despite of the privacy support by current social networks, some concerns are still raised as any
friend of yours can tag you on a photo without your consent and it is displayed as a photo of
yours. If people create their personas, they should be able to own it 14, but one cannot delete
his/her Wikipedia or WordPress profile 15.

2.7.3 Video sharing services
Video sharing services allow users to distribute their videos through public or private channels.
There are two major types of video sharing services, that is, paid and free. The paid services
only allow the subscribed users to watch a video, while free services (like YouTube) allow
everybody to watch stuff. Irrespective of their apparent different types of rights allocation,
both the services share the video contents to restricted or unrestricted users in the community.
The rights management in paid services restricts the number of views to particular users; while
free video sharing services allow everybody to watch a video for any number of times.
Irrespective to their similar nature, there is no agreed formal rights allocation model for these
video sharing services to operate on desired set of rights.
The current rules of online social interactions are based on designer intuitions rather than
formal models, so they vary between systems and over time, with public outrage the only

13

Previously Orkut did it differently by allowing everybody to look at your messages and profile information.

14

By freedom, one should own one’s online self.

15

See how to permanently delete your account on popular website here: http://www.smashingmagazine.com/

2010/06/11/how-to-permanently-delete-your-account-on-popular-websites/
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check. There is no agreed scheme for allocating permissions to create, edit, delete or view
object entities, let alone manage roles.
On Facebook, everything is private and owner can share information with level one friends,
level two friends or with the whole community, conversely it was public in Orkut as every
information was visible to everyone. On YouTube, videos are publically viewable as everyone
can watch a posted video, while it is restricted on paid video sharing services. On Wikipedia,
articles are publically editable – everyone can modify the contents of a page; on the contrary,
conference systems do not allow anybody but the corresponding author to edit the paper.
However, rights allocation in tagging a photo on Facebook is similar in nature as having a coauthored paper on Easy Chair. Also, allowing everybody to watch a video on YouTube is not
very different from allowing everyone to edit an article on Wikipedia or allowing a restricted
audience to watch the same video on a paid video sharing service.
There is a need to define a formal model for online social interactions based on socio-technical
design, which may provide a unanimous framework to be used in most of the current
applications. The model may not only support the current practices in STS but also extends
the rights allocation to support rights delegation, rights transfer, rights sharing, joint rights and
multiple-ownership. This will allow the conference chairs to delegate tracks and mini-tracks to
different track/mini-track chairs, conference systems to provide different real world options to
authors, solve various identified problems in STS, and give an undisputed rights allocation
model for all the other cases. The introduction of rights allocation model for online social
interactions may open up new research directions in this field. To highlight the significance of
the proposed work, the next section focuses on rights allocation work supported by traditional
models and emphasizes the fact why they cannot be used for online social interactions.

2.8 Rights allocation for traditional models
Rights allocation refers to the methods that can be used by the owner to allocate rights to
other users. Specifically, it is associated with the methods in which the actor entity in the rights
triplet can be modified. It covers the set of possible operations on rights such as rights
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delegation, rights transfer, rights sharing and rights merge. Table 2.3 shows the list of possible
set of operations on rights16:
Operation

Term

Definition

Replace Temporary Delegation Temporarily gives rights to another user who can exercise them on
the owner’s behalf, where the previous user cannot exercise it
(Gasser & McDermott, 1990).
Replace Permanent

Transfer

Permanently gives rights to another user who becomes the new
owner, and the previous user cannot exercise it anymore (Barka,
2002).

Share

Sharing

Gives away rights over an object while keeping them at the same
time, so both users can exercise it (Y. Liu, Yu, & Hao, 2009).

Merge

Joint

Merges the rights of the entire user set over an object, so all parties

ownership

must agree to perform some action (Ilic, Michahelles, & Fleisch,
2007).

Table 2.3: Various operations on rights and their definitions

Current access control models for STS do not support any type of rights allocation, however
some other traditional access control models support some types of allocation. This section
covers the previous work on rights allocation for traditional access control models and
highlights the differences which make it difficult to use the existing access control models for
online social interactions.

2.8.1 Delegation
Delegation is a process which allows a user Alice to authorize another user Bob to access
resources on her behalf (Abadi, Burrows, Lampson, & Plotkin, 1993; Gasser & McDermott,
1990; Varadharajan, Allen, & Black, 1991). There are two delegation views: administrative
directed delegations and user directed delegations (Linn & Nystrom, 1999). In the former, each
delegation request should be approved by some security officer, while the latter allows the
users to delegate rights on their own responsibility. However, in both cases, it is important to
have some proper delegation model to prevent unwanted flow of the delegated rights.

16

See section 3.2.6 for details.
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The delegation work in traditional access control models can be classified into three categories:
a) machine to machine delegation, b) user to machine delegation, and c) user to user delegation
(Abadi et al., 1993; Barka & Sandhu, 2004; Gasser & McDermott, 1990; Gladney, 1997).
Following are some of the details of these categories:
2.8.1.1 Machine to machine delegation
Machine to machine delegation is a process which allows a computer based process to
authorize another process to act on the behalf of the former (Gasser & McDermott, 1990). It
mostly deals with scenarios in the context of distributed systems when one local process
requests some resource on the remote machine, and delegates rights to the remote process to
request the resource on the former’s behalf.
The delegation of rights from local process to remote process was explored in (Gasser &
McDermott, 1990) with a mechanism for users to explicitly terminate it. The delegation
framework deals with single level delegation and chained delegation. Where single level
delegation covers the cases when a single process from local machine deals with single process
on the remote server; and chained delegation covers the cases when more than one system is
involved between the local and the remote server. Additionally, limited delegation is
considered and two options were given, that is, one process can delegate the rights over a
subset of its authorized resources, or it can delegate a subset of rights over its complete
authorized resource set. The work authorized the claimed delegation by public/private key
cryptography (Rivest, Shamir, & Adleman, 1978) to verify that the information is securely
transferred between processes.
Another example of machine to machine delegation was explored in (Abadi et al., 1993). The
work had proposed single level delegation model that operates on a subset of rights. It also
provided powerful mechanisms to implement the delegation with and without the use of
signed certificates. However, the delegation model is not adequate for users as they cannot
refresh delegation certificates so often and longtime certificates introduce a security threat of
being abused by users’ delegation.
Another work of a similar type used the term proxy to discuss how one object can delegate its
rights to another object to act on the former’s behalf (Varadharajan et al., 1991). The authors
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claimed that process proxy situations arise in object oriented systems where multiple objects
cooperate with each other to perform some task. The research allowed multi-step, partial
machine to machine delegations for limited durations, and introduced various mechanisms for
its revocation. To prevent the forgery and to maintain the system trust, the instantiation was
done using two encryption solutions, that is, public key based solution, and secret key based
solution. The research also proposed the extension of Kerberos mechanism (Miller, Neuman,
Schillcr, & Saltzer, 1987; Steiner, Neuman, & Schiller, 1988) to implement delegation.
2.8.1.2 User to machine delegation
User to machine delegation can be defined as a process which allows users to authorize a
process to act on their behalf (Gasser & McDermott, 1990). It is done in every computer
application in the context of human-computer interaction, where a process acts on users’
behalf. Thus the user has to delegate his/her rights to the process in order to execute some
instruction or to fetch some information from another process.
The work of Gasser and McDermott (1990) in machine to machine delegation also explic itly
explored the characteristics of user to machine delegation. Instead of only focusing on the
delegation between local and remote processes, the authors also considered the delegation of
rights form the user to the local process. The delegation model covers complete design
considerations and starts when a user signs in to a machine. If then the local machine requires
some resource on the remote machine, the user delegates their rights to the local process to
request the resource from the remote machine on their behalf. However, if there are multiple
remote machines involved in fetching the desired resource, the local process then delegates the
rights to the remote process, so it can request the resource on the behalf of the local process.
The model ensures that the delegation is authorized and authenticated, and can be revoked
when needed. It also allows partial delegations where a process can only exercise limited rights
over subset of resources.
2.8.1.3 User to user delegation
User to user delegation is a process which allows a user to authorize another user to act on the
former’s behalf (Gaaloul, Schaad, Flegel, & Charoy, 2008). This type of delegation is normally
exercised in collaboration environments, where one user may not able to perform some task
and/or for distribution of authority (Park & Lee, 2005). Most of the research in this area deals
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with role delegation in role based access control (RBAC) environment (Barka, 2002; Sandhu,
Bhamidipati, & Munawer, 1999; L. Zhang, Ahn, & Chu, 2001; X. Zhang et al., 2003).
Investigation of user to user delegation with the focus on RBAC was done in (Barka, 2002;
Barka & Sandhu, 2004, 2007). In RBAC, permissions and responsibilities are associated with
roles and users are made members of these roles to grant them permissions. In RBAC
delegation, the user in one role can delegate his/her role to another user, so the latter can
perform actions on the former’s behalf. The work differentiated between permanent and
temporary delegations and considered a number of cases to develop a framework for role
based delegation model (Barka & Sandhu, 2000b). In another work by the same authors, they
proposed the role based delegation model (RBDM0) for flat RBAC roles, and extend the work
as RBDM1 for hierarchical RBAC roles (Barka & Sandhu, 2000a). The RBDM1 differentiates
between upward, downward and cross sectional delegations in hierarchical roles. The upward
delegation is from a junior role to a senior role and is considered useless because of the
permission inheritance proposed in (Sandhu et al., 1996), where the senior role already gets all
the permissions associated with the junior roles. The downward delegation is from a senior
role to a junior role, which can only work with the subset of rights associated with the role
because it may shrink the hierarchy of the organization. The cross sectional delegation is the
most useful in RBAC as it gives the mechanism to assign rights within two different
departments at two different hierarchical levels. The models also support revoca tion using
time-out, where every delegation has a time-stamp which expires to terminate the delegation.
Also, the models support grant-independent revocation, where any member of the delegated
role can revoke the delegation from the delegatee.
To handle the administration in RBAC and to manage users and roles assignments in an
organization, an administrative RBAC model (ARBAC) was proposed in (Sandhu et al., 1999;
Sandhu & Munawer, 1999). The basic motivation behind ARBAC is to use RBAC to manage
RBAC itself. The model is divided into three major components: user-role assignment (URA),
permission-role assignment (PRA), and role-role assignment (RRA). URA model is used for
the management of user to role assignment, and is defined in two sub models – URA grant
model and URA revoke model. The first sub-model deals with the grant of role membership
to users, and the second deals with the revocation of users’ membership from the role. The
PRA model is used for the management of permission to role assignment, and is similar to
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URA. The permission role assignment and revocation are handled by ‘can_assign’ and
‘can_revoke’ relations respectively. The RRA model is used for the management of role to role
assignment and distinguishes among three types of roles, namely abilities – roles consists of
permissions only, groups – roles consists of users only, and UP-roles – roles consists of both
users and permission (Sandhu & Munawer, 1998b). The RRA model is composed of several
sub-models for ability-role assignments and group-role assignments.
The flat and hierarchical delegation models (Barka 2002; Barka & Sandhu 2000a, 2000b, 2004,
2007), and URA, PRA and RRA administration models (Sandhu et al., 1999; Sandhu &
Munawer, 1999) are nice additions to the RBAC original model. However, only security
administrator can control these assignments and their continuous involvement is necessary,
which can increase management efforts in large distributed systems. This problem was
addressed in (L. Zhang, Ahn, & Chu, 2001, 2003), where a delegation approach is investigated
to decrease the load of role management from security officers. The delegation model is based
on RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996) and
decentralizes the administrative process in distributed environments. The model allows the
users to delegate their roles by a rule based delegation framework that supports role hierarchies
and multistep delegations by introducing delegation relations. Also, a rule based declarative
language to specify different policies was defined. The work shares the same purpose as URA
discussed in (Sandhu et al., 1999; Sandhu & Munawer, 1999).
The notions of active and passive delegation in the context of RBAC were introduced in (Na
& Cheon, 2000). Active delegation covers the cases when the delegator and the requestor are
same subject (after satisfying some prerequisite condition), while passive delegation covers the
cases when the requestor and the delegators are different subjects, and the requestor requests
the delegation server to grant the rights to act on the delegator’s behalf. The model only works
with upwards delegation, where the junior role can take the rights associated with the senior
role. The model consists of the delegation server and the delegation protocol, where the
former decides the possibility of a particular delegation by maintaining delegation policies, and
the latter deals with the methods by which a delegation can be performed.
In another work, a flexible permission based delegation model (PBDM) based on RBAC was
introduced (X. Zhang et al., 2003). The model supports chained, partial and temporary
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delegations, and distinguishes between role level and permission level delegations. The model
particularly addresses the problem of delegating high level permissions to low level users and
extends the RBAC model with three types of roles, that is, regular roles, delegation roles and
delegatable roles. Regular roles are kept same as in RBAC, delegation roles are specifically used
for delegating permissions, and delegatable roles are based on regular roles but their
permission can be delegated to other users by creating delegation roles. The model has one -toone mapping between regular and delegatable roles, which is handled by the security
administrator, the problem of illegal flow of permissions is minimized.
An attribute based delegation model (ABDM) based on RBAC role structure was proposed to
handle user to user delegation (Ye, Wu, & Fu, 2005, 2006). The authors combined the high
flexibility of RBDM (Barka & Sandhu, 2000a) and medium security of PBDM (X. Zhang et al.,
2003) to construct a model that works on delegation constraints. These delegation constrains
consist of delegation prerequisite condition role (CR) – membership of specific roles, and
delegation attribute expression (DAE) – set of attribute constraints that must be fulfilled by
the delegatee. A delegation can only take place if the delegatee role satisfies both the CR and
the DAE.
Some other research works also proposed the semantics of delegation and its revocation. For
example, Li and colleagues proposed a logic of delegation in large scale distributed systems ( Li,
Feigenbaum, & Grosof, 1999; Li & Grosof, 2000). Crampton and Khambhammettu (2008)
proposed a rights transfer model based on RBAC, but for completeness they also included the
delegation model. The delegation proposed in their work allows the delegator to grant a role or
a permission to the delegatee in the context of flat as well as hierarchical roles of RBAC. A
delegation model for trust management systems in RBAC was presented in (Tamassia, Yao, &
Winsborough, 2004). The model combines the advantages of RBAC in trusted systems and
delegation in distributed systems. It was designed to support chain delegations and verify t he
hierarchical delegation chain. Another fine grained user-to-user delegation model for RBAC
allows the users to delegate part of rights associated with their role to another user ( Wainer &
Kumar, 2005). Another delegation work for RBAC in the presence of multiple hybrid
hierarchical structures was explored in (Joshi & Bertino, 2006). A trust based delegation model
for pervasive computing was discussed in (Steffen & Knorr, 2005). A delegation model of
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RBAC in workflow scenarios was discussed in (Bammigatti & Rao, 2008), and a delegation
model for workflow management systems was proposed in (Atluri & Warner, 2005).
There are several shortcomings with the application of RBAC delegation for online social
interactions. First, the delegation is not expressive enough in RBAC and the only way to grant
permission to a user is by granting the permission to a role and assigning him/her that role.
This leads to management overhead for administrators as running multiple delegation
scenarios at the same time using roles is difficult. Another shortcoming of the RBAC
delegation models is their coarse nature, as they do not differentiate among different users
within the same role. Further, any user in the delegated role can revoke the delegation in
RBAC, while the delegation model based on socio-technical design only allows the delegator to
revoke the rights.

2.8.2 Rights transfer
Rights transfer is a process which allows a user Alice to give away rights to another user Bob,
where the transferred rights are no longer available to Alice. It is used when there is a need to
restrict the cardinality of users having the same right. In some of the literature, rights transfer
is referred to as transfer delegation (Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2008, p. 1) or permanent
delegation (Barka, 2002, p. 72). The work on rights transfer for traditional access control
models is presented in this section.
In his PhD dissertation, Barka (2002, p. 38) proposed the user to user delegation model based
on RBAC. The delegation was categorized as temporary and permanent, which can be
considered as delegation and transfer in the context of the current work. In the traditional
user-to-user rights delegation section17, Barka’s work on temporary delegation in the context of
RBAC was discussed. Now his work on rights transfer (permanent delegation) will be
discussed in this section. The transfer model was based on RBAC and allows a user to
permanently transfer his/her role membership to another user in the organization, where the
previous member losses his/her membership of that role. The permissions associated with the
transferred role are also given to the new member. The transfer model is irrevocable, where
the old member cannot take back the role membership but only the security administrator can

17

Section 2.8.1.3.
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remove the new member from the role. The work reported two permanent role-based
delegation models – PRBDM0 and PRBDM1, for flat and hierarchical roles respectively.
Crampton and Khambhammettu (2006, 2008) also proposed a rights transfer model for flat
and hierarchical roles in RBAC. The transfer model allows the user to grant a role/permission
to another user, where the latter gets all the transferred permissions while the former can no
longer exercise the permission or role. Two different relations were introduced for role and
permission transfer each. The first deals with the set of roles/permissions that can be
transferred from the set of all the available roles/permissions in the system, and the second
deals with authorization of users to transfer a role/permission. The transfer considered was
temporary in nature and can be revoked. The work is similar to Barka (2002), but considered
temporary permission transfers as well. The authors reported that the only difference between
delegation and transfer is monotonicity of rights, which means that Alice cannot exercise the
right after its transfer, while she can exercise it after delegation 18.

2.8.3 Rights sharing
Rights sharing is a process which allows the user to give the right to another user while
keeping it at the same time, so both can exercise it. Rights sharing is mostly used in scenarios
where multiple users share the same right over an object. There are some research projects that
indirectly relates to this area. One of those research works is of Y. Liu and colleagues (2009),
which deals with rights sharing in online digital rights management (DRM) systems for digital
contents. DRM provides the management, tracking and protection of copyrighted digital assets
(Q. Liu, Safavi-Naini, & Sheppard, 2003; Iannella, 2001). There are some commercial DRM
systems available from Microsoft 19, IBM20 and Apple 21. The online rights sharing model by Y.
Liu and colleagues (2009) works on light-weighted ticket transfer protocol which does not
change the semantics of DRM system. The model supports time constraints and rights
description to support fine grained rights management. A security mechanism was also
18

However the current research differentiates between delegation and transfer, on the basis of the ability to

further allocate the right.
19

Microsoft Windows Media Digital Rights Management, http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/

forpros/drm/default.mspx, 2007.
20

IBM's Electronic Music Management System (EMMS), http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/madison.html, 2005.

21

iTune. http://www.apple.com/itunes/, 2006.
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proposed to encrypt the tickets and reduce the risks of over-issuance and multiple spending of
tickets.
Another rights sharing model based on digital rights management for copyrighted digital
contents was explored in (Z. Zhang, Pei, Ma, Yang, & Fan, 2008). The proposed sharing of
rights over copyrighted contents was mutually inclusive as all the previous and new holder of
the right may exercise it. The authors proposed a granular, time, depth and cardinality
constrained sharing model based on trusted computing components. However, the model is
based on static trust certificates, which may not support the dynamic nature of social
interactions.

2.8.4 Rights merge
Rights merge is a process which allows the user to merge the rights of a set of users, where all
must agree to exercise the right. It is used in collaborative environments where multiple users’
consent needs to be considered for any decision. Little work on rights merge has been done in
literature for access control models. Among them, Ilic and colleagues (2007) explored a dual
ownership model for access control in safety supply chains. Another approach for ownership
protection along with a model for joint ownership of watermarked digital contents was
explored in (Wu, 2003). In addition, Guo and Georganas (2002) proposed a joint-ownership
verification algorithm to verify the watermark on digital images. However, all of these
approaches were more oriented towards verification of ownership rather than rights allocation
over the online resources.
In traditional access control models, only delegation has got some serious attention but other
modes of rights allocation, for example, rights transfer, rights sharing or rights merge are
sparsely explored. Moreover, the work of rights allocation in literature is less useful if applied
to STS due to the following reasons:
The number of users and objects is quite high in STS as compared to traditional systems. For
example, Facebook reports 955 million active user accounts, each adding many hundreds of
photos and comments each year, with more than 100 billion friend connections; so models
that map system resources to all the users in the system soon become over-complex for a STS
with millions of users and billions of resources. Role based access control (RBAC) is often
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proposed as the solution to reduce the complexity of traditional systems by introducing roles
(Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, access control
for STS depends on the number of interactions rather than the number of users in the system,
so its complexity increases geometrically with size, not linearly. Also, the object visibility in
STS is restricted to the social circle of the owner rather than the whole system, which makes
traditional systems unsuitable for them. Furthermore, the frequent content updates and the
volatile nature of friendship makes it difficult to use traditional access control systems for STS
(Hart et al., 2007).
Connecting to others satisfies relationship needs but also raises security and privacy concerns
(Simpson, 2008). As users contribute online contents, for example, family photos or online
videos, they naturally expect to control those contents. In centralized access control, each user
is allocated the same access control policy values, so variants must be requested from a central
authority (Hart et al., 2007). Roles in traditional access control systems are system wide groups
whose membership is set by a system administrator. The access rights over user's resource are
allocated to a role the user has no control over. In contrast, users involved in online social
interactions want to set their own values without reference to a central authority, for example,
to share their data with everyone or to restrict it to family and friends. Traditional access
control systems do not provide all the functionality needed and so struggle with the demand of
today’s individual user for a diverse range of privacy requirements (Gollu et al., 2007, J. Li et
al., 2009). Generic roles tend to reveal more than the users want, as they cannot specify local
requirements using generic roles.
In addition, the set of operations offered by STS is much larger than the number of operations
offered by the traditional systems. To a traditional access control system, a file can only be
read, written to or executed, but users involved in online social interactions want to exercise a
much richer set of operations in parallel to that used in physical societies. This sophisticated
set not only includes read, write, vote, tag, subscribe and so on, but also other operations to
manipulate different types of objects with different collaborations among different users, such
as joint ownership of a couple common online persona, transferring a colleague’s research
paper to him/her, or delegation of management of tracks to track chairs from conference
organizers. Rights allocation is useful in many situations, such as backup of role, collaboration
of work and decentralization of authority (X. Zhang et al., 2003; Park & Lee, 2005).
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STS are built around the social requirement of ownership, which is not widely supported by
traditional access control models. From the set of traditional access control models, only DAC
can work with the ownership requirement of STS, but it faces the problems of global visibility
of objects, central administration of groups, and users’ interactional complexity. Another
alternate to the complexity problem is RBAC, but it is proved to be even more expensive while
supporting ownership (Sandhu & Munawer, 1998a). Besides, traditional access control models
assume single ownership of objects, whether it is a person or an organization, but do not
support multiple-ownership of objects which may restrict online social collaboration
opportunities.
Further, only one of type of rights allocation – rights delegation is extensively explored in
literature but other rights allocations, such as rights transfer, rights sharing and rights merge
are hardly explored in much detail. Also, the rights delegation work in literature is mainly about
role to role delegation in RBAC, where permissions are associated with roles. However, STS
require domain based rights delegation where permissions are associated with objects. Besides,
the delegation models in traditional access control do not support multiple sub-delegations,
but provide support for multi-level delegations – delegatee can further delegate its role, which
raises the question of accountability in online systems. On the other hand, STS require singlelevel, multiple delegations to maintain the accountability and to support the coexistence of
multiple delegation subdomains, for example, one conference can be divided into multiple
tracks, each of which can be then delegated to different track chairs. Another major difference
between traditional delegation models and the required one is the scope of allocation. In
traditional models, the allocation scope is system wide, while the required allocation may only
have domain based scope and will be invalid outside the domain and outside the local role’s
scope22. Figure 2.2 illustrates the progress of access control and identifies the position and
contribution of the proposed work.
This research revisits the problems of access control in STS using socio-technical design and
introduces an access control model supporting rights allocation as well as ownership and
relationships. There is currently no formal access control model for STS that supports rights
delegation, rights transfer, rights merge or multiple-ownership.
22

Which restricts the demage of allocation if anything goes wrong.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the literature and contribution of the current research

2.9 Thesis statement
From the literature review, the following conclusions can be derived:
a) STS are new and their emergence has introduced one of the largest user interaction
platforms that computing has ever seen. They are unlike any of the previous existing
platforms, and have technical as well as social requirements.
b) Various access control models for STS have been proposed in recent years but they
lack a systematical scheme for managing rights allocation, including rights delegation,
rights transfer, rights share and rights merge.
c) While traditional access control models can be used for this new type of software, and
some types of rights allocations are already explored for them, their support to capture
the STS requirements is difficult for several reasons:
1) Traditional access control models define the access rights for every resource
for every user/role in the whole system. However, this approach is too
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complex for STS as it contains millions of users and billions of resources. Also
access control for STS depends on the number of interactions, which makes
access control entries quite enormous.
2) Traditional access control models work on global administration and roles are
system wide groups whose membership is set by a system administrator. In
contrast, users involved in online social interactions require local control and
domain based local roles without any central reference.
3) Most of the traditional access control models do not support ownership. Also,
in cases where they do support it, they do not have fine grained policy
implementation required for STS like fine grained local roles and their
membership. Further, the opportunities and challenges associated with
multiple-ownership are raised in STS are not much explored before.
4) The rights allocation models proposed in literature were mainly about role to
role allocations, as permissions were associated with roles. However, STS
require domain based rights allocations where permissions are associated with
objects.
Hence, the existing work in rights allocation is not suitable for STS for their differences in
nature with the traditional applications.

2.10 Research question
Given the above thesis statement, this research hypothesizes that a general access control
model can be designed to supports rights allocation in all online social interactions. The model
must also support social requirements like ownership, local relationships and heterogeneous
privacy policies. The objective of this research is to answer the following question:
Q) Can a general rights allocation model for online social interactions, which is
decentralized, logically consistent, socially valid, and supports dynamic local roles, be
designed?
This question also raises the following issues:
a) What are the basic types of rights allocation for online social interactions?
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b) Can the allocation models be applied to simple rights as well as meta-rights?
c) What are the characteristics of those rights allocations?
d) What are the rights of various roles associated with an object after every allocation?
e) What is the difference between the allocation models for simple and meta-rights?
Also, the rights allocation model has the following base condition:
Condition) Can an access control model for STS be designed to support ownership,
relationships and local administration?
a) Can the model be applied to emerging scenarios of online social interactions?

2.11 Methodology
A methodology is defined as a set of procedures to meet some predefined goal (Welke, 1981).
Sometimes it specifically refers the actual research method used for some research (Tashakkori
& Teddlie, 1998), and recommends the sequence in which the procedures should be
performed throughout the lifecycle of the project (Heuvel, 2002). Methodologies are also
considered as world views as they make certain assumptions about the nature of the paradigm
(Kuhn, 1970; Burrell & Morgan, 1979). Therefore, different methodologies generate
knowledge about different aspects of the same world (Mingers, 2001). This research aims to
design a rights allocation model for online social interactions; therefore it follows the
constructive research methodology which focuses more on developing novel technologies and
innovations (Crnkovic, 2010).

2.11.1 Constructive research methodology
The constructive methodology is a research approach for producing innovative constructions,
intended to solve problems faced by real world and thus makes contributions to the theory of
the applied discipline (Kasanen, Lukka, & Siitonen, 1993; Lukka, 2003; Caplinskas & Vasilecas,
2004). The focus of constructive methodology is more on developing new models, algorithms
and design principles rather than solving a local problem in a new way (Glass, Ramesh, &
Vessey, 2004). This research aims to produce a rights allocation model for online social
interactions. The model is divided into four sub-models, namely, Replace, Share, Merge and
Revoke, to handle different types of rights allocations. These models may solve the problem of
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rights allocation in online social interactions and may also contribute to the theories of access
control, ownership and online social interactions.
This research adopts the constructive research methodology, where the construction of the
models starts with identifying the characteristics associated with each of the models. These
characteristics are then refined based on the parametric values, and the procedural steps are
defined for the implementation of each of the models. Further, the effects of each model
application on different roles associate with the allocated object are analyzed along with their
design principles. The construction provides the logic for the development of rights allocation
models for online social interactions that can be implemented in any programming language
over any platform.
The constructive research methodology used in this research divides the research process into
the following phases (Kasanen et al., 1993):
a) Problem Identification: Absence of rights allocation model for STS.
b) Literature Review: Detailed understanding of traditional access control models, types
and requirements of STS, their access control models and current practices, along with
various rights allocation models for traditional systems.
c) Conceptual Framework: Identification of STS access control components and their
types, along with the basic rights allocation operations and their characteristics.
d) Innovation: Detailed specification and modeling of the rights allocation models.
e) Demonstration23: Show that the proposed solution works on both actual and
hypothetical cases of different types of current STS.
f) Contribution: Reporting theoretical connections and research contributions.
g) Applicability: Examine the scope of applicability of the solution.
The basic illustration of the general methodology used in this research is shown in figure 2.3.

23

In modeling methodologies, the model’s working is usually demonstrated. As this research designs the model

for online social interactions, it could not be demonstrated without building the community first. So, the
researcher has demonstrated the model on actual and hypothetical cases from current online social interaction
scenarios.
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Figure 2.3: The general methodology used in this research (adopted from Kasanen et al., 1993)

This dissertation follows the constructive methodology in the following manner: The
background and motivation for the problem are explained in chapter 1. Chapter 2 outlines the
literature related to the research and concludes with research question and objective. Chapter 3
describes the conceptual framework along with the reduction tree for the identification of
basic rights allocation models. Chapter 5 and 6 illustrate the innovation phase by outlining the
use-rights and meta-rights models in detail. Chapter 8 demonstrates the working of the rights
allocation models by showing that they work on current as well as on hypothetical use-cases,
while chapter 9 emphasizes on the contribution and applicability of the presented research.
The core element of a successful constructive methodology is the innovation phase, which is
often heuristic by nature. However, this research has used an incremental approach (Mills,
Dyer, & Linger, 1987) to devise each allocation model, and extreme formal modeling (XFM)
within it to refine the rules and characteristics by applying them onto various online social
interaction scenarios.
The use of XFM has several benefits over the ad hoc abstract modeling. First, the ad hoc
construction is error prone and the effort of model building and debugging grows exponential
along with the size of the model, whereas XFM includes one property at a time and an error in
the model automatically identifies the latest property as the culprit. Second, the ad hoc
approach has the tendency to include more behavior than the specifications which increases
unwanted complexity, but XFM, by definition, is less likely to include extra features. Third, in
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ad hoc model construction, there is no way to confirm the inclusion of all properties, thus
significance of the model reduces. However, XFM incrementally adds properties, so it
constructs the model having all the functionalities.

2.11.2 Extreme formal modeling (XFM)
Extreme Formal modeling (XFM) (Suhaib, Mathaikutty, Shukla, & Berner, 2005) is an agile
formal methodology based on extreme programming concepts to construct abstract models
from natural language specifications of the complex systems. It was designed to bridge the gap
between formal system engineering and requirement specification. It provides a ‘golden
reference model’ that is not only correct with respect to the requirements but also
unambiguous through formal semantics. XFM ensures that the model is regressively verified
during the construction phase, so the resultant abstract model remains constructively correct
and closer to the intended specifications. This is achieved by adding one feature at a time and
testing the whole model after every increment.
The initial phase of XFM involves the breakdown of intended outputs of the model. Then
starting from the basic functionality of the system, it takes one functionality at a time and
transforms it into some logical property. It is important to focus on the behavior of the
current property while constructing the model. The next step is to check if the logical property
correctly expresses the intended output. Once the property satisfies the specific functionality,
the next functionality is taken, converted into a logical property, and is tested against the
intended output to check whether both properties hold. On the other hand, if the property
does not satisfy the functionality, it is debugged until it matches the intended output. This
procedure is repeated until the abstract model acquires all the functionalities of the intended
behavior. The result of this incremental approach is a compact and structured abstract model.
Whenever the model fails, the most recent addition is investigated as all previous properties
were well structured and tested.
This research first divides the rights allocation into four basic sub-models, that is, Replace,
Share, Merge and Revoke, and applies the XFM to one model at a time. For this purpose, it
takes a model, explores its different functionalities, convert them one by one into logical
properties and incorporate into the model. At each step, it ensures that the added functionality
exhibits the desired function. After completing all the functionalities of one model, it then
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moves onto the next one. The complete set of models are then tested and demonstrated on
both real and hypothetical online social interaction use-cases. The details of the use of XFM
for this research are illustrated in figure 2.4.

2.12 Summary
This chapter has summarized the access control literature, its evolution in design and outlines
various well-known access control models for traditional applications. It has acknowledged the
fact that access control is an important component of every computer system and is designed
against the particular requirements of the application. It has further highlighted the emergence
of various well-known requirement sets and the models based on them. This strengthens the
fact that the design and requirements of computer applications are different from each other
and one access control model cannot fit the requirements of all types of applications.
Following this basic description of access control models, the chapter further highlighted the
emergence of STS, their properties and the issues related with them. STS are based on social
requirements of physical communities and so share their inherited structure. The users’
interaction, their social circle, the desire to own and trust are some of the key features of these
STS and the access control models should incorporate these social requirements in their design
as well. After outlining the requirements of online social interactions, it has briefly described
some access control models for social networks.
As there does not exist any rights allocation model for online social interactions, the chapter
then presented some previous work on rights allocation in traditional access control models on
rights delegation, rights transfer, rights share and rights merge. The delegation work is
explored in much detail in literature and categorized into three types: machine to machi ne
delegation, user to machine delegation, and user to user delegation. However, other types of
rights allocations, that is, rights transfer, rights share and rights merge are not explored in
much details.
After presenting all the access control models for social networks and rights allocation models
for traditional applications, the chapter outlines the differences between their structures and
the reasons why they cannot be mapped onto the new requirements of online social
interactions. The reasons include number of users’, their interactional structure, local
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administration, local object visibility, support for ownership and the nature of allocations. This
problem and the differences among traditional access control models and STS lead towards
the research question. Further, the constructive research methodology was presented as an
approach to answer the research question. The next chapter will cover the basic components
of an access control model based on socio-technical design.
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Figure 2.4: Detailed illustration of the innovation phase using incremental Extreme Formal Modeling (XFM)
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Chapter 3

Conceptual Framework

o answer the questions raised in chapter 2, this chapter outlines the basic components

T

and the possible ways to use them. The conceptual framework is based on the sociotechnical design, which involves technical and social requirements, to design not just

what can be done but what should be done. This chapter is organized as follows: first it outlines
some basic characteristics of online social interactions by generalizing the literature explored in
chapter 2. It then describes some basic concepts used in access control literature for designing
various models. This basic discussion leads to rights allocation, which introduces various
methods to allocate rights. It further presents various characteristics of rights allocation
followed by the reduction approach that provides the basis for rights allocation models.

3.1 Characteristics of online social interactions
Generalizing the work on access control models for social networks from the previous
chapter, this section picks their common characteristics. However, before going into these
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details, it illustrates an example of a social network 24 (for example Facebook), which can help
in highlighting the properties and will direct the design of an access control model for STS.
Figure 3.1 shows a simple social network where nodes are network users and lines are the
relations between them. These relationships can be of different types, for example Alice sees
George and Frank as friends, David as family, and Bob and Carl as colleagues. These direct
friends of Alice further see other users as friends, which are considered as indirect friends of
Alice.

Figure 3.1: A simple social network

In social terms, if Alice owns some object, say a photo, only she has the right to manage its
access (Locke, 1963). If she then shares it based on her personal connections, it is not
necessary to map that resource to all the users beyond her social circle. This introduces the

24

Social Networks are purely based on social interactions and support its all three types, so can be seen as the

richest example of STS having all types of online social interactions.
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concept of local visibility, which is used by modern access control models for social networks
to reduce the complexity (Carminati et al., 2009; Fong et al., 2009). In the social circle,
relationships have degrees of closeness as people relate not only to their best buddies but also
to family, coworkers, teachers and acquaintances, and access to resources is managed based on
the type of relationship with other users (J. Li et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2011).
Equally, sharing of the photo can take many forms as it can be Alice photo which she wants to
show her friends, it can be her photo with David on which she wants to tag him, or it can be
some campaign poster or community service message which she wants her friends to
propagate. These types of activities are supported by rights allocation, which is useful in many
situations such as backup of role, collaboration of work and decentralization of authority (Park
& Lee, 2005). In physical communities, lending a book to a friend, selling/purchasing of car or
house, joint ownership of bank account by a married couple are some common examples of
rights allocation. To evolve socially, a system must allow rights to be allocated, given an initial
state of just one system administrator holding all rights and can be done by involving others in
ones permissions (Gaaloul et al., 2008).
The above mentioned requirements of social networks can be outlined in details as follows:

3.1.1 Creator Ownership
In the physical society, people see objects in terms of who owns them (Locke, 1963). In
particular it is considered right that one should own what one creates, for example a painting
or poem. In STS, people create information objects by posting them, so they should own
them, that is, be able to manage their access. Essentially the privacy requirements of STS are
that if people cannot control access to what they post, they will not post, and so the system
will collapse (McInnerney & Roberts, 2004). The concept of ownership divides the whole
system into multiple autonomous administrative domains, managed by owners themselves.
STS are built upon the social concept of ownership, that is, every resource in them must be
owned by at least one person. Ownership can also add complexity, as in physical society it can
be sold, delegated and shared.
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3.1.2 Freedom
In the physical world, freedom is the right to control one's body, to not be a slave to another.
If freedom online is the right to control one's online body, or persona, one should be able to
edit or delete it, yet many systems don't permit this (Lessig, 1999). A system offers freedom if
actors can remove themself from it, for example delete a Facebook wall or YouTube channel
with nothing left behind. The social logic of freedom is that one owns oneself online, that is,
an online persona does not belong to the system administrator (SA).

3.1.3 Privacy
Privacy can be defined as the right to control the access of others over ones information
(Gavison, 1980; Allen, 1988; Moore, 2003). The boundaries of privacy differ among
individuals and cultures, but share some common grounds. Due to this diversity, a system
offers privacy if actors can devise their privacy policy and the system helps them to impose it,
for example a Facebook photo can be shared with a couple of friends, with one’s whole social
circle or with the entire community.

3.1.4 Relationships
Every user in STS has a unique social circle which may consists of her friends, family and
colleagues25. This social circle is different for every user where they define their own privacy
requirements, for example a person may trust their friends more than their family and so give
them more privileges. So it cannot be system wide; rather its scope is just within the domain of
the owner. Similarly, as people are not only connected to their friends but also with their
family, colleagues, acquaintances and others, the social circle should not be coarse but fine
grained which can be divided according to the closeness in relationship between the two users
(J. Li et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2011). Furthermore, as the relationship between two users
changes over time26 and asymmetric in nature 27, the support of relationships in social networks
should also be dynamic and asymmetric. This implies that relationships in social networks
should support unique, fine grained, dynamic and asymmetric social circles. These

25

It can be extended to involve general public.

26

One may add some user as acquaintance which evolves into friend and close friend over time.

27

Alice may consider Bob just as colleague but he may consider her as friend .
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requirements can be met using domain based local roles where the owner configures them
according to their privacy requirements. Roles and access rights should vary by local domain,
that is, let users define local roles for their domain to decentralize resource management. As
the scope of these roles is limited to the domain, they can provide support for dynamic
asymmetric relationships.
In contrast, current access control models for social networks do not distinguish between
friends, and treat all of them with the same privacy policy, where users can share their
information either with level one or with level two members (Fong et al., 2009). Also, the
supported relationship is symmetric (Ali et al., 2007), and static in nature (J. Li et al., 2009;
Tapiador et al., 2011).

3.1.5 Objects’ local visibility
In social networks, traditional access control models face a serious scalability problem, as
potentially many more subjects must be mapped to many more objects, regardless of whether
a subject has access rights over an object or not. A special matrix is used to estimate the
relations between subjects, objects and operations by S × O × opr, where S is the number of
subjects, O is the number of objects and opr is the number of operations possible on that
object. The authorization matrix

is therefore huge and diverse (Kerschbaum, 2010). For example, currently Facebook reports to
have more than 955 million active users with 90 resources added by each user, every month28.
In a traditional Discretionary Access Control (DAC) model, this is over 246 trillion access
control entries per month, where every request must traverse the whole list. One often
proposed solution is Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) (Sandhu et al., 1996), which succeeds
in reducing complexity (Chung, Choi, Lee, & Rhyoo, 2007; H. Lee, K. Lee, & Chung, 2006;
Wu, Ke, & Tzeng, 2008) by dividing the authorization matrix using a level of indirection via
the role concept:

28

Facebook statistics page, http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics, accessed on 30th July 2012.
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The subjects are mapped to roles which are assigned access permissions over objects. In this
way, the access permissions for thousands of subjects are reduced to hundreds of roles.
However, RBAC cannot be used for STS due to system wide roles, and their global
management. Also as discussed earlier, online social interactions need the ownership support
while RBAC has proved to be even more expansive than DAC if ownership is supported
(Sandhu & Munawer, 1998a).
Current access control models for STS introduced the local visibility of objects by introducing
social circles. Users mostly share their information among their social circle, so it is not
necessary to map ones resources with all the users in the system. This reduces the
authorization matrix, as the visibility of an object is not across the whole system but limited to
the social circle of each owner. This limits the number of subjects having potential access over
resources:

where subject is the number of users present in the system, social circle is the number of users
connected to the owner, and potential users are the users that can request a resource from the
owner.
The concept of restricting the visibility of objects to the social circle of owner is quite useful in
reducing the complexity of traditional access control models. As objects are not mapped to the
whole user set of the system rather to only a small subset of it, the visibility of resource
reduces to local roles. Thus, the authorization matrix for the whole system is reduced to

where N is the number of total users present in the system, while x, y and z are the number of
friends, objects and operations that exist in one’s social circle. This local visibility reduces the
access control entries from 246 trillion to 33 trillion for the above mentioned data, and is
illustrated in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Access control matrix magnitude for different models based on eq. [3.1] and eq. [3.4] for Facebook
statistics

3.1.6 Object classification
Most of the current access control models treat objects as independent entities, which are
managed separately regardless to their disclosure level. This approach is quite simple but lacks
the ease of use and access efficiency which may result in poorly configured privacy policies.
On the contrary, most social networks have different types of resources where some are more
private than others, like a family photo as compared to activity status. So resources of the same
disclosure level can be grouped into same clearance class 29, which can be given a privacy
classification, for example to let only family view the family photo album. The classification of
objects has only explored in some access control models such as (Hart et al., 2007), where
access control decisions are based on the contents present in an object. Creating owner
oriented object classes to define privacy levels reduces rights management complexity and
increases usability.

3.2 Access control specifications
As most of the online social interaction requirements have been outlined based on sociotechnical design, this section now gives the basic understanding about access control
components. The standard view point of an access control system is a composition of set of
subjects, set of objects and a set of operations (Lampson, 1972).

29

For example, a photo album.
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3.2.1 Actors
Any human interaction system must contain users (or subjects) that represent people or a
group of people who exist in that system (Whitworth, de Moor, & Liu, 2006). They may be
referred to people interfacing with a single computer system (Ferraiolo et al., 2003), or
communicating with multiple communication forums (Kling, McKim, & King, 2003). The
relationship type can also be multiple as it may be an instance of user’s particular login
(session), it may be a computer agent working on user’s behalf, or a user associated with a role
(RBAC) (Sandhu et al., 1996).
This research uses the term ‘actors’ rather than ‘users’ or ‘subjects’ for several reasons. First, a
user is characterized in relationship to a particular system, whereas an actor may participate in
multiple communications forums (Kling et al., 2003), such as an e-journal, an e-publisher, and
several conferences. Second, the term ‘user’ generally implies a single type of relationship with
the system, whereas an actor may play multiple relationships (Kling et al., 2003), and he may
have conflicting or ambiguous requirements about the actions they perform (Lamb & Kling,
2003). For example, a reviewer in an e-journal system could also be an author. Also, subject is
a bit more system term, where it means any computer process30 requesting a resource (Gasser
& McDermott, 1990), while user is more HCI term which refers to users’ choices, their
cognitive process and other HCI factors (Myers, 1998). However, actor is a more STS term
where an actor exists within a community and can have many types of relationships in a
system.
In general, the actor is any entity that can participate in a social interaction on a user’s behalf31
and can be of two types:
a) Persona: An online persona represents an offline party, for example an avatar, profile,
mail account, Facebook wall or YouTube channel can represent an offline person,
group or organization. An online persona is activated by a logon operation, which
equates it to the offline party and makes that party accountable for the persona’s
actions. An online computer agent can act for a group, like installation software for a

30

May be on user’s behalf.

31

An actor needs not be a person, for example a program can be an agent.
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company, but social acts must ultimately trace back to people and online is no
different32. If an installation misleads, we sue company directors not software 33.
b) Group. A set of personae acting as one.

3.2.2 Objects
Objects are passive entities that convey meaning, that is, evoke cognitive processing, for
example a photo. They are manipulated by operations (Lampson, 1969), and can be
categorized into items and spaces.
3.2.2.1 Items
An item is a simple object with no dependents, like a board post. It can be viewed, edited or
deleted. If the system object hierarchy was a tree, its leaves would be items. Items can be of
different types, for example:
a) Comment: An item whose meaning depends on another, for example ‘I agree’ makes no
sense without a source item.
b) Message: An item with sender/receiver, for example an email.
c) Vote/Like: An item that conveys a choice position to a response set.
3.2.2.2 Spaces
As leaves need branches so items need spaces to carry them, for example an online wall that
accepts photos or notes. In information terms, a space is a complex object with collection of
dependent entities. It can be viewed, edited or deleted as an item, but can also contain other
objects, for example a bulletin board. Spaces within spaces give object hierarchies, with the
system itself the first space.
A space is a parent to any child entities it contains, as they depend on it to exist. Deleting a space
deletes its contents for that reason, for example deleting a board deletes its posts. Allowing
spaces improves access efficiency, for example one can deny access to every object in a space
by denying entry to the space. An access control system can assume that every entity has a
32

Registering by a nickname online instead of one's real name denies accountability offline but not online, for

example a banned EBay seller name loses its online reputation.
33

A person who acts as an agent can still be held accountable, for example if told to shoot someone and does do.
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parent space34. Its ancestors are the set of all spaces that contain it, up to the system itself, as the
first ancestor. Equally the offspring of a space are any child objects it contains, their children,
and any other derived children.

3.2.3 Operations
Operations are actor initiated methods that target information entities. They can be clustered
for access control purposes, that is, operations of the same type can be combined to simplify
the design of an access control model, for example edit and append can be grouped under one
set, edit. As variants of a set present the same access control issues, so to resolve one is to
resolve all and an access control model that can manage one can manage all. Following are
some of the common operation sets for online objects:
a) Create: Create adds a new entity, for example creating a Wikipedia stub for others to
edit. Duplicate 35 is a variant of create.
b) View. Operations like view are null acts that do not change the information stored in
the target but only allow others to view it.
c) Edit: It is the operation to change existing entity values. It has some variants like edit
alters entity values, append extends them, version edits with backup, and Wikipedia's
revert is the inverse.
d) Delete: It is the operation to remove the object and all the rights associated with it. Its
variants include delete, destroy and so on, in a way that delete flags an entity for
destruction, undelete reverses that, and destroy kills it permanently.
e) Process (execute): It is the operation to extract the basic information related to an entity
to do the statistical analysis without revealing the identity of the entity.

3.2.4 Rights
In physical society, rights are defined as entitlements to perform certain actions or be in certain
states (Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2007). Communities, by norms, laws or culture, grant
citizens rights, or social permissions to act. Rights reduce physical conflict, as parties who agree

34

Except of course for the system itself.

35

Creating with same parameters values (copy and paste).
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on rights do not have to fight. Rights arise when social requirements manifest as personal
cognitions, which manifest as informational rules, which manifest as action directives.
Physical society specifies rights in contracts, laws and customs, but in online society a right is a
stored access control permission. Online, the access control program is the law (Lessig, 1999),
but it can still act on behalf of a community, that is, it need not be a tyrant. A social right does
not require the act it allows, for example the right to sue does not force one to sue. Likewise,
access control model for online social interactions is about defining legitimate choices –
individuals still choose what they do. Access control defines what online actors can do not
what they must do, so is today more about access than control. It gives a rights context, but
how people actually act depends on bias, habit, reward and the acts of others, as in any society
(Rand & Branden, 1964). A right transmitted or stored is often called a permission.
A right is a system permission for actor (A) to apply operation (opr) to object (O) (Whitworth
& deMoor, 2002, 2003), or in symbolic terms:

The above equation can be generalized to write:

where actor is any social entity, for example a persona, the entity can be an object, an actor or
a right, and the operation is any that is available to that entity, for example view/edit for items
and enter/exit for spaces. It means that rights are not only used to apply operations on objects,
but can also be used to apply operations on actors, or rights. So an actor can act on itself using
a right which can be owned by him or the system administrator36. Also a right can be used to
manipulate a right which is often referred as meta-right in literature.
The above discussion gives the following definitions:
a) Right: A system permission for an actor to operate on an entity. A right can be
categorized in one of the following:

36

For example, some systems don’t allow the users to delete their profile.
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i.

Use rights37: Rights to act on object or actor entities.

ii.

Meta-rights: Rights to act on right entities.

3.2.4.1 Meta-Rights38
A meta-right is the right to allocate a right, and defines who can operate on rights entities
within the access control system (Dewan & Shen, 1998; Indratmo & Vassileva, 2007; Mattas,
Mavridis, Ilioudis, & Pagkalos, 2006). Meta-rights are absolute in nature as there are no metameta-rights, and they can use to operate on entity rights as well as themselves.
In other terms:

where MR is meta-right and the entity acted on is a right to an entity.
This is the same form as equation [3.6] but the entity acted on is now a right, and Allocation is
any operation on a right. While dealing with modification of rights (and meta-rights), there are
two basic questions that need to be answered:
a) Who can modify a right?
b) How a right can be modified?
The next section – authorization authority, answers the first question, while the second
question is addressed in section 3.2.3 (operations on rights).

3.2.5 Authorization authority
This section discusses the different possibilities of authorization authorities and chooses what
is more appropriate for online social interactions. There are two basic types of authorization
authorities, which are considered appropriate for most of the computing applications, that is,
central administration and ownership.

37

Use rights are rights to use an object/actor (for example view, edit, delete) and are sometimes referred to as

simple rights – operations on objects.
38

Simple rights are already discussed as rights over object. Now this section discusses meta-rights.
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3.2.5.1 Central administration
Central administration allows the organization to manage the access rights for all the users in
the whole organization through some centralized mechanism. The system has one or more
system administrators39 who control every system resource and manages access for all the users
in the system over them. It also covers the cases where some predefined rules compute the
access decision.
Access control model that support central administration normally falls in the broader category
of Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and has many useful practical scenarios. For example,
access control of this sort is normally used in organizations (Brewer & Nash, 1989), military
(Clark & Wilson, 1987; TCSEC, 1985), health services (Morchon & Wehrle, 2010) and many
others (Jajodia & Sandhu, 1991; Sandhu & Chen, 1998; Qian & Lunt, 1996).
3.2.5.2 Ownership administration
This type of authorization is based on Locke’s idea that one should own what one creates,
whether a book, a painting or a crop (Locke, 1963). It allows the creator of a resource to have
all the rights over it including the right to manage those rights, that is, meta-rights.
Access control model that support ownership normally falls in the broader category of
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), which was developed for personal applications and held
user responsible for managing the security of their data. It also has many useful practical
scenarios like operating system (Belani et al., 1998), peer to peer file sharing (Bram, 2003), grid
computing (Thompson et al., 1999) and many more (Freudenthal et al., 2002; Kerschbaum,
2010).
The physical society expresses rights in terms of ownership (Freeden, 1991), so specifying who
owns what online can specify rights in a way that designers can support and users can
understand (Rose, 2000). People want to contribute personal stuff without worrying about its
unauthorized disclosure. So, everything posted on a STS should be owned, and conversely if
people own their posts, they should manage their access. It is also one of the important
features of online social interactions as discussed in section 3.1.1. Ownership of newly created

39

Security officers.
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online objects is critical to STS success and this research will use owner as the authorization
authority for the same reason.

3.2.6 Operations on rights
As a single right consists of three variables, that is, actor, entity and operation by equation 3.6

it gives that modification of a right includes:
a) Modifying the entity: As an entity can be an object, an actor or a right, it can be
modified by:
i.

Modifying the actor at the entity location means modifying the properties
associated with the online persona.

ii.

Modifying the object means modifying the object set for the right or the
properties associated with an object.

iii.

Modifying the right at the entity slot means changing its actor, entity or
operation slot. It again has all the three levels40.

b) Modifying the actor set of a right over an object 41
i.

Replacing an actor with another for a right over an object.

ii.

Adding some actor to the right and the rights of existing actors do not change.

iii.

Merging the rights of all the existing actors for an object.

iv.

Removing some existing actor from a right over an object.

c) Modifying the operation that is applicable to that entity
i.

Addition/removal of some operation associated with a particular type of entity.

This research does not deal with the modification of operations as they change according to
the object type, and new operations came with new object types. For example subscribe
40

It’s logical recursion, consider modification of actor set for assigning rights.

41

Which deals with allocating rights to actors, that is, the meta-rights.
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operation is associated with mailing lists and event subscriptions, like/unlike operation is used
over photos, videos and status, and announce operation is used when you want everybody in
your friend list to know about some special event.
Besides, this research does not deal with the modification of object in the entity slot of the
rights triplet as it is associated with modifying its properties, which are different for each
object type. For example, properties of a video, picture and comment are different from each
other and depend on the application type. Also, it does not deal with the modification of actor
in the entity slot of the rights triplet as modifying the actor properties is associated with
particular actor type, for example the properties for email profile, Facebook personae, and
YouTube channel are different from each other and should be explored for the specific
application type.
However, this research deals with various ways to modify the actor set of a right, that is, ways
to assign rights42. As discussed earlier, the actor of a right can be modified in four ways: a) by
replacing the existing one, b) by adding another actor without modifying the rights of already
existing ones, c) by merging the rights of the entire existing actor set, and d) by removing some
actor from a right. It is also discussed that rights can be categorized into two different types,
that is, use-rights and meta-rights. So for completeness, this research proposes the above
mentioned four models of modifying the actor entity for use-rights as well as for meta-rights,
resulting in eight different rights allocation models. The details of these models will be
provided in the subsequent chapters, but their introduction is as follows:
3.2.6.1 Rights allocation
If the owner43 agrees to give a right to another actor who agrees to take it, along with its
obligations, the system should be able to allocate the right. There are four basic types of rights
allocation which can be classified as:

42
43

Rights allocation.
As this research aims to design the models for online social interactions, the administrative authority is the

owner, who is the actor having all the meta-rights over the object.
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3.2.6.1.1 Replace
It allows replacing the current actor for a right over an object with a new one. After the replace
operation, the previous actor cannot exercise the right but only the new actor can exercise it,
for example replacing the head of department with another person.
3.2.6.1.2 Share
It allows adding a new actor to the already existing set of actors for a right over an object.
After the share operation, multiple actors44 can exercise the right without interfering each other
rights and can act alone as if they owned the right exclusively, for example a couple's bank
account where both can withdraw all the money.
3.2.6.1.3 Merge
It allows merging the rights of multiple actors over an object. After the merge operation, all
the actors need to collaborate together in order to complete the task, for example cash
withdrawal from the bank where cashier and manager both completes the request.
3.2.6.1.4 Revoke
It allows removing the existing actor from a right over an object. After the revoke operation,
the actor who was previously assigned the right no longer able to exercise it. It has different
characteristics and different outcomes if applied after all the above three operations, and so it
is discussed under each of these operations.
Also as discussed earlier, there are two types of rights, that is, use-rights and meta-rights, it
gives the table 3.1 in the context of the literature:
Use-Rights

Meta-Rights

Replace

Delegation

Transfer

Share

Rights Sharing

Several Ownership

Merge

Separation of Duties

Joint Ownership

Table 3.1: Rights Allocation for use-rights and meta-rights

44

The previous and the new.
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3.3 Characteristics of rights allocation
Based on the above discussion, this research proposes the rights allocation models to deal with
the modification of actor entity in the rights triplet for use-rights and meta-rights. This section
now presents some characteristics for the basis of the rights allocation models. Some of these
characteristics are explored in various studies in literature (Barka & Sandhu, 2000a; L. Zhang et
al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) and are used here due to their helpfulness in understanding the
nature of the models. The description of these characteristics is as follows:

3.3.1 Consent
This characteristic deals with whether the consent of the owner and beneficiary is required for
an allocation or not. There are two possible design options for this characteristic: several
consent – only the consent of the owner is required, and joint consent – the consent of both
owner and beneficiary is required. The case when the allocation can be done only with the
consent of the beneficiary is ignored as it would reduce the community trust on the system,
which is quite important for the success of a STS.
Online scenarios where the owner can allocate the rights without the consent of the
beneficiaries can be seen in giving view rights to general public over YouTube videos. The
consent of both the owner and the beneficiary is required in cases when allocating rights also
impose some responsibility to the beneficiary, for example assigning reviewers to papers in a
conference system requires their consent. Also, by taking the consent, the owner and/or the
beneficiary agree on the rules for the use of the object. These rules (allocation contract) must
be met under all circumstances and failure to do so may result in revocation of rights from the
beneficiary.

3.3.2 Totality
Totality of rights was first introduced in the context of machine to machine delegation, where
it deals with delegating a subset of access rights from one local process to another remote
process (Gasser & McDermott, 1990). In the context of user to user allocations, it becomes a
characteristic that deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over
proper/improper subset of authorized resources (Barka, 2002; Barka & Sandhu, 2004, 2007; X.
Zhang et al., 2003; Ye et al., 2005, 2006).
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This characteristic refers to the amount of rights that can be allocated to another actor, and
has two design options: total and partial. Total rights allocation means allocating the complete
set of rights associated with an object, while partial allocation deals with allocating a subset of
rights over an object. For example on Facebook, it is possible for the owner of a video to give
only the view rights to friends who cannot vote or comment on it, in which case the allocation
is partial, or to give all the rights over the video to friends, in which case the allocation is
total45.
In rights allocation, totality can be discussed in two ways: a) an actor can allocate a subset of
his rights over all his resources, or b) an actor can allocate all of his rights over a subset of his
resources. This gives four possible cases for this characteristic: a) total resources with total
rights, b) partial resources with total rights, c) total resources with partial rights, and d) partial
resources with partial rights.

3.3.3 Cardinality
Cardinality of an allocation refers to the number of beneficiaries in a single rights allocation
operation, who can simultaneously hold an allocated right (Barka & Sandhu, 2000b; Y. Liu, Yu,
& Hao, 2009; Z. Zhang et al., 2008). There are two possible design options: single-cardinal
where a right over a particular object can be allocated to a single beneficiary at a time, and
multiple-cardinal where a right over a particular object can be allocated to multiple
beneficiaries at the same time. For example, the conference chair can assign a single person as
reviewer over a research paper where the cardinality is singular, or he can assign multiple
reviewers over the paper where the cardinality is multiple.

3.3.4 Monotonicity
This characteristic refers to the state of rights 46 of previous actors after rights allocation47
(Barka, 2002; Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2006, 2008; Y. Liu et al., 2009; Z. Zhang et al.,
2008). It has two design options: mutual exclusive and mutual inclusive. Mutual exclusivity
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Here the author is not concerned about all the possible operations on a video posted on Facebook wall, but

only considered view, vote and comment for illustration purpose.
46

How much rights remain with whom.

47

Whether the previous actor can still exercise the right or not.
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refers to the state where the previous actors do not maintain their rights over the object after
the allocation and the rights of the new actor replace the rights of the previous actors over that
object. On the contrary, mutual inclusivity means that the allocation makes no change in the
state of rights of the previous actor, who continue to exercise it along with the new actor.

3.3.5 Depth
Depth of an allocation was first explored in (Gasser & McDermott, 1990), in the context of
machine to machine delegation among processes, where it deals with the number of
connections between the local machine and the remote server.
With further evolution in the context of user to machine and user to user allocations, this
characteristic refers to the ability of the beneficiary after getting a right to further allocate it or
not and is explored in some well-known studies (Abadi et al., 1993; L. Zhang et al., 2001, 2003;
Varadharajan et al., 1991; X. Zhang et al., 2003; Z. Zhang et al., 2008). It has two possible
design options: chain depth where the beneficiary can pass the right to another actor, and
single pass where the beneficiary cannot pass the right to someone else. For example,
purchasing a house allows the new owner to further sell it so it is chained depth, while renting
a house does not allow the tenants to further sub-rent it in which case it is single pass. This
characteristic is also one of the key differences between use rights and meta-rights, as
allocating someone use rights does not allow them to further pass it on, whereas allocating
meta-rights allow them to further pass the right to other actors.

3.3.6 Revocation
Revocation is a process by which rights are taken back from the beneficiary (Barka, 2002;
Barka & Sandhu, 2000a; Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2006, 2008). Revocation of rights is
of the same importance as its allocation because granting rights to actors are not static but
dynamic in nature. There are three possibilities associated with revocation of a right.
a) Self-Revocation: The owner himself revokes the rights from the beneficiary based on
inappropriate use of the allocated right or at will.
b) Time-based Revocation: At the time of allocating the right, the owner can assign a
time-stamp with the right for the proposed lifespan of the allocation. When the timestamp expires, the right is automatically revoked from the beneficiary.
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c) Rule-based Revocation: At the time of allocating a right, a set of rules are defined for
the use of right, which are known as the allocation contract. If the beneficiary violates
any of those conditions, the right is revoked automatically and they cannot further
exercise it.

3.4 Reduction approach
If one tries to enforce all of these characteristics with all the possible design options, the result
would be quite enormous and may not be possible to cater in any practical model. So, to
reduce the total number of possible combinations, this research uses socio-technical design to
identify a systematic reduction approach, depicting as a tree structure, by eliminating the
branches where some particular design option is not very useful. The first partitioned of the
tree is based on discretionary/mandatory domains, but as online social interactions are based
on ownership, the tree has overlooked the mandatory domain.
The first practically visible distinction is of monotonicity which divides the whole tree into
mutual exclusive and mutual inclusive sub-branches. Further, both the sub-branches are
partitioned based on cardinality, totality, consent and depth. Some of the tree branches are
eliminated due to lack of interesting real world practices and the remaining branches lead to a
framework, which is used as a basis of different rights allocation models for online social
interactions. The reduction approach illustrated as a tree structure is shown in figure 3.3.

3.4.1 Mutual exclusive allocation
This branch deals with cases when only the owner or the beneficiary can exercise a right in a
given state of the object at a particular time. It is further divided into two sub-branches with
respect to cardinality: single-cardinal and multiple-cardinal.
3.4.1.1 Cardinality
In mutual exclusive side, the multiple cardinality of an allocation is not very practical in today’s
online environment 48, and so the multiple-cardinal sub-branch is eliminated. However, the
single-cardinal, mutual exclusive sub-branch seems more useful as it deals with cases where

48

If a right can be given to multiple actors at the same time then it can also be kept by the owner.
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once a right is allocated to one actor, it cannot be allocated to another without revoking it
from the first beneficiary 49. This has many useful scenarios in STS, for example allocating the
copyright of an accepted paper to only one conference. This sub-branch is further divided into
two sub-branches with respect to totality: total and partial.

Figure 3.3: Reduction approach illustrated as a tree structure outlining various rights allocation models for online
social interactions

3.4.1.2 Totality
Total allocations are less useful in current online social interactions as allocating the complete
set of rights gives ultimate control to the beneficiary. Also if it is desired in some cases, it can
49

Renting an apartment to only one tenant is a physical world example.
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be achieved using multiple partial allocations. So the total sub-branch is eliminated in the
reduction tree. However, the partial, single-cardinal, mutual exclusive allocation is more useful
in different online social interaction scenarios as users normally give some rights to the
beneficiary rather than all rights. The copyright example also supports this as it only gives the
right to publish the paper but not to edit it or to remove the author’s (owner) name from it.
This sub-branch is further divided into two sub-branches with respect to consent: several
consent and joint consent.
3.4.1.3 Consent
If rights are allocated to the beneficiary in a mutually exclusive manner, where no other actor
can exercise it, the consent of the beneficiary is required. Also, the ownership principle directs
that the owner’s consent is always considered, so their consent is also required, so the joint
consent sub-branch is taken while several-consent sub-branch is eliminated. The joint consent
sub-branch is further divided into two sub-branches with respect to depth: single-pass and
chain depth.
3.4.1.4 Depth
Chain depth allows the beneficiary to further pass on the rights to others, which is a key
distinction between use and meta rights. It also involves the discussion of the administration
of rights, so it is ignored in the framework and only the single pass option is explored 50. So the
mutual exclusive allocation branch supports the rights allocation models that work with single
pass, joint consent, partial and single-cardinal allocations.

3.4.2 Mutual inclusive allocation
This branch deals with cases when both the owner and the beneficiary can exercise a right in a
given state of the object at a particular time. This assumption gives many useful scenarios like
YouTube videos, Wikipedia articles, and sharing of one research paper among various
reviewers. It is further divided into two sub-branches with respect to cardinality: single-cardinal
and multiple-cardinal.

50

It will be discussed later, after outlining the use and meta rights models (section 7.3).
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3.4.2.1 Cardinality
In mutual inclusive side, the single cardinality of an allocation is not useful at all as if a right
can only be given to a single user then it cannot be mutual inclusive, so the single-cardinal subbranch is eliminated. On the other hand, the multiple-cardinal, mutual inclusive allocation
seems more useful as it deals with cases when a single right over an object is allocated to
multiple actors at the same time. This sub-branch is further divided into two sub-branches
with respect to totality: total and partial.
3.4.2.2 Totality
Total allocation sub-branch is less useful in online social interactions as allocating the complete
set of rights gives ultimate control to the beneficiary, and having multiple-cardinality makes it
even worse. So the total, multiple-cardinal, mutual inclusive sub-branch is eliminated in the
reduction tree. However, the partial, multiple-cardinal, mutual inclusive sub-branch is more
useful in different online social interaction scenarios as users normally give some rights to the
beneficiary rather than all rights. The view right example of YouTube video also supports this
as it only gives the view right over videos to the general public but not the right to edit or
delete it. This sub-branch is further divided into two sub-branches with respect to consent:
several consent and joint consent.
3.4.2.3 Consent
Both of the options in this sub-branch are often used in current online social interaction
scenarios, like viewing the video not requires the joint consent while accepting a paper at some
conference requires the joint consent of all the reviewers. These practical opportunities lead
this research to take both of these sub-braches into account for rights allocation framework
for online social interactions. Both of these sub-branches are further divided into two subbranches with respect to depth: single-pass and chain depth.
3.4.2.4 Depth
Again, as the depth of an allocation relates to the discussion of meta-rights, the chain depth
option, where the beneficiary can further pass on the right, is ignored. This gives that both the
mutual inclusive sub-branches operate on single pass.
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The above discussion provides two different mutual inclusive sub-branches, where the rights
model should support single pass, several and joint consent, partial and multiple-cardinal rights
allocations. This gives three major rights allocation models (Replace, Share and Merge) as
illustrated in figure 3.3.

3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has outlined the basic components for this research. It has explored the
ownership and relationship properties of online social interactions from the literature, and has
discussed some basic access control components and their semantics in the STS environment.
It has clearly distinguished two types of rights and four basic types of operations that are
possible on those rights, to illustrate the scope of this research. It has further explored various
characteristics of rights allocation and has outlined a framework for online social interactions
based on socio-technical design. This framework will be used in the later chapters to define the
models.
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Chapter 4

Social Access Control Model

his chapter outlines the basic access control model for online social interactions based

T

on the properties explored in the previous chapter. This social access control (SAC)
model needs to support ownership, local administration, relationships and object

classification. This chapter is organized as follows: First the ownership framework and its
semantics have been outlined along with role assignments and initial space configurations.
Further various components of the model are presented followed by its logical definition and
the grant process. This social access control model will be later used as a basis for various
rights allocation models.

4.1 Ownership framework
To create an information object from nothing is as impossible in an online space as it is in a
physical one. Creation cannot be an act upon the object created, as it by definition does not
exist before it is created. Likewise, an actor cannot request an access control permission to
create for an object that does not exist yet. Also, to create an information object its attribute
structure must already be known, that is, exist within the system. To be consistent, creation is
an act upon the system, or in general, an act on the space containing the created object. This
gives the design principle:
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P.4.1 51: Creation is an act on a space, up to the system space.
It is well defined as a system always has some space, and the system itself is the first space.
Creating is also an act upon a space because it changes the space, as it now conta ins the
created object. If creation is always an act upon a space, it follows that the right to create in a
space belongs to the space owner:

where Space is the object, Owner Space is the actor who has created the space, while Operation Create is
the operation performed on that space.
This allows an access control system to be initialized with a system administrator (SA) owning
a system space with all rights, including create rights, which then evolves into a community as
the SA gives rights away. To create a community of others, one must give rights away (Gaaloul
et al., 2008).
The logic can generalize to any space – the right to create in the space is initially allocated to
the space owner who can allocate it to others who enter the space. For instance, to create a
board post, YouTube video, blog comment or conference paper requires the board, video,
blog or conference owner's permission.

4.1.1 Role assignment
If every object is created in a parent space and can contain other objects as its children, i t
requires some generic roles associated with every space. Following are the roles that can be
assigned when an entity is created:
4.1.1.1 Owner
Owner role is associated with every object and has all the use-rights and meta-rights over the
object. This conveniently resolves the issue of how to allocate the rights to newly created
object – they are allocated to its creator, including meta-rights. Create then immediately gives
the right to edit which is useful as create sets no new object values. Yet it is not what must
happen – a technical program can create an information object however it likes, for example
51

Should be read as P(Principle). 4(Chapter number). 1(Principle sequence number within the chapter).
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give its ownership to the system administrator as in traditional applications. Creator ownership
is a requirement for social success not a technical necessity. This gives the access control
design principle:
P.4.2: The creator of new entity should immediately gain all rights to it.
As the owner role gets all the rights over the object, it gives

where Object is the object that is created in a space, Owner is the actor creating the object, while
Operationall is the grant for all operations that can be performed on that object.
4.1.1.2 Parent
The parent role is assigned to the owner of the parent space where the object is created52. As a
created entity becomes part of the space it is created in, it should be visible to its parent space
owner who is accountable for their space 53. By the same logic, an entity should be visible to all
its parents, giving the design principle:
P.4.3: A space owner should have the right to view/delete any offspring.
It gives:

where Object is the object that is created in the space, Owner Space is the actor created the space,
while view/delete are the operations granted for the role. A posted conference paper could be
visible to its conference, track and mini-track chairs, but not to other track or mini-track
chairs. Parents may receive notifications of new additions.
4.1.1.3. Offspring
The offspring role is assigned to the owner of the child object in perspective of the owner of
the space. As the child has already entered its parent space, they can view whatever is displayed
52

It is a role from the perspective of the owner of the object.
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Accountability also allows the parent to delete the objects (or restrict its visibility) created in their space.
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in it, that is, child can always see the space they are in. By extension, they can also enter any
parent space as they are already in it, giving the access control design principle:
P.4.4: An entity owner has the right to enter its parent.
For example, adding a paper to a mini-track should let one enter the mini-track, track and
conference spaces to view whatever is displayed there. The offspring role is:

where Object is the object that is created in the space, Owner Offspring is the actor created the child
object, while Enter is the operation granted for the role.
4.1.1.4. General public
A space owner can create a local public role, to define what others can see or do in the space:

where LocalPublic is the actor visiting the space, while Operation any is any operation granted for
the role by the space owner. Actors in a local public role can be set manually by the owner, as
friends are assigned, or set to a general public list given by the system. A space owner can
grant any right they own to their local public subject to conditions, for example Wikipedia
create condition is to allow public edits.
A complete list of rights 54 for various roles associated with the created object is given in table
4.1.
Parent

Owner

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on space configuration for G. Public role
Table 4.1: Right for different roles associated with the created object
54

This dissertation has taken these rights as the general common subset for most applications, see CRUD

(Create, Read, Update, Delete) description in the context of software engineering.
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4.1.2 Space initial configuration
These conditions are applied when a space owner assigns various rights in his space to
different default role set, where they can limit:
a) Object type. The space owner may limit the object type created, for example in a
conference, the right to create paper in a track is not the right to create a mini-track.
b) Operations. The operations allowed on created objects, for example a comment is not
usually editable once posted but ArXiv lets authors edit publications.
c) Exclusivity. Who can access created objects, for example journals give authors exclusive
edit rights while Wikipedia lets anyone edit any creation.
d) Visibility. Who can view created objects, for example bulletin boards let you see what
others submit but conferences do not until the review phase is done.
e) Defaults. Space owners set created entity default values.
f) Rights of Roles: The default set of rights associated with each role, for example YouTube
allows general public role to view the video, while Wikipedia allows them to edit the
articles.
A space owner can assign creation rights as needed, for example to set vote results to only
show to people who have voted, to avoid bias.

4.2 YouTube create process demonstration
Technically, creating an entity is simple – a program just creates it, but socially adding to
another's space is not a one-step act, for example adding a YouTube video involves:
a) Registration. Creating a YouTube public role persona.
b) Entry. YouTube allows public entry, if not banned.
c) Creation. YouTube lets the public role upload videos.
d) Edit. One gets edit right to title, notes and properties.
e) Submit. To submit it to the public view.
f) Display. The space displays it so the public sees it.
In this model, YouTube gives create video rights to anyone who has registered in the public
role (a). They enter the YouTube space (b) and create a video by uploading or recording,
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which they own (c). They can then in private view it and edit details (d). At this point, the
video is visible to themselves and administrators but not to the public, and they can still delete
it. The video is then submitted to YouTube for display to its public (e), which usually occurs
quickly as YouTube gives display rights (f). Note that create, edit and display a video are
distinct steps. As YouTube only gives display rights, it can still reject videos that fail its
copyright or decency rules by taking the rights back. This rejection is not a delete, as the video
owner can still view, edit and resubmit it.
In contrast, a purely technology based system might let space owners delete items at will.
Ignoring creator ownership would discourage social participation and the system might fail
socially. The above logic generalizes easily, for example a YouTube video is itself a space with
dependent comments and votes. YouTube is consistent and fair as the same principles apply
when the video creator becomes a space owner. They can choose to allow comments or votes
on their video, that is, they can grant rights to their domain space, just as Facebook citizens do.
STS succeed by allocating social rights legitimately (Whitworth & deMoor, 2002, 2003).

4.3 Social access control model
From the previous discussion, it is clear that access control for STS should support the basic
requirements of ownership, dynamic asymmetric relationships, local administration, local
visibility and object classification. This section now outlines the distributed social access
control model for STS based on the above mentioned concepts.
The ownership resolves the issue of who will manage the rights over online objects. By
extension, it also resolves the issue of the ownership of the personae. In the physical world,
freedom is the right to control one's body, to not be a slave to another. If freedom online is
the right to control one's online body, or persona, one should be able to edit or delete it.
Further local visibility demands to restrict the visibility of objects to some virtual domain. All
the objects by one owner can be collected in a domain, and categorized according to their
privacy level. These domains can be locally administered by their owners who are responsible
for managing the rights of other users over their objects. Relationships can also be managed
through domain based roles that are administered by the owners. These domain based local
roles provide fine-grained control over resources and their access. To make it asymmetric, two
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unidirectional information objects can be stored in each domain accessible and modifiable by
each owner. The introduction of unidirectional relationship objects also solves the problem of
heterogeneous individual traversal policies and allows every user to formulate their policy
according to their own discretion.

4.3.1 Definitions
Table 4.2 defines the constructs of the social access control model.
Definition

SH

Stakeholder: The owner who posts system resource objects, for example
photos, videos, comments or votes.

NS

Namespace: The set of objects a stakeholder creates.

VU

Virtual user: A user, from the social circle of stakeholder, seeking a NS
resource access.

LR

Local role: A VU group with defined access to NS resources.

OC

Object class: An object group, based on security clearance, whose access is
mapped to LRs.

AC

Attestation certificates: Permission objects encapsulated various access rights
and map LR to OC.
Table 4.2: Abbreviations and their definitions

4.3.2 Components
The concept of stakeholder is introduced to support ownership, namespaces are introduced to
support local administration, virtual users and local roles are introduced to support fine
grained relationships, object classes are introduced to support object privacy classifications,
while attestation certificates are introduced to support asymmetric dynamic relationships. The
details of these components are as follows:
4.3.2.1 Namespace
Every STS allows its users to administer their resources and local roles associated with them.
Also the role management is done by the users themselves. For instance, if Alice belongs to the
friend group of Bob, it is the responsibility of Bob to manage membership of Alice to his friend
role as well as administer rights for friend role over his resources. This divides the whole STS
into multiple administrative domains managed by multiple users (owners).
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The proposed model distinguishes between owner of a resource and the virtual users accessing
them, and divides the system with respect to the owners owning resources. The whole system
is divided into multiple namespaces with owner administering his namespace along with the
resources in it. Dividing the system into autonomous namespaces reduces administration and
processing costs, and enhances user trust. It lets stakeholders control their own domain. They
can classify virtual users by relationship, and objects by who can see them. Mapping local roles
to object classes manages access control.
4.3.2.2 Local roles
Roles like parent, friend or boss are used in norms and laws to simplify rights management, for
example owner as the generic party with the right to use an owned object. In online access
control, roles both simplify rights management and improve social acceptability. Roles are
loosely seen as an actor set, but here are an actor set in a rights statement, for example the
friend role is a set of people in the context of stated permissions. So roles are here generic
rights, giving the access control principle:
P.4.5: A role is an entity right expressed in general terms.
The model allows local roles to restrict access to resources. Roles represent classes of
permissions controlled by their namespace. A virtual user seeking access to a resource must
acquire a role in the namespace with the requested access rights. Local roles have namespace
wide scope and do not exist beyond that. They are dynamic, as different stakeholders can
implement different roles and one virtual user can concurrently acquire various roles in
multiple namespaces.
Roles reduce rights management complexity and are flexible enough to accommodate social
variety, for example the friend role lets one add or remove others who can view photos posted
on a social network wall:

where actor is the entity having view right over wall by getting the friend role. To friend another
adds them to a role actor set and to unfriend removes them. To ‘friend’ does not change the
target persona but the actor's role, so it is really an act upon a role.
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4.3.2.3 Object classes
In this model, objects present in one namespace are classified according to their privacy
clearance. They are first put in an object class, or container, and then the class is given a
privacy clearance depending on its objects. This clearance is based on the contents of the
objects depending on the owner discretion55. Access mappings are between object classes and
local roles, not between objects and actors.
Local roles and object classifications give owners both the simplicity of high control and the
flexibility of low level control. In high level control, users link abstract roles to abstract object
classes that make user sense, for example whether to let friends view the family photo album.
In low level control, users can define a new role of one person or a new object class of one
object, to define exactly who can see what, allowing a degree of fine grained access control not
currently offered. This introduces new communicational aspects and helps to enhance social
relationships.
4.3.2.4 Attestation certificates
To introduce an additional security layer between OC and LR, the concept of attestation
certificates (AC) is introduced similar to (Thompson et al., 1999). These client-side distributed
certificates are local to NS and helpful in maintaining unidirectional relationships. For
example, when Alice establishes a relationship with Bob, she creates a local certificate stating
that Bob is a colleague of Alice. This certificate is locally stored in her NS, accessible to her
only, so cannot be forged. A similar but independent certificate is generated and stored by Bob
as well, where he may consider her as friend. When Bob requests a resource from her domain,
Alice's access control module matches Bob’s ‘userid’ against her roles to decide the request
outcome. Having one way attestation certificates provides flexibility and also resolves the
problem of certificate forgery. In contrast, centralized certificates need more processing and
also expose a single point of failure. Further it is liable to security attacks, in that the resource
owner and the requestor both have certificates in the same repository and can access and
modify them.

55

One owner can tag a class as public while the other can tag a similar class as private.
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4.3.3 System architecture
These features define an access control model independent of the policy. Each SH manages its
access control policy by allocating VUs to LRs with known access to OCs. No global
administration is needed, as SHs administer their NS resources by mapping LRs to OCs.
The VU are not directly mapped to the resources rather the entry point to a NS is the
abstraction of roles. All the VU in SH NS are assigned some LR and access to objects is
granted on the basis of LR membership. Also, the objects O in SH NS are categorized into
some security labeled OC with respect to their disclosure level. Every LR is assigned an AC
and the access decision is made on the encapsulation of requested right in AC for the
requested OC label. The system architecture of social access control model is illustrated in
figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Distributed access control model system architecture

An access control policy is a definition of how a system should provide or deny access which
can range from an abstract statement like, “only users on this list should have access”, to
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policy languages with executable (operational) semantics (Chu, Feigenbaum, Lamacchia,
Resnick, & Strauss, 1997; Li, Grosof, & Feigenbaum, 2003). As described earlier, STS users do
not have the same global access control policy working for everyone; rather it is different from
everybody else depending on their social structure. One may want to share all her information
with everyone, whereas one may want to restrict it to her social circle only.

4.3.4 Definition
Based on the above components, the SAC model can be defined as follows:
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4.3.5 The access control process
This section illustrates some basic default conditions that a VU must satisfy to get access to a
resource. These conditions (as a subset of policy) are stored in the NS that only the SH has
access rights to. The access control model defines the access control operation and grant
access to a virtual user over a resource using the following rules:
The requestor VU j is mapped to some LRi in the NSi .

The requested object O is mapped to some OCτ.

LRi has been granted attestation certificate which encapsulates the requested right over the
requested object class.
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Given a NS i, an access request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role LRi
in namespace NSi. Also the object O needs to be mapped in object class OCτ with the privacy
label τ. Further the LRi has a valid attestation certificate AC that has the mapping to the
requested OCτ in the NSi.

4.3.6 Theoretical assessment
In section 3.1.5, this dissertation has discussed how the concept of restricting the visibility of
objects to the social circle of owner is quite useful in reducing the complexity of traditional
access control models. As objects are not mapped to the whole user set of the system rather to
only a small subset of it, the visibility of resource reduces to local roles. This concept of local
visibility is used in the many access control models of STS to reduce the complexity, which
would be enormous as discussed earlier.
The proposed model refines the visibility from social circles to domain based local roles,
introduced the object classes based on their privacy clearance and encapsulated various rights
over object classes into one attestation certificate. The authorization matrix is distributed
among various stakeholders and for one namespace it is reduces to

and the sum of the entire authorization matrices for the whole system under the proposed
model is

where N is number of users present in the whole system, x, y and z are the number of LR, OC
and AC present in particular NS, LR and OC represents local roles and object classes present
in the NS respectively, and AC represents attestation certificates used for mapping of LR and
OC in the NS.
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These settings under the proposed model give fewer access control entries. For the above case,
the number of entries is reduced from 33 trillion to 3.7 trillion. Figure 4.2 shows the number
of access control entries generated by user number for a fixed object contribution in the last
two cases – current existing access control models for social networks and the proposed
model.

Figure 4.2: Access control matrix magnitude for different models based on [eq. 3.4] and [eq. 4.11]

4.4 Improvements over previous models
The social access control (SAC) model has contributed to the literature in the following
manners:
a) The social validity of the SAC model comes from its support to the social principles of
i.

Ownership by stakeholder namespace

ii.

Freedom by giving stakeholder right over persona and its updation/deletion

iii.

Privacy by allowing heterogeneous privacy policies by mapping various virtual
users to local roles, and local roles to object classes

iv.

Dynamic asymmetric relationships by introducing one way locally stored
attestation certificates

v.

Object visibility by reducing it to the local roles present in the namespace

vi.

Object classification by allowing the owner to group objects with simila r
privacy disclosure level.

b) The concept of domains is used in STS without any formal semantics based on local
requirements and programmer’s intuition, so there are many variations of it. This
model proposes the owner oriented domains for STS to support ownership and local
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administration. It defines various components of the domain and explores their
interaction.
c) Fine grained social circles were proposed in (J. Li et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2011),
but they do not support the dynamic nature of friendship. This model not only
provides full control to the owner over modification of relationship, but also gives the
notion of fine grained social circles.
d) The object tagging was explored in (Hart et al., 2007), but it is based on rules rather
than owner preferences and thus has less accuracy. This model has introduced owner
oriented object privacy classes to support object classification based on their contents
and owner privacy policy.
e) It has introduced attestation certificates in STS, which also contributed towards
decentralized access control credential distribution. These certificates provide a
mechanism to support asymmetric relationships.
f) It has introduced initial space configuration to support different types of online
applications using the basic social access control model. These configurations allow the
SAC model to be used for most types of online applications supporting social
interactions.
The SAC model refines and extends the basic components required for online social
interactions. The refined model supports dynamic asymmetric relationships, owner oriented
object privacy classes, fine grained social circles, and ownership domains. These basic
components are further used it as a basis of rights allocation models for online social
interactions presented in chapter 5 and 6.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined the social access control model for STS based on the requirements
of creator ownership, relationship and object classification. It has given the ownership
framework in a hierarchical structure, where objects are created within spaces. Various roles
associated with each object are defined to describe some basic rules to initialize and configure
the particular type of STS. The roles are generic but the rights associated with them can be
modified according to the application requirements to provide a generalized framework. This
chapter has further defined the constructs of the social access control model followed by their
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description. These construct give the basis of a generalized model for most type of STS based
on ownership and local administration. Also, the logical model is defined and the access
control process is provided to show the semantics of the proposed model. Further, theoretical
assessment of the proposed model is done to show that it does not reduce the efficiency rather
it increase by some extend. The chapter then concludes by outlining the improvements of the
model.
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Chapter 5

Use-rights Model

M

ost of the studies in literature have used different terms for use-rights models
and meta-rights models. This includes separate models for rights delegation and
rights transfer (Barka, 2002), separate models for RBAC (Sandhu et al., 1996)

and their administration (Munawer, 2000), different models for usage control and its
administration (Park, 2003), delegation and transfer models for RBAC (Crampton and
Khambhammettu, 2008) and many others (Dewan & Shen, 1998; Indratmo & Vassileva, 2007;
L. Zhang et al., 2001, 2003; Mattas et al., 2006; X. Zhang et al., 2003) . This research has
outlined the four general operations possible on objects and rights, and will discuss their
similarities and differences in the subsequent chapters. The issue, that use -rights and metarights are different but their allocation models can be same, will be discussed in detail in
chapter 7, along with the possibility of designing a generalized model for both of them.
This chapter establishes the basic understanding behind the allocation of use-rights in online
social interactions. Use-rights are system permissions for actors to apply operations on objects
(Whitworth & deMoor, 2002, 2003). As discussed in chapter 3, there are four possible options
to allocate use-rights and this chapter outlines these models in detail. The models introduced
are Replace Use, Share Use, Merge Use and Revoke Use. However, as the revoke process is different
for each of the three allocation models, it is discussed under each allocation model section
rather than in a separate revoke model section. Every model is described by using four distinct
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steps: a) the general description of the model along with various rights allocation
characteristics and their values for online social interactions, b) the mapping of various
components of SAC model to describe the working of the model in an online social
interaction instance, c) the logical definition of the model to illustrate the exact possible
combinations of rights over an object for the roles of owner and the beneficiaries, and d) the
rights analysis of different roles of parent, offspring and general public associated with the
object. After outlining each allocation model, its revocation process is discussed.

5.1 Replace Use model
Replace

Use

model allows the owner to replace the actor for use-rights, and is commonly

termed as delegation56 (Abadi et al., 1993; Gasser & McDermott, 1990; Varadharajan et al.,
1991). This is done by replacing the actor entity in the use-rights triplet, but the meta-rights
triplet remains the same. The need of Replace

Use

arises when the owner of an object wants to

delegate the use-rights over his object to another actor who can exercise the rights on the
owner’s behalf (Barka & Sandhu, 2004). After the delegation operation, the owner acquires the
role of delegator – who cannot exercise the delegated right anymore, while the beneficiary
becomes the delegatee – the only responsible actor for the delegated right as all the other
actors holding that right are also replaced by him (Barka & Sandhu, 2000a). Delegating a right
changes the actor for use-rights but not for entity meta-rights, so it can be revoked by the
owner, for example after lending a book to a friend it can be taken back at any time.
Delegation is used in scenarios when one actor assigns some task to another, and wants him to
act independently to carry out that task even without the interference from the owner (Gaaloul
et al., 2008). In the physical world, renting an apartment to a tenant, lending a book to a friend,
and assigning an acting head of department are some of the examples of delegation. In these
examples, the tenant/borrower/acting head can use the rights for a specific amount of time
without any interference.
Let’s consider the scenario of a conference system, which enables knowledge sharing and
collaboration through academic peer reviews (Whitworth & Friedman, 2009a). Online

56

As this research focuses on actors involved in online social interactions, every allocation should be considered

as user to user right allocation, unless specified otherwise.
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conference systems let researchers upload their work and assign various academic peers as
reviewers to assure the quality of the submitted work. The system can run multiple
conferences simultaneously, each with different fields, qualities, rules and other properties
associated with it (Whitworth & Friedman, 2009b). Every conference consists of an
independent space with various tracks 57 in it, and different roles 58 like organizers, publishers,
reviewers, authors, attendees and so on, are associated with it. For big conferences where one
conference chair is not able to handle all the tracks within the conference, it is normal to assign
different track chairs59 to different tracks. The system administrator is the owner of the system
space, the conference chair is the owner of the conference space, while each
paper/review/comment submitted to the conferences has a different owner associated with it.
To map this scenario on the core SAC model, the conference system is the parent space for all
the conferences owned by the system administrator. The conference space is the namespace
with conference chair as the stakeholder. Different tracks are the object classes with
papers/comments/vote as objects, and organizers, publishers as the local roles associated with
each conference. Various virtual users are assigned to these local roles and permissions over
objects are assigned to local roles through attestation certificates.
Now, suppose that Alice – the conference chair for a ‘Security Conference’ wants to give Bob all
the use-rights over the ‘Access Control’ track and assigns him the role of track chair. She wants
Bob to have full authority over the track for the entire duration of the conference without any
interference, so he can work freely. He can create and manage mini-tracks, assign reviewers,
accept/reject papers, and is fully accountable for the success/failure of his track. At the same
time, Alice also wants to maintain her authority over the whole conference and tracks, so if Bob
is unable to manage it properly she can take it back. In this case, she replaces the use-rights
actor for the track ‘Access Control’ with Bob, who can act freely over the whole track. This
scenario is depicted in figure 5.1.

57

For objects (research papers) of different types (areas).

58

For actors having different privileges.

59

Who are considered as the actual responsible person for that track.
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Figure 5.1: Replace

5.1.1 Characteristics of Replace

Use

scenario depicting a running conference

Use

Following are some of the characteristics of this Replace

Use

model that distinguish it from

other models. Some of these characteristics are explored in literature (Barka & Sandhu, 2000b;
L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role delegation in RBAC (Ferraiolo &
Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the values of these
parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the literature due to the
nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.
There are two basic axioms for this model, which are also kept consistent throughout all the
other use-rights models defined in this research. First, the Replace Use model presented in this
research is domain based, as rights are associated with objects, and second, no one can share a
use-right associated with an object which they do not own. So, Alice can only delegate a right
to Bob if she holds the meta-right for that right over the object. It is not possible for her to
assign Bob rights over another conference for example ‘Trust Conference’, where she does not
have any meta-right.
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5.1.1.1 Consent
As success/failure of tracks counts towards success/failure of the whole conference , and as
the delegatee will work on Alice’s behalf, her consent is required before Bob has delegation of
any responsibility. If Bob can get rights over a track without Alice’s consent, she will not trust
the system and would not use it. Also, running a track means that Bob is responsible for the
success of his track, which includes attracting the researchers, assigning the reviewers and
incorporating the results. All of these tasks require time and effort, so Bob’s approval is needed
before he can be assigned the role of track chair.
The above implies that delegating a right means that the delegator is agreeing to trust the
delegatee with the delegated rights, and delegatee is agreeing to take all the responsibilities
associated with the object. This is important as an online system may not succeed if it modifies
rights without the consent of the owner. It gives the design principle:
P.5.1.1 60: Consent of the delegator and the delegatee is required for every delegation.
5.1.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. In the above example, if Alice has all the rights over the object,
it is up to her that how much she wants to delegate to Bob from her set of rights. She may want
to delegate all the use-rights61 over the track 62 to Bob, in which case the delegation is total, or
she may want to assign Bob as track chair – assigning only a subset of her complete set of
rights63, but keeping the rest 64 with her, in which case the delegation is partial. This model
supports allocating the partial rights over partial set of resources. Total delegation reduces the
efficiency as only one beneficiary can work on one object, which does not scale well over
multiple domains and cannot support task specialization.
60

Should be read as P(Principle). 5(Chapter number). 1(Model sequence number within the chapter). 1(Principle

sequence number within the model).
61

View, edit and delete, for example.

62

As the illustrated scenario discusses a single track, it is implied that the model supports delegating partial set of

resources.
63

View and edit.

64

Delete.
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Generalizing the above implies that the Replace Use model can operate on two design options,
that is, only complete delegation is supported so all the use-rights or none can be delegated, or
partial delegation is supported so part of use-rights can be delegated. This model supports
partial delegations as it is more useful and also total delegation can be achieved using multiplepartial delegations, which gives

This gives the design principle:
P.5.1.2: The owner can delegate proper/improper subset of their rights.
5.1.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the running scenario, Alice can delegate management responsibilities over the ‘Access Control’
Track to Bob and financial responsibilities over the same track to Carl, which gives that she can
delegate different rights over the same object to multiple beneficiaries. This gives

However, she cannot delegate financial responsibilities to Bob and Carl at the same time,
resulting in conflict of delegated rights 65. The conflict of rights occurs when she delegates
some rights to Bob and the subset of Bob’s rights to Carl, where rights sets are mutually
inclusive. So, the case

will raise conflict in the system and is not allowed in the model.
Generalizing the above scenario gives that the rights over an object can be delegated to
multiple delegatees, but their rights should not conflict. The support for cardinality is
65

If it is desired in some case, it can be achieved by applying Replace Use first and then applying Share

Use

(Section

5.2).
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important because one namespace can be delegated among many actors resulting in separation
of duties, and avoiding the conflict is important for accountability reasons 66. This gives the
design principle:
P.5.1.3: It is not possible to delegate same right over same object to multiple delegatees, however one can delegate
different rights over same object to multiple delegatees.
5.1.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous holder of the right can exercise it after the
allocation. If Alice delegates the edit rights over a track to Bob, she cannot modify it anymore
but only Bob can do any changes67. This condition is important for tracing the social errors to
maintain trust of an actor. Socially, full accountability for a track increases effort, and likewise a
‘free’ community with delegated rights participates more. If Bob knows that Alice can remove
his contributions without his consent, he would be reluctant to produce as much as he could
do freely. Also, if he knows that Alice is also responsible for doing the same job68, both may
rely on each other and the task could suffer and progress will be reduced. However, If Alice
feels that the administration of track is not proper and appropriate actions are not taken by the
track chair, she can un-delegate and take the track back.
Each delegation gives two roles for every delegated right over object, that is, Delegator (Dgr)
and the Delegatee (Dge), It means that given x rights associated with an object, the Replace Use
model can create up to 2x roles, which is also convenient for assigning rights to various roles.
For actor centric implementations, the rights associated with them are

and

66

Delegation in literature allows the user to delegate one role/permission to multiple users; h owever it is not

supported by current online social interactions scenarios, so the proposed model has singular cardinality.
67

The possibility when both can exercise the right is explored in Share

68

For example, sending reminder to reviewers.

Use

(section 5.2).
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where

The above concludes that delegation is mutually exclusive, so if one right is delegated to the
delegatee then it cannot be further exercised by the delegator. Only the delegator or the
delegatee can exercise a right in a given state of the object at a particular time. This assumption
is necessary to maintain the accountability of actions. It also provides full control over object
and the delegatee will produce more as free control produces more. This gives the design
principle:
P.5.1.4: The delegator cannot exercise the delegated right, without un-delegating it.
5.1.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. In the
proposed model, if a delegatee gets no meta-rights, they cannot pass rights on, for example
renting an apartment gives no right to sub-let69. Similarly, lending a book to another does not
give them the right to on-lend it, for example if one loans a book to a person who loans it to
another person who then loses it, who is accountable to the original owner? It is necessary to
restrict the delegatee from passing on a delegated right70 to maintain accountability and
consistency in the system. In cases when delegatee is unable to perform the delegated task, he
may give up the delegated right, which reverts back to the delegator – the owner, by the
principle that all rights must be allocated.
In the above scenario, Bob cannot pass his track to Carl as Alice and Carl has no direct
communication contract and Carl is not accountable to Alice. However, if for some reason, Bob
is unable to continue his responsibilities as track chair, he can request Alice to take back the
track and then she can delegate it to someone else. This gives the design principle:
P.5.1.5: Being delegated does not give the right to delegate.

69

By this social logic, lessees can't sub-let, that is, delegate tenancy rights on to others.

70

In traditional models, delegation is multi-step, which is against the ownership principles, so this model supports

single-step delegation.
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5.1.2 Replace

Use

process

The Replace Use model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines
the delegation operation using the following set of rules:
a) The requestor VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi .
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ.
c) The assignment of Dge role to VU j and Dgr role to SHi.

d) The addition of use-rights to Dge, and their removal from Dgr.

e) Meta-rights remain with the Dgr.

Given a NS i, a delegation access request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local
role LRi in namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy
label τ. Further, VU j is assigned to the delegatee role Dge, which has the use rights over the
object O.

5.1.3 Definition
Delegation is an operation that replaces the active actor set with another actor, that is,
delegatee. It can be defined as follows:
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5.1.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the delegated object. Consider the conference and track
example, the delegated track was not moved from one conference to another, but remained in
the same space – conference space, so the rights of objects’ parent, offspring and general
public remain the same. The rights of the delegator, that is, the conference chair, are reduced
from the complete set of rights to a reduced set after giving it to delegatee, that is, the track
chair. The delegatee rights are increased from none to the delegated set.
Below is table 5.1 for the roles of delegator and delegatee, and their rights over parent,
delegated, and child objects.
Delegator
Before Rep

Use

Delegatee

Parent

Delegated

Child

Parent

Delegated

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V, D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

UR(V)

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
After Rep Use

UR(V)

UR(V,D)
MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on Delegatee’s previous role in the space
Table 5.1: Delegator and delegatee rights over different objects before and after delegation
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Below is table 5.2 illustrating different rights for different roles associated with the object
before and after delegation.

Before Rep

Use

Parent

Delegator

Delegatee

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)

D/C

UR(V)

D/C

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
After Rep Use

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D)
MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on Delegatee’s previous role in the space, or space
configuration for G. Public role
Table 5.2: Rights for different roles associated with the object before and after delegation

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 5.1 and 5.2 for the Replace Use
model is as follows:
a) After Replace

Use

, the delegator can only exercise the view right over the object for

accountability reasons. The meta-right to revoke the delegation also remains with the
delegator.
b) The view right of delegator over the parent object spaces remains the same, to enter
the space.
c) The rights of delegator over child object also reduce from view and delete to view
only.
d) The delegatee gets the delegated use-rights over the object, but does not get the metarights.
e) The delegatee gets the view right over the parent space.
f) The delegatee also gets the view and delete rights over the child objects.
g) The model does not change the space of the object, so parent’s rights over the object
remain the same, that is, they can view and delete the object.
h) Offspring role is associated with object, so its rights after the delegation of parent
object are not changed and they can view/enter the parent space.
i) General public role remains the same for the object and so its rights, which depends
on the parent and object configurations.
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5.1.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Replace Use model.
a) The model addresses domain based delegations, where rights are associated with
objects.
b) The delegator can only delegate the rights over the object for which they have the
meta-rights.
c) Delegation gives use-rights, but meta-rights remain with the delegator.
d) The consent of delegator as well as of delegatee is required for the delegation.
e) A delegator can delegate some/all of his use-rights to the delegatee.
f) A delegator can delegate different rights over an object to multiple delegatees, but
cannot delegate same right over the same object to multiple delegatees.
g) The delegator cannot exercise the delegated right.
h) The delegatee cannot further delegate the delegated rights.
i) The rights of delegator and delegatee are changed based on the delegated rights, but
the rights of parent, offspring and general public role over the object remain the same.

5.1.6 Revocation
Revocation of rights is as important as it allocation in real life because granting rights is not
static but dynamic in nature (Barka, 2002; Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2006, 2008; Ruan &
Varadharajan, 2010). Friends in roles, employees in organizations and virtual users in events are

changed with respect to time and their responsibilities (Barka, 2002; Barka & Sandhu, 2000a).
In the running scenario, the conference may run for a certain time period and even during that
time period it may have various phases, like submission phase, review phase, publishing phase,
printing phase and the conference running phase. So the role of track chair for the reviewing
phase can be assigned to Bob, but during the printing phase, Carl or David may replace him for
the same track. This section will cover the possible ways in which a delegated right can be
revoked from the delegatee.
A right allocation is revocable if the initiating party keeps the meta -rights and delegation
allocates use-rights to the delegatee, but the meta-rights remain with the delegator, so it is
revocable, for example a system administrator who delegates rights can take back the top
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system priority (Gaaloul et al., 2008). In this case, the delegatee is responsible for the object,
but the delegator is responsible for the delegatee, and can revoke their permission at any time.
As the delegator keeps the meta-rights, they have the right to reallocate the delegation to
anybody else or take it back, which gives the principle:
P.5.1.6: Delegator can revoke the delegation.
There are three types of revocation supported in the Replace

Use

model.

5.1.6.1 Self revocation
The delegator revokes the delegation based on inappropriate use or at will. Similarly if the
delegatee cannot perform the task, they can withdraw from the delegated rights, in which case
all the delegated rights previously delegated to that particular delegatee are returned to the
delegator. In the above scenario, Alice can revoke the track chair position from Bob at any time
at will.
Allowing self-revocation gives the freedom to the delegatee to work under one delegator and
to fulfill the expectations of only one person. It also gives the sense of authority to the
delegator that the object still belongs to them even after delegating it, and it can be taken back
at any time if the requirements are not fulfilled by the delegatee.
5.1.6.2 Time based revocation
At the time of delegating the right, the delegator can assign a time-stamp with the delegated
right for the proposed lifespan of the delegation. When the time-stamp expires, the delegation
is automatically revoked from the delegatee and the delegator retrieves all the delegated rights
over the object. Time based revocation provides a tool to the delegator so he does not need to
worry about revoking each delegation. In the above scenario, Alice can set a time-stamp with
the delegation so it would be revoked at the end of the review phase.
Time based revocation provides the facility to revoke the delegation without the involv ement
of the delegator. It gives the delegator the ease of not having to remember to revoke each
delegation over his objects. In addition, it gives the delegatee incentive to properly manage the
object and the assigned tasks within the time frame.
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5.1.6.3 Rule based revocation
At the time of consent from the delegator and the delegatee, a set of rules are defined for the
use of object, which is known as the delegation contract. If the delegatee violates any of the
conditions, the delegation is revoked automatically and the delegator gets back all the rights. In
the above scenario, Alice can define the rule that Bob can only review the papers but cannot
delete any paper from the system, so as soon as Bob tries to delete any paper, the track chair
delegation is revoked automatically.
Rule based revocation ensures the proper usage of the delegated rights and the delegator need
not worry about tracking the delegated object. It gives the delegatee a boundary to work within
as they know about their limits. This option tracks and maintains the consistency of the
delegated object.
5.1.6.4 The Replace Use revoke process
The revocation removes the delegated use-rights UR from the delegatee Dge and adds them
back to the delegator Dgr.

which reverts all the delegated rights previously delegated to the particular delegatee back to
the delegator. It also takes back the Dge role from VU j and Dgr role from SHi.

5.1.7 Summary of Replace

Use

The difference between the characteristics of the proposed delegation model and the
traditional delegation models can be seen in table 5.3.
In traditional role based delegation, the rights are associated with roles which are delegated to
users, while the presented model associates rights with objects and the owner has the option to
delegate subset of rights over subset of objects. Also, the Replace

Use

model is based on

discretionary grounds, whereas the delegation model in RBAC was based on mandatory
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grounds and a security officer is responsible for assigning roles (Sandhu & Munawer, 1998a,
1998b, 1999). This central administration approach cannot work in STS which are based on
ownership and has the potential of millions of users. Furthermore, the delegation in RBAC
allow the other role members to revoke the delegation (Barka & Sandhu, 2002), while the
Replace Use model presented here only allows the owner to delegate/revoke the delegation.
Characteristic

Proposed Model

Traditional Models

Consent

Joint

Several

Totality

Partial

Total

Cardinality

Singular

Multiple

Monotonicity

Mutually Exclusive

Mutually Inclusive

Depth

Single pass

Single pass

Revocation

Self/Time/Rule based

Member/Time based

Who can delegate

If one has the meta-right

If one has the use-right71

Who can revoke

Owner

Any member from the role

Table 5.3: Difference between proposed and traditional delegation models

To summarize, the Replace

Use

model allows the owner of an object to give the use-rights to

some other actor to work on his/her behalf. The characteristics are given in section 5.1.1,
which distinguish the model from other models of use-rights allocation. Section 5.1.2 explains
the allocation process, followed by the logical definition of the model in section 5.1.3. Section
5.1.4 illustrates the rights analysis, the design principles are mentioned in section 5.1.5 while
the revocation is discussed in section 5.1.6.

5.2 Share Use model
Share

Use

model allows the owner to allocate the use-rights to other actors while the rights of

existing actors do not change (Y. Liu et al., 2009; Z. Zhang et al., 2008). In the use-rights
triplet, it is done by adding an actor to the actors set, while the meta-rights triplet remains the
same. The need for Share Use model arises when the owner of an object wants to give some
rights over his object to others as well as keeps them, which in effect copies the rights. Entity
operations like view are usually shared rather than replaced. It is used in scenarios when one
actor wants to give away rights to others without giving them any responsibility, or giving the
71

Member of the role.
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responsibility to multiple actors simultaneously 72. In sharing, the entire right is given
completely, so any party can act alone as if they own it exclusively. Sharing a use-right adds an
actor for use-rights but meta-rights remains with the original owner, so it can be revoked at
any time. In the physical world, a couple's bank account where either can withdraw all the
money is an example of sharing use-rights. In this example, the owner has the meta-right to
close the account or to remove the beneficiary, but both can withdraw any amount of money
as they own the ‘withdraw’ right completely.
Let’s consider the scenario of a ‘video on demand (VOD)’ website, which is a platform of sharing
videos among the community on the basis of payment. The website allows the viewer to
stream the specific video on the server at any time – provided that they are in the purchased
window, and gives them personalized control 73 such as pause, forward and rewind. The video
owner or the distributor adds videos and gives their view rights to the users who pay to watch
that video. This view right cannot be delegated to a user as the same video can be seen by
many users at the same time. Every video is a separate space with different settings, comments,
rating and has various roles of distributor, commenters, likers, viewers and general public. The
system contains thousands of videos viewed on a daily basis by millions of users around the
world, so the rights need to be shared among all the viewers. The Replace

Use

model cannot be

used as giving rights to single user will reduce the system’s growth and business opportunities.
To map this scenario on the core SAC model, ‘VOD’ system is the parent space for all the
videos, owned by the system administrator. So, all the videos are at the same hierarchical level
in the inheritance tree of the system, so parent and general public roles are same for every
video. Videos are spaces with distributor as stakeholder and likes and comments are child
objects of the video space. The parent 74 has the right to ban a video which violates the
copyright or decency policy. The owner (distributor) has the right to decide its view access to
the general public and/or to a specific set of viewers.
Now suppose that an actor Alice creates a new video in the system for distribution purposes,
and wants to give Bob – an actor in viewer role, the view rights over the video. She wants Bob
72

For example, to delegate a right to multiple actors at the same time.

73

Against pay-per-view and video broadcast.

74

The system administrator.
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to be able to view the video for the time he has paid for, and he may comment or like it. She
also wants to maintain her authority over the video and do not want him to delete the video,
view it for an unspecified amount of time, or pass the view right to another user. Moreover,
she wants to give this right for a specific number of views or time duration, and can take it
back for next view if required. She then shares the view rights over her video with Bob, to
include him in the allowed viewer for the video. This scenario is depicted in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Sharing use-rights scenario depicting a VOD system

5.2.1 Characteristics of Share Use
Following are some of the characteristics of the Share Use model that distinguish it from other
models of use-rights. Some of these characteristics are explored in the literature (Barka &
Sandhu, 2000b; L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role delegation in
RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the
values of these parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the
literature due to the nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.
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There are two basic axioms for this model, which are also kept consistent throughout all the
other use-rights models in this research. First, the Share Use model presented in this research is
domain based as rights are associated with objects. The second is that no one can share a useright associated with an object which they do not own. So, it is not possible for Alice to assign
Bob rights over a video, where she does not have the meta-right.
5.2.1.1 Consent
Allocating the right to view a video to Bob requires Alice to initiate the process as the system
should enhance the trust of the owner that she has all the control over her object. Alice may
want to add or delete a video at will and decide whether it is appropriate to display the video to
a specific actor or not. However, Bob can request a video and pay if necessary, but it is not
necessary to take the consent of Bob for every video he can watch. As the system may contain
free videos available to the general public, this design option may have scalability issues, for
example, it is not possible to ask the entire viewer and/or general public role for every free
video, which can result in too many requests per video. Allowing someone to watch something
is not a responsibility, so it does not require their consent.
This implies that the owner’s consent is needed before any modification to the use-rights
triplet and only the owner can decide whether to allow some actor over his object or not. It
also implies that rights with no accountability to the beneficiary can be allocated without their
consent, as others can use them if they wish, for example view and enter. So space owners can
give entry and view rights without inconsistency. It gives the design principle:
P.5.2.1: Beneficiary’s consent is not required for sharing of use-rights.
5.2.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. The Share Use model allows Alice to decide how much use-rights
she wants to give to Bob from her set of rights. She may want to allow him to only view the
trailer or view the complete video, in which case the sharing is partial, or she may want to
allow him to edit/delete the video as well, in which case the sharing is total75. This model
75

As the illustrated scenario discusses a single video, it is implied that the model supports sharing partial set of

resources.
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operates on partial rights since total sharing reduces growth opportunities, as only all or none
right can be assigned. Also, partial rights can be extended to the complete set, in cases where
complete right set need to be shared by using

Generalizing the above implies that the Share Use model can operate on two design possibilities,
that is, only complete sharing of use-rights where all the rights or none can be assigned to the
beneficiary, or partial sharing where subset of rights held by the owner can be allocated. This
model supports partial sharing as it is more beneficial in most cases and total allocation can be
achieved using multiple partial sharing. This gives the design principle:
P.5.2.2: The owner can share proper/improper subset of their rights.
5.2.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the above scenario, Alice can share the view right over her video to multiple actors say Bob and
Carl at the same time. In this case the view right is given away to multiple actors who can
simultaneously exercise the right, and it does not affect the object state, which gives

However if the edit right is given to multiple actors then the locking of objects, preservation of
state and precedence of edits need to be recorded.
Generalizing the above implies that a right that does not change the object state can be given
to multiple beneficiaries and it will not affect the object consistency. This feature is quite
important for system growth and lack of it can result in decrease of financial benefits.
However, in order to share edit rights (or rights associated with change) the system should
support object locking and precedence of operation occurrences. The second case happens in
collaborative software and Wikipedia, which shares edit rights among multiple actors. This
gives the design principle:
P.5.2.3: It is possible to share same use-right with multiple beneficiaries.
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5.2.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous owner can exercise the right after the allocation.
In the running example, if Alice shares view rights over her video with Bob, she can still view
the video. The case where the owner cannot exercise the right is covered in Replace

Use

and

thus this model covers the other cases where the owner and the beneficiary both can exercise
the right76. If Alice has to decide every time she has a right, whether to keep it or to give it to
Bob, the system would not grow to its full potential.
The Share Use model adds the beneficiary to the actor set for use-right, which gives

Sharing creates one role with the shared right associated with the object, that is, the Beneficiary
(Benu), where the rights of the owner do not change. It means that given x rights associated
with an object, the Share

Use

model can create up to x roles, which is convenient for assigning

rights to roles as well. For actor centric implementations, the rights associated with the owner
and the beneficiary can be considered as

and

The above concludes that the sharing of use-rights is mutually inclusive, so if a right is shared
between two actors, then both can exercise it as they have the complete right. This assumption
allows many useful scenarios like YouTube video, Wikipedia articles, sharing of one research
paper among various reviewers or in general sharing of any online object viewed by multiple
actors. Another insight drawn is that the rights which do not affect the system state can be
mutually inclusive while the rights modifying the object state needs to be mutually exclusive

76
Use

The other case when the owner and the beneficiary both have to agree to exercise a right is covered in Merge
(Section 5.3).
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(or the system should support some locking mechanism), if exercised by multiple actors
simultaneously. This gives the design principle:
P.5.2.4: Both the owner and the beneficiary can exercise the shared use-right.
5.2.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. The Share Use
model does not give any meta-right to the beneficiary, so they cannot pass the right to others,
for example you cannot invite guests on someone else’s party. This condition maintains the
owner’s authority over the object, where only they can decide who may have rights over it 77.
As the Share

Use

model does not account the beneficiary for any responsibility, this model is

single step, so the beneficiary may exercise the right but cannot pass it on to another actor.
In the above scenario, Bob cannot pass the view right to Carl as he does not have the metaright to do so. However, Carl can get the right by directly requesting it from Alice, who may
allow or deny. As the Share

Use

model gives no meta-rights, only Alice can perform any rights

assignment, which can be seen by

This gives the following design principle:
P.5.2.5: Sharing use-rights does not give the right to further share it.

5.2.2 Share
The Share

Use

Use

process

model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines

the share operation using the following set of rules:
a) The VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi .
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ .

77

Traditional rights allocation models do not maintain this accountability and so any user can pass the rights after

acquiring it.
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c) The assignment of Benui role to VU j .
d) The sharing of use-rights with the Benui.

e) Meta-rights remain with the Owneri.

Given a NS i, a share access request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role
LRi in namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy label τ.
Further, VU j is assigned the beneficiary role Ben, which has the use-rights over the object O.

5.2.3 Definition
Sharing is an operation that adds another actor to the actor set for a use-right. It can be
defined as follows:
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5.2.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the shared object. Consider the VOD system example: the
viewed video is not moved from one space to another, but remains in the same space –
system/genre, so the rights of its owner, parent, offspring and general public role remain the
same. The beneficiary (viewer) rights are increased from none to the some subset, while the
rights of owner (the distributor) are not affected by the sharing of use-rights.
Below is table 5.4 for the roles of owner and beneficiary, and their rights over parent, shared,
and child objects.
Owner
Before Shr

Use

Ben Use

Parent

Shr. Obj

Child

Parent

Shr. Obj

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

UR(V,D)

UR(V)

MR(V,D,E)
After Shr Use

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D,E) UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
Shr. Obj. represents the object with shared rights
Ben

Use represents

the beneficiary of use-rights allocation

D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 5.4: Owner and beneficiary rights over different objects before and after the Share

Use

model
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Below is table 5.5 illustrating different rights of different roles associated with object before
and after the Share Use model.

Before Shr

Use

Parent

Owner

Ben Use

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)

D/C

UR(V)

D/C

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
After Shr Use

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively.
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
Ben

Use represents

the beneficiary of use-rights allocation

D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space, or space
configuration for G. Public role.
Table 5.5: Rights for different roles associated with object before and after the Share

Use

model

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 5.4 and table 5.5 for the Share
Use

model is as follows:
a) After Share

Use

, the owner can exercise all the rights over the object as he used to

exercise before sharing. The meta-rights also remain with the owner, so he can also
revoke the rights from the beneficiary at any time.
b) The rights of owner over parent object spaces remain the same, so they have view
rights over them to enter.
c) The rights of owner over child object remain the same, that is, they can view and
delete the child object.
d) The beneficiary gets the shared rights over the object except meta-rights.
e) The beneficiary gets the view right over the parent objects to enter the space.
f) The beneficiary gets the view and delete rights over the child object.
g) The Share

Use

model does not change the space of the object so parent’s rights over

object remain the same, that is, they can view and delete the object.
h) Offspring role is associated with object so its rights after the sharing of rights over
parent object are not changed, that is, they can view/enter the parent object space.
i) General public role, its active users and their rights associated with the video remains
the same, which depends on the system and the video space configurations.
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5.2.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Share Use model.
a) The model addresses domain based sharing, where rights are associated with objects.
b) The owner can only share the rights over the object for which they have the metarights.
c) Sharing gives use-rights, but meta-rights remains with the owner.
d) The Share

Use

model only requires the owner’s consent, but can operate without the

consent of the beneficiary.
e) The owner can share some/all of his use-rights.
f) The owner can share the same right over the same object to multiple beneficiaries.
g) Both the owner and the beneficiary can exercise the right at the same time.
h) The beneficiary cannot pass on the right.
i) The rights of owner, parent, offspring and general public role remain the same after
sharing the right with the beneficiary.

5.2.6 Revocation
Rights’ sharing is a core component of STS as they are used to share millions of objects on a
daily basis. However, sharing is not static but dynamic in nature due to removal of objects and
frequent change in access permissions for roles (Barka, 2002; Crampton & Khambhammettu,
2006, 2008; Ruan & Varadharajan, 2010). In the running example, Alice – the distributor in

‘VOD’ system, may assign view rights to Bob over videos he has purchased for a certain
amount of time agreed upon by the purchased contract. So the rights over ‘The PhD Movie’ can
be assigned to Bob for, let’s say, two days and after that it may get expired. This section covers
the possible ways in which a shared right can be revoked from the beneficiary. As the owner
keeps the meta-rights, Alice has the authority to take back the view right over her video from
Bob (or the whole community) by revoking the right or by deleting the video at any time.
A right allocation is revocable if the initiating party keeps the meta-rights and the Share

Use

model allocates use-rights to the beneficiary, but the meta-rights remain with the owner, so it is
revocable. This gives the following principle:
P.5.2.6: The owner can revoke the shared right.
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There are three types of revocation supported in the Share Use model.
5.2.6.1 Self revocation
The owner revokes the right based on inappropriate use or at will. In the above scenario, Alice
can revoke the view rights over her video from Bob at any time she wills. Self-revocation gives
the sense of authority to the owner that the shared object still belongs to them as they can
manage the rights over it, or take them back at any time.
5.2.6.2 Time based revocation
At the time of sharing the right, the owner can assign a time-stamp with the shared right for
the proposed lifespan of the sharing. When the time-stamp expires, the sharing is automatically
revoked from the beneficiary. Time based revocation provides a tool to the owner so he does
not need to worry about revoking each right for each object. In the above scenario, Alice can
set a time-stamp on the right over the video so it is revoked when the payment window
expires. Time based revocation provides the facility to revoke the sharing without the
involvement of the owner. It is especially beneficial in the environment of ‘VOD’ systems,
where payment is the measure of sharing rights for a time constraint window.
5.2.6.3 Rule based revocation
At the time of sharing, a set of rules is defined for the use of the object, which is known as the
sharing contract. If the beneficiary violates any of the conditions, the sharing is revoked
automatically. In the above scenario, Alice can define the rule that Bob can only view the video
for three times and so as soon as Bob tries to watch it fourth time the view rights are
automatically revoked.
Rule based revocation allows the owner to ensure the proper usage of the shared right so he
does not need to track the object and rights for each beneficiary. This option allows worry-free
tracking and maintains the consistency in the Share Use model.
5.2.6.4 The Share Use revoke process
The revocation removes the use-rights from the beneficiary Benu.
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It also takes back the Benu role from VU j .

5.2.7 Summary of Share

Use

The proposed model outlines the sharing of rights in online social interactions. To summarize,
the Share

Use

model allow the owner of an object to give the use-rights to another actor and

keep them at the same time. The characteristics are given in section 5.2.1, which distinguish
the model from other models of use-rights allocation. Section 5.2.2 explains the allocation
process, followed by the logical definition of the model in section 5.2.3. Section 5.2.4 illustrates
the rights analysis, the design principles are mentioned in section 5.2.5 while the revocation is
discussed in section 5.2.6.

5.3 Merge Use model
Merge Use model allows the owner to allocate use-rights over his object among an actor set in a
way that they all must agree to exercise that right (Guo & Georganas, 2002; Ilic, Michahelles,
& Fleisch, 2007). In the use-rights triplet, it is done by adding another actor to the existing set
of actors and then merging the right of all of them, while the meta-rights triplet remains the
same. The need of Merge

Use

model arises when the owner of an object allows other actors to

exercise some right over his object with the strict condition of joint consent (Wu, 2003).
Sensitive operations which involve critical changes in the object state are usually merged rather
than shared, and it requires multiple actors to collaborate in order to complete the task. Merge
Use

amalgamates the entity use-rights but the meta-rights remain with the owner and so it can

be revoked at any time. The owner of an entity gives rights to others and also keeps the
authority to finalize it, which in effect divides the right. For example, Microsoft Word track
changes allow the beneficiary to modify but the final accept/reject decision remains with the
owner. In rights merge, any participant can stop an act, but performing it requires the consent
of the whole actor set. In the physical world, a bank loan process where the bank clerk and the
manager both agree to give the loan to a specific customer is an example of merging use-rights.
In this example, both the bank clerk and bank manager are responsible for the loan approval
and one cannot complete the process without the consent of the other.
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Let’s consider the scenario of collaborative software 78, which are platforms designed to help team
collaborations. This software is used for working in co-ordinated environments to achieve a
common goal. For example, in an editing exercise, ‘collaborative software’ provide functionality by
coordinating all changes made on a document edited by multiple authors. The edit rights of all
the authors are merged so one may modify the work and others may have a chance to look at
the modifications and accept them if they agree. In case of disagreement, the change can be
rejected or modified again and send back to the first author. The system cannot use the Share
Use

model as it would allow the second author to modify whatever they want without the

consent of the first author, it cannot use the Replace Use model as the first author then cannot
modify the same document, so a model where all the authors have the authority must be used
to enhance community usage and productivity. Obviously, this kind of allocation is only
applicable within trusted users and the owner takes all the responsibility if the merging goes
wrong.
To map this scenario on the core SAC model, the ‘collaborative software’ is the parent space of all
the group activities going on including puzzle matching, documents including/excluding, local
events and so on. All the documents are at the same hierarchical level in the inheritance tree of
the system so parent and general public roles are the same for every document. Documents are
spaces with owner as stakeholder and ‘like’ and ‘comments’ are child objects of the document
space. The parent has the right to view and delete a document if necessary, while the owner
has the right to decide its access to the general public, to viewer and/or to the group members.
Now suppose that an actor Alice creates a new document in the system and wants to give Bob –
another actor, the edit rights over the document. She wants Bob to be able to edit the
document but the editing should not be done without her consent. She also wants to maintain
her authority so Bob cannot delete the file, cannot give access to others, and if needed she can
revoke his access to the document. She then merges the editing rights over her document with
Bob to allow him conditional edits. For such cases, merging the editing rights of two actors
requires both of them to agree on any edits, as MS Word processing track-change functions
currently try to do. This scenario is depicted in figure 5.3.

78

Also known as groupware.
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Figure 5.3: Merge use-rights scenario depicting collaborative software

5.3.1 Characteristics of Merge Use
Following are some of the characteristics of the Merge Use model that distinguish it from other
models of use-rights. Some of these characteristics are explored in the literature (Barka &
Sandhu, 2000b; L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role delegation in
RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the
values of these parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the
literature due to the nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.
There are two basic axioms for this model: First the Merge Use model presented in this research
is domain based as rights are associated with objects. Second, no one can merge a use-right
associated with an object that they do not own. So it is not possible for Alice to assign Bob the
rights over another document, if she does not have the meta-right.
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5.3.1.1 Consent
Allocating the edit right over a document to Bob requires Alice to initiate the process as the
system should maintain the owner’s authority and full control over her object. Alice may want
to create or delete documents at will and decide whether it is appropriate to give the document
access to a specific actor or not. Also, when the model merges the rights of Alice with Bob, his
consent is required to execute the operation over the object, and it is necessary to ask Bob
whether he wants to take the right or not. This would increase Alice’s trust in the system and
Bob will also be aware of his responsibility. If a right can be merged without the consents of
the parties involved, the system will collapse due to unwilling authorities involved in
performing a task, and the objects remain with no possible action, for example, assigning
reviewers to papers without their consent.
The above implies that merging requires the consent of both parties and both are responsible
for the right over the object. It gives the design principle:
P.5.3.1: Merging use-rights require the consent of the owner and the beneficiary.
This principle along with design principle 5.1.1 and 5.2.1 also gives the insight that rights
which imply no real responsibility can be assigned freely without the consent of the
beneficiary, but the rights imposing some responsibility require the consent of the beneficiary.
5.3.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. In the above example, if Alice is the owner of the document,
she decides how much rights she wants to assign to Bob from her set of rights. She may only
want to merge the editing rights over the document with Bob, in which case the merging is of
partial set of use-rights, or she may want to merge all the rights over the document with him,
in which case the merge is total and applied on the complete set of use-rights79. Partial merging
has some useful scenarios like only merging the accept/reject right among the reviewers of a
conference, which can lose its effectiveness if only total is allowed as then the reviewers can
modify the paper, or even delete it from the system.
79

As the illustrated scenario discusses a single document, it is implied that the model supports merging of partial

set of resources.
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As the Merge

Use

model supports different use-right sets, the partial merge can be used for any

subset of rights using

The above concludes that there are two design possibilities when merging the use-rights, that
is, only complete use-rights set merging is supported so all the rights or none can be assigned
to the beneficiary, or partial merge is supported so part of use-rights set held by the owner can
be merged with the beneficiary. The Merge

Use

model supports partial merging as it has more

useful scenarios and also total merging can be achieved using partials if needed, but the reverse
is not possible. This gives the following design principle:
P.5.3.2: The owner can merge proper/improper subset of their rights.
5.3.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the running example, Alice can merge the edit rights over her documents with multiple actors,
say Bob and Carl at the same time. In this case, the same set of use-rights is merged with Bob
and Carl and all need to coordinate with each other in order to perform the operation, which
gives

Merging use-rights can raise the case when only one actor may veto to carry out the operation
and thus cause the whole process to terminate. Generalizing the above statement implies that
the same set of use-rights can be merged with multiple beneficiaries without concerns about
the preservation of state. This feature is important in cases where maintaining the locks over
objects may reduce the benefit of the system use. However, as the number of actors holding
the merged right is increased, it becomes more difficult to modify the object as the agreement
of the complete actor set needs to be considered for every single modification. This gives the
design principle:
P.5.3.3: It is possible to merge the same use-right with multiple beneficiaries.
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5.3.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous owner can exercise the right after the allocation.
In the above example, if Alice merges the edit rights over her document with Bob, she cannot
modify it without his confirmation. The case where the initiating party cannot exercise the
right at all is covered in the Replace

Use

model and the case when both the owner and the

beneficiary can exercise the right at the same time is covered in the Share
Merge

Use

Use

model, so this

model covers the options when the rights can be used by both actors but only with

the joint consent. It adds the beneficiary to the actor set for a particular use-right and merges
the right of the whole set, which gives

The Merge Use model creates two roles with the merged right associated with the object, that is,
the Primary Owner (PO) and the Joint Beneficiary (JBenu). It means that given x rights
associated with an object, the Merge

Use

model can create up to 2x roles, which is also

convenient for assigning rights to various roles. For actor centric implementations, the rights
associated with them can be considered as

and

where N is the total number of joint beneficiaries for a given use right. It can be generalized
that if rights of two actors are merged, then both of them have to co-ordinate to exercise the
right. This assumption allows many useful scenarios like MS office, collaborative software,
video conferencing, and so on, and gives the opportunity for collaboration even without the
presence of object locking and rights precedence. This gives the design principle:
P.5.3.4: Joint consent of primary owner and joint beneficiary is required to exercise the merged use-right.
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5.3.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. In the
proposed model, as merge only modifies the use-rights triplet but the meta-rights remain with
the owner, the beneficiary cannot pass the merged use-right to others. This condition
maintains the owner’s authority over the object since they retain the authority to decide who
else can have the rights over the object or when to retrieve the merged right. The Merge

Use

model proposed in this research is single step, therefore the beneficiary cannot pass on the
use-right to another actor.
In the above scenario, Bob cannot pass the edit rights over the document to Carl as he does not
have the meta-right to do so. Use-rights merge leaves the meta-rights with Alice who can
modify the use-rights triplet. This condition is necessary for user trust and gives the following
design principle:
P.5.3.5: Merging use-rights does not allow the beneficiary to further allocate it.

5.3.2 Merge Use process
The Merge

Use

model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines

the merge operation using the following set of rules:
a) The VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi .
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ.
c) The assignment of JBenui role to VU j and POi to SHi.

d) The addition of use-rights to the JBenui and restricting POi and JBenui to act jointly.

e) Meta-rights remain with the POi.
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Given a NS i, a merge access request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role
LRi in namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy label τ.
Further, VU j is assigned to the joint beneficiary role JBeni, which has the joint use rights over
the object O.

5.3.3 Definition
Merge is an operation that adds another actor to the actor set for a use-right and merges the
use-right of the entire actor set. It can be defined as follows:
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5.3.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the object. Consider the collaborative software system example,
the document is not moved from one system to another but remain in the same space – the
document category of the system, so the rights of its owner, parent, offspring and general
public role remain the same. The joint beneficiary – Bob’s rights are increased from none to a
subset and the rights of primary owner – Alice, are reduced as now she needs to act together
with the joint beneficiary.
Below is table 5.6 for the roles of primary owner and joint beneficiary, and their rights over
parent, merged80, and child objects.

80

The focused object in the context of rights allocation.
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PO
Before Mrg

Use

JBen Use

Parent

Mrg. Obj

Child

Parent

Mrg. Obj

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

½UR(VD)

UR(V)

MR(V,D,E)
After Mrg Use

UR(V)

½UR(V,D,E)

½UR(V,D,E) ½UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while JBen

Use represents

the joint beneficiary of use-rights

Mrg. Obj. represents the object with merged rights
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 5.6: Owner and beneficiary rights over different objects before and after the Merge

Use

model

Below is table 5.7 illustrating different rights of different roles associated with object before
and after the Merge Use model.

Before Mrg

Use

Parent

PO

JBen Use

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V,D)

UR(V,D,E),

D/C

UR(V)

D/C

½ UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
After Mrg Use

UR(V,D)

½ UR(V,D,E),
MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while JBen

Use represents

the joint beneficiary of use-rights

D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space, or space
configuration for G. Public role.
Table 5.7: Rights for different roles associated with object before and after the Merge

Use

model

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 5.6 and 5.7 for the Merge Use
model is as follows:
a) After Merge

Use

, the primary owner rights over the object are reduced from having all

rights as single authority to joint authority. The meta-rights remain with the owner so
they can revoke the right at any time.
b) The rights of the primary owner over parent object spaces remain the same, that is,
they can enter the space as before.
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c) The primary owner’s rights over child objects are also merged with the joint
beneficiary, so they cannot delete anything alone.
d) The rights of joint beneficiary over the object are increased as they can exercise some
of the rights with the consent of the primary owner except meta-rights.
e) The joint beneficiary gets the view right over the parent spaces to enter the space.
f) The joint beneficiary also gets the merged delete right over the child objects.
g) Merging of use-rights does not change the object space, so parent’s rights over the
object remain the same, that is, they can view and delete the object.
h) Offspring role is associated with object, so its rights after the merging of parent object
rights are not changed and they can still view/enter the parent space.
i) General public role, its active users and their rights associated with document remains
the same, which depends on the parent and object configurations.

5.3.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Merge Use model.
a) The model addresses domain based use-rights merge where rights are associated with
objects.
b) The primary owner can only merge the use-rights for which they have the meta-rights.
c) Merge Use gives use-rights, but meta-rights remain with the primary owner.
d) Consent of both the primary owner and the beneficiary is required for use-rights
merge.
e) The primary owner can merge some/all of their use-rights with the joint beneficiary.
f) The primary owner can merge same right over an object with multiple joint
beneficiaries at the same time.
g) The primary owner cannot exercise the merged use-right without the consent of the
joint beneficiary.
h) The joint beneficiary cannot further give away the use-right.
i) The rights of primary owner and joint beneficiary are merged so they need to act
jointly, but the rights of parent, offspring and general public role remain the same after
merging the use-right.
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5.3.6 Revocation
Merging use-rights is a common practice in collaborative software environment as multiple
actors work together to achieve a common goal. However rights allocations as well as team
memberships are not always static so it requires a mechanism to revoke the merged rights
(Barka, 2002; Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2006, 2008; Ruan & Varadharajan, 2010). In the

running example, Alice – the owner of the document, may assign edit rights to Bob over her
document for a certain period of time, which may expire or change depending on the type of
user contract. So the rights over ‘Thesis’ can be assigned to Bob for say two months81, and after
that it may get expired. This section covers the possible ways in which a merged right can be
revoked from the joint beneficiary. As the primary owner retains the meta-rights, Alice has the
authority to take back the editing right over her document from Bob (or the whole community)
by revoking the right or by deleting the document at any time.
A right allocation is revocable if the initiating party keeps the meta-rights and when the Merge
Use

model allocates use-rights to the beneficiary, the meta-rights remain with the owner, so the

rights are revocable. This gives the principle:
P.5.3.6: The primary owner can revoke the merged right at any time.
There are two types of revocation supported in the Merge

Use

model, that is, self-revocation

and time based revocation. Rule based revocation is not needed as the primary owner has the
right to view the changes done by the joint beneficiary before accepting it and only allows
them if they do not violate the rules.
5.3.6.1 Self revocation
The owner revokes the use-rights based on inappropriate use, difficulty in coordination or at
will. In the above scenario, Alice can revoke the edit rights over her document from Bob at any
time at will. Self-revocation gives the sense of authority to the owner that the object still
belongs to them even after merging rights over it with other actors.

81

Or for the lifetime of the team.
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Allowing self-revocation renders easy retrieval of the use-rights by the owner when there is a
deadlock between the joint beneficiaries. It also maintains the collaborative sense between the
joint beneficiaries so they may not act too extremely to refuse all suggestions.
5.3.6.2 Time based revocation
At the time of merging the use-rights, the owner can assign a time-stamp with the assigned
right for the proposed lifespan of the allocation. When the time-stamp expires, the allocation is
automatically revoked from the joint beneficiary. Time based revocation provides a tool that
the owner can utilize to preset the revocation time for each right for each object when the
team separates. In the above scenario, Alice can set a time-stamp on the right over the
document so it is revoked after the team contract expires. Time based revocation provides the
facility to revoke the allocations in the future without additional involvement of the owner.
5.3.6.3 The Merge Use revoke process
The revocation removes the use-rights from the joint beneficiary JBenu and gives the full rights
back to the primary owner, if no other joint beneficiary is left for the particular right over the
object.

It also takes back the JBenu role from VU j and POi role from SHi.

5.3.7 Summary of Merge Use
To summarize, the Merge Use model allow the owner of an object to merge the use-rights of all
the actors and their joint consent is needed to exercise that right. The characteristics are given
in section 5.3.1, which distinguish the model from other models of use-rights allocation.
Section 5.3.2 explains the allocation process, followed by the logical definition of the model in
section 5.3.3. Section 5.3.4 illustrates the rights analysis, the design principles are mentioned in
section 5.3.5 while the revocation is discussed in section 5.3.6.
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5.4 Chapter summary
This chapter discussed the use-rights allocation for online social interactions by outlining the
Replace

Use

, Share

The Replace
Use

Use

Use

and Merge

Use

models. It also outlined the revoke process for each case.

model was demonstrated with the example of a conference system, the Share

model was explained using the Video On Demand system, while the Merge Use model was

illustrated with a collaborative software example.
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Chapter 6

Meta-Rights Model

T

his chapter establishes the basic understanding behind the allocation of meta-rights
in online social interactions. Meta-rights are system permissions for actors to apply
operations on rights82 (Dewan & Shen, 1998; Indratmo & Vassileva, 2007; Mattas et

al., 2006). As discussed in chapter 3, there are four possible options to allocate meta-rights and
this chapter outlines these models in detail. The models introduced are Replace Meta, Share Meta,
Merge Meta and Revoke

Meta

. However, as the revoke process is different for each of the three

allocation models, it is discussed under each allocation model section rather than in a separate
revoke model section. Every model is described by using four distinct steps: a) the general
description of the model along with various rights allocation characteristics and their values for
online social interactions, b) the mapping of various components of SAC model to describe
the working of the model in an online social interaction instance, c) the logical definition of
the model to illustrate the exact possible combinations of rights over an object for the roles of
owner and the beneficiaries, and d) the rights analysis of different roles of parent, offspring
and general public associated with the object. After outlining each allocation model, its
revocation process is discussed. The meta-rights models are usually associated with ownership

82

They allow the owner to grant use-rights to other actors.
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and administration of objects and thus Replace Meta often termed as object transfer, Share Meta is
termed as secondary ownership while Merge Meta is termed as joint ownership.

6.1 Replace Meta model
Replace

Meta

model allows the owner to replace the actor for meta-rights83, and is commonly

termed as transfer (Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2006, 2008). This is done by changing the
actor entity for all meta-rights triplets84. The need of rights transfer arises when the owner of
an object wishes to permanently transfer it to another actor (Barka, 2000), who becomes the
new owner. Transfer gives away all entity meta-rights (Gaaloul et al., 2008), so the previous
owner loses the owner role for the object, and so cannot exercise any right over the transferred
object. Also the beneficiary becomes the new owner, who is completely responsible for the
object and all rights associated with it. Rights are irrevocably given to the new owner, for
example after selling a house the old owner has no right to it and so cannot take it back.
Transfer is used in scenarios when the owner no longer wishes to maintain the object, or the
object rightfully belongs to the other actor, so the owner transfers the object and gives all its
privileges to the new owner85. In the physical world, selling/purchasing of house/car is an
example of rights transfer. In these examples, the purchaser gets all the rights over the object
including the ownership and the seller remains with no right.
Let’s consider the scenario of the conference system which was discussed in the previous
chapter86, but this time the focus is on the copyright of an accepted paper. The conference
chair is the owner of the conference space which is also the parent space for submitted papers,
and authors are the owners of papers. Many research papers are submitted to a conference and
undergo a peer review process (Whitworth & Friedman, 2009a, 2009b ). Reviewers often judge
them on the basis of quality, relevance, novelty and presentation and give their expert opinion
to conference chair to decide the accept/reject outcome. If some paper is accepted, the
authors are required to submit the final draft after incorporating the reviews, and a copyright

83

To make them the new owner.

84

The new actor then can add themselves for use rights as well.

85

The parent role is notified about the transfer of the child object.

86

Chapter 5, section 5.1 (Replace

Use model).
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form to transfer the use, distribute, publish, license, exhibit, record, digitize, broadcast,
reproduce and archive rights over the paper to the conference/organization.
To map this scenario on the core SAC model, the conference system is the parent space for all
the conferences owned by the system administrator. The conference is the namespace with
conference chair as the stakeholder, different papers/comments as objects, and various local
roles are associated with each conference. The parent has the right to view/delete any paper,
which is rejected or not matched to the conference theme for example, while the owner
(author) has the right to decide the copyright transfer.
Now suppose that Alice is the conference chair of a conference the ‘Security Conference’ and Bob
has a paper accepted in her conference. At the time of final camera ready submission, in order
to publish the paper, Bob is required to sign a copyright form to transfer the display right 87 over
his research paper to Alice and give her the authority over it. Alice wants full authority over the
research paper as she has over her other objects – so she can publish or reproduce the work
without concerning any other authority. She also wants that she (or the organization she is
working for) should be able to decide who can read that research or who cannot 88. So she
wants that Bob should not only transfer all the use-rights but also the meta-rights over the
paper to handle those rights. Bob, in order to publish his work and to get the credit 89, needs to
give that authority to Alice (or her organization) 90. In this case, Bob chooses to transfer the
publish rights over his paper to Alice, including the meta-rights. This scenario is depicted in
figure 6.1, where Bob – the original owner of ‘paper123’ has transferred his paper to Alice –who
will manage the view rights over it.

6.1.1 Characteristics of Replace

Meta

Following are some of the characteristics of this Replace

Meta

model that distinguish it from

other models. Some of these characteristics are defined in the literature (Barka & Sandhu,
2000b; L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role membership transfer in
RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the

87

The meta-right to view.

88

May be based on some subscription fee or affiliation.

89

In the form of publication count and recognition, which also leads to promotions and grants .

90

Under certain conditions, of course, like the credit should always go to Bob and the work will never be edited.
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values of these parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the
literature due to the nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.

Figure 6.1: Transfer scenario depicting copyright of accepted paper

There are two basic axioms for this model, which are kept consistent throughout all the other
meta-rights models in this research. First, the model presented in this research is domain based
as rights are associated with objects, and second, that no one can merge a right associated with
an object which they do not own. So, it is not possible for Bob to transfer Alice some other
paper ‘Paper234’, where he does not have any meta-right.
6.1.1.1 Consent
As the paper is owned by Bob so only he can decide whether he wants to publish it in this
conference or not based on his personal discretion, which gives that the system should allow
the owner to decide about the transfer of the object. Also, papers accepted in one’s conference
establish the repute of the conference chair. It gives that Alice would be known for the
credibility and quality of accepted papers in her conference, which could affect her online and
offline reputation in her social circle. For example, she may not like to accept the transfer of a
paper, which was rejected in the review phase. So Alice should be asked before transfer of any
object to her, in this case acceptance decision before the actual transfer of the paper.
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The above implies that the rights allocation system should support users’ trust and provide the
guarantee that no object will be transferred without the consent of its owner. Also, as objects
can contribute to one’s repute, the new owner should also be agreed to take all the
responsibilities associated with the object. However, the allocation contract is not used for the
transfer of the object as it cannot be revoked from the new owner. It gives the operational
principle:
P.6.1.1: Consent of the previous and new owners is required for transfer of an object.
6.1.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. In the above example, as the paper belongs to Bob, it is up to
him that how much meta-rights he wants to replace with Alice. He may want to replace all the
rights over the paper with Alice, in which case the replace is total, or he may want to replace
only some of the meta-rights with Alice but keeping rest with him, in which case the replace is
partial. The model supports replacing partial set of meta-rights, where Bob may sign the
copyright and transfer the view meta-right over the paper to Alice but he may want to keep the
meta-right to edit or delete it.
Generalizing the above scenario gives that the Replace Meta model deals with partial set of metarights as it has more significance for online social interactions. Also, total transfer of an
object91 can be achieved through multiple-partial transfers, which gives

However, the replaced meta-right cannot not be taken back from the beneficiary as it cannot
be exercised by the old owner. Transfer is the permanent replacement of meta-rights so the
model supports partial transfers, which gives the following design principle:
P.6.1.2: The owner can transfer proper/improper subset of their rights.

91

All the meta-rights over it.
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6.1.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the copyright example, Bob was the owner of the research paper and he transferred some rights
over it to Alice. This gives

He cannot transfer the copyright to more than one conference at the same time, which may
encourage corruption in STS, for example in the form of multiple publication of the same
paper. However, if Alice wants to have more than one owner over the object, she can later use
the Share Meta model to do it.
Generalizing the above gives that the right can only be transferred to a single actor, however, if
the right needs to be transferred to more than one actor, it can be done by the new owner after
the transfer operation takes place 92. This singular cardinality eliminates the corruption at rights
level, so one cannot transfer one object to multiple recipients at the same time93. The
possibilities that are associated with giving the ownership to multiple beneficiaries are left for
the case of Share Meta, which is covered later94 . The benefit of restricting the cardinality is the
simplicity to maintain the accountability of atomic operation associated with the new and old
owners, and precedence of various allocations over each other.
This gives the design principle:
P.6.1.3: It is not possible to transfer meta-rights to more than one beneficiary.
6.1.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous owner can exercise the right after the allocation.
In the running example, if Bob transfers the meta-rights over the paper to Alice, ownership and
accountability principles demand that he cannot manage the object anymore, but only Alice will
92
93

When he becomes the new owner.
The traditional models presented in literature works on multiple cardinality of rights, while the cardinality of

transfer is singular in offline communities and so this model supports the singular cardinality following sociotechnical design.
94

Section 6.2.
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do any management. This condition is important as the need of transfer arises because of the
demand of new owner to manage the object. If either Alice cannot manage the access of other
actors over the paper, or Bob can still allow others to access it, the purpose of meta-rights
transfer is not fulfilled. It is also justified in this case as the transfer of copyright comes at the
cost of some other benefit – publication and recognition in this case 95 which Bob will enjoy96.
Replace Meta model replaces the actor in the owner role for the right and gives the rights of old
and new owner by

and

The above discussion can be generalized that transfer is mutual exclusive, that is, if meta-rights
over an object are transferred they cannot be further exercised by the old owner, but only the
new owner can exercise those rights 97. Even if the object is not handled very well by the new
owner, the old owner has no right over it, for example after selling the house the old owner
remains with no right over it. This gives the design principle:
P.6.1.4: After the transfer, the old owner has no right over the object.
6.1.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. In the
proposed model, if the new owner gets all the meta-rights over the object, they can again
modify the meta-rights triplet to pass the object to some other actor, for example selling of a
second hand car. The Replace

Meta

model supports multi-level depth98 of meta-rights transfer,

95

Which may lead to other indirect benefits of promotions, grants and so on.

96

In physical world, transfer also gives some benefits to the old owner in form of money or exchange with other

needs and so on.
97

The new owner can assign some rights to old owner as they can assign rights to other actors.

98

The old owner can restrict this by keeping some of the rights using Merge

Meta model

(Section 6.3).
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which supports ownership and makes the model recursive, where one can transfer any right
after holding the meta-right.
In the presented scenario, Alice can pass the paper to any other actor or organization as she
has the meta-rights over it. Bob cannot restrict Alice to do any further transfers as he does not
have any meta-right left over the paper99. This gives the operational principle:
P.6.1.5: Transfer allows the new owner to further transfer the object.

6.1.2 Replace

Meta

process

The Replace Meta model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines
the transfer operation using the following set of rules:
a) The requestor VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ.
c) The transfer of object O from NSi to NSj
d) The replacement of VU j with SHi in the Owner role for the object
which results in the following two operations
e) The addition of use-rights and meta-rights to the VU j.

f) The removal of use-rights and meta-rights from the SHi.

Given a NS i, a transfer request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role LRi
in namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy label τ. The

99

He may restrict Alice at the time of transfer by making some conditional contract.
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object is moved from NSi to NSj., which adds the meta-rights to VU j and removes them from
SHi.

6.1.3 Definition
ReplaceMeta is an operation that replaces the active actor set over use-rights and meta-rights
with another actor, that is, the new owner. It can be defined as follows:

6.1.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the transferred object. Transfer replaces the meta -rights owner
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role from one actor to another, which may results in change of space in some cases100, it also
changes the rights of all the roles associated with that object.
If the object is transferred from old owner to new owner but resides in the same parent space,
then only the old and new owner rights will be changed but the rights of parent, offspring and
general public role remain the same. However, if the object is moved from one parent space to
another parent space then the rights of old and new parent, old and new general public, and
old and new owners will be changed. On the contrary, if the transferred object is a space and
has some dependent objects, all the child objects will move along with their parent 101 so,
offspring rights remain the same for the object being transferred in both cases.
Consider the copyright example, the transferred paper is transferred from Bob to Alice, where
Alice was previously the owner of the parent space – conference, so the rights of parent,
offspring and general public role will be changed. The rights of old owner – the paper author,
reduce from all the rights to none after transferring it to Alice – the conference chair102. The
new owner’s rights increased from some to all – use as well as meta-rights.
Below are the tables for different rights of different old and new roles associated with object
before and after the Replace Meta model.

Before Rep

Old Parent

Old Owner

Old Offspring

Old G. Public

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

UR(V)

NR

Meta

MR(V,D,E)
After Rep Meta

NR

NR

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
NR represents No Right
Table 6.1 (a): Rights for different old roles associated with object before and after the Replace

Meta

model

100

In other cases, it may happen from one author to another author for example.

101

As change of host server in case of website does not affect the contents of the website.

102

He may view his own copy but to view the published copy, he may need to subscribe for the organization at

some cost, just like any other actor.
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Before Rep

Meta

After Rep Meta

New Parent

New Owner

New Offspring

New G. Public

D/C

D/C

UR(V)

D/C

UR(V, D)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
V, D, E and C represents view, delete, edit and create respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.1 (b): Rights for different new roles associated with object before and after the Replace

Meta

model

Below is table 6.2 for the roles of old and new owner, and their rights over parent, current, and
child objects.
Old Owner
Before Rep

Meta

New Owner

Parent

Transferred Obj.

Child

Parent

Transferred Obj.

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V, D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

NR

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
After Rep Meta

NR

NR

MR(V,D,E)
V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.2: Old and new owner rights over different objects before and after the Replace

Meta

model

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 6.1 (a, b) and 6.2 for the Replace
Meta

model is as follows:

a) After Replace Meta, the old owner remains with no right over the object. However, if he
acquires some role in the new owner space, for example general public, he would only
get the rights associated with that role.
b) The old owner also loses all the rights to the parent space unless he has the
membership for general public role or has some other object in the same parent space.
c) The old owner remains with no right over the child object.
d) The new owner gets all the rights over the object including the meta-rights, so they can
manage other actors’ access.
e) The new owner gets enter/view right over the parent space.
f) The new owner also gets all the rights of parent role over the child objects.
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g) If new and old owners are offspring of the same parent space, then the rights of parent
will not change.
h) If the object remains in the same parent space the rights of the general public role
remains the same.
i) If the object is transferred from one parent space to another103, then the old parent and
old general public role left with no rights over the object. New parent role gets all the
rights appropriate for them (for example view and/or delete right) and new general
public role may get some view rights (for example view) depending on the new owner’s
space configuration.
j) If the transferred object is a space and contains other child objects, they will also
transfer with their parent space. So in both cases, the rights of offspring role will not
change.

6.1.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Replace Meta model.
a) The model addresses domain based object transfers, where rights are associated
with objects.
b) An actor can only transfer objects under their ownership and over which they have
the meta-rights.
c) Transfer gives use-rights and meta-rights to the new owner.
d) Transfer should notify the parent about old and new owner.
e) The consent of old and new owner is required for any transfer.
f) An actor can transfer any subset of complete meta-rights set.
g) An actor can only transfer an object to single beneficiary.
h) Old owner cannot exercise any right over transferred object.
i) The new owner can further transfer the rights over the object.
j) The rights of old parent, old owner and old general public roles will be removed,
while new parent, new owner and new general public role acquire all the rights.
The rights of offspring role remain the same.

103

The change in parent space.
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6.1.6 Revocation
A right allocation is revocable if the old owner keeps the meta-rights, but transfer allocates use
as well as meta-rights to the new owner, so is irrevocable. In this case, the old owner is no
more responsible for the object nor can he exercise/ manage any right over the object, and the
new owner can exercise all the management of object, which cannot be revoked.
In the above scenario, Bob remains with no authority to withdraw the paper from Alice’s
conference after it is being published, giving the operation principle:
P.6.1.6: Transfer is irrevocable, so the old owner cannot take back the rights.

6.1.7 Summary of Replace

Meta

The difference between the characteristics of the proposed transfer model and the traditional
transfer models can be seen in table 6.3.
Characteristic

Proposed Model

Traditional Model

Consent

Joint

Several

Totality

Partial

Total

Cardinality

Singular

Singular

Monotonicity

Mutual Exclusive

Mutual Exclusive

Depth

Chain

Chain

Revocation

No

Yes

Who can transfer

If one has the meta-right

Owner/Security Administrator/
If one has the use-right104

Who can revoke

No one

Security Administrator

Table 6.3: Difference between proposed and traditional delegation models

In role transfer, the complete role is transferred from one user to another as all the rights over
all the objects are associated with roles, while the presented model treats each right separately
and the owner has the option to transfer subset of rights over subset of objects.. Also, the
Replace Meta model is based on discretionary grounds, whereas the transfer in RBAC was based
on mandatory grounds and a security officer is responsible for assigning roles (Sandhu &
Munawer, 1998a, 1998b, 1999b). This central administration approach cannot work for STS

104

Member of the role.
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which are based on ownership and has the potential of millions of users. Furthermore, the
transfer in RBAC allows the security officer to revoke the transfer (Barka, 2002), while the
model presented here not allows anybody to revoke the transfer of an object 105.
To summarize, the Replace Meta model allows the owner of an object to transfer the use as well
as meta-rights over his object to some other actor, who becomes the new owner. The
characteristics are given in section 6.1.1, which distinguish the model from other models of
use-rights allocation. Section 6.1.2 explains the allocation process, followed by the logical
definition of the model in section 6.1.3. Section 6.1.4 illustrates the rights analysis, the design
principles are mentioned in section 6.1.5 while the revocation is discussed in section 6.1.6.

6.2 Share Meta model
Share

Meta

model allows the owner to allocate the meta-rights over his object to other actor

while keeping the same meta-rights, so both can exercise it 106 (Y. Liu et al., 2009; Z. Zhang et
al., 2008). In the meta-rights triplet this is done by adding an actor to the existing set of actors,
while the use-rights triplet does not change 107. The need of Share Meta arises when the owner of
an object wants to give meta-rights over his object to other as well as keep them so both can
manage the rights over the object. It is used in distributed scenarios where multiple actors own
the same object and manage the distribution of rights over it, for example multiple organizers
of the same event. The Share

Meta

model adds a new actor for meta-rights but the rights of

existing actors do not change. In Share Meta, the meta-right is given completely so any party can
act alone without any involvement as if they owned it exclusively. As both the original owner
and the beneficiary have the meta-rights, either of them can transfer the object or abstain the
other owner from use or meta-rights108. In the physical world, multiple salesmen working in a
store is an example of sharing sell meta-rights109, where any of them can transfer the object 110.
105

Only the new owner can again transfer the object back to the old owner.

106

This is the reverse case for Replace

107

The beneficiary gets the meta-rights so can add use-rights to them if they want.

108

For this reason, sharing of meta-rights needs some contract which poses some restrictions on the beneficiaries.

109

The salesmen have the right to transfer the use-rights and meta-rights over the object but they cannot use it

Meta

with respect to the owner, where the original owner loses his rights.

themselves.
110

Who becomes the new owner.
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Let’s consider the scenario of sharing a video on ‘Facebook’, which is a social networking
service allowing users to share their information and activities with their friends and family. A
wall is associated with every Facebook account which displays the activities of its owner. These
activities involve reading various articles, watching videos, uploading pictures and posting
comments. Users add friends on ‘Facebook’ and exchange messages which also include
automatic notification when one of their friends updates their wall. Every wall has different
roles of friends, family and so on, among which the owner manages the access rights over his
objects. Every video (or any other object) has various roles of owner, commenters, likers,
viewers, sharer and general public.
To map this scenario on the core SAC model, the Facebook system is the parent space of all
the profiles, walls and so on, owned by the system administrator. Wall is the parent space for
all the videos posted in it, and likes and comments are child objects of the video space. Every
video in the system has different set of parent, offspring and general public roles. The system
space is the namespace with system administrator as the stakeholder, and wall is the namespace
with profile owner as stakeholder. The profile owner has the right to create a video, display it
to some users, or delete it.
Now suppose that an actor Alice creates a video on her wall, and wants to share it with Bob –
an actor in her friend role. She wants that Bob can view the video, may comment or like it, and
also can show it to his friends/family if he wants. She then shares the view meta-right with Bob
so he can manage the view access for his friends over the video. As Bob has the view metarights, he can further share the video with Carl – results in forwarding him the view metarights. Sharing the video on their own wall gives them the meta-rights over it for their own
wall, but the rights of the original owner remain the same for his/her wall. This scenario is
depicted in figure 6.2.

6.2.1 Characteristics of Share

Meta

Following are some of the characteristics of this Share Meta model that distinguish it from other
models of meta-rights. Some of these characteristics are defined in literature (Barka & Sandhu,
2000b; L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role membership transfer in
RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the
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values of these parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the
literature due to the nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.

Figure 6.2: Sharing meta-rights scenario depicting Facebook wall

There are two basic axioms for this model, which are kept consistent throughout all the other
meta-rights models in this research. First, the model presented in this research is domain based
as rights are associated with objects, and second, that no one can share a right associated with
an object which they do not own. So, it is not possible for Alice to assign Bob some rights over
another video, where she does not have any meta-right.
6.2.1.1 Consent
Allocating the meta-rights over a video to Bob requires Alice to initiate the process as the
system should enhance the owner’s trust. Alice may want to add or delete video at will and
decide whether it is appropriate to share the meta-rights over the video to a specific actor or
not. Also, it is necessary to take Bob’s consent as he would be responsible for its propagation
and handling of rights over the video. Also, he must be aware of the object due to reputation
management. If this condition is relaxed, one can share indecent videos with your name on
your wall without your consent which is socially inacceptable.
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The above implies that meta-rights are associated with one’s repute 111 and gives the
responsibility in some cases as well. So, meta-rights can only be shared with the consent of the
owner and the beneficiary. It gives the following design principle:
P.6.2.1: Meta-rights sharing require the consent of the owner and the beneficiary.
6.2.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. In the above example, it depends on Alice discretion that how
much meta-rights she wants to share with Bob from her complete set of meta-rights. She may
give him only the view meta-rights so he can only manage the users to view the video, in which
case the sharing is partial, or she may give the edit/delete meta-rights so he can allow others to
edit/delete the video, in which case the sharing is total. Total sharing of meta-rights creates
another primary owner with the same rights over the object and may not be appropriate in all
conditions, so this Share

Meta

model supports partial sharing. Also, partial can be extended to

the complete meta-right set, in cases where complete set of meta-rights need to be shared
using

Generalizing the above implies that there are two possible design options in the Share

Meta

model, that is, only complete sharing of meta-rights is supported as all the meta-rights or none
can be shared with the other actor, or partial sharing is supported so a subset of all the metarights held by the owner can be shared. This model supports partial sharing as it has more
useful scenarios and also total can be achieved using multiple partial sharings in cases where it
is needed. This gives the design principle:
P.6.2.2: The owner can share the proper/improper subset of their meta-rights.

111

Having view right over an indecent/controversial video on YouTube may not affect ones repute as they are

part of general public role. However, having the same video on ones wall with their name may be of more
concern.
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6.2.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the above example, Alice can share the view meta-right over her video to multiple actors say
Bob and Carl at the same time by sharing it with both of them. Now if both of them want to
share it with their social circles, they can do it because they have the view meta-right over the
object, which gives

Generalizing the above case gives that the same meta-right over the same object can be shared
with multiple beneficiaries, which gives the operational principle:
P.6.2.3: It is possible to share same meta-right to more than one beneficiary.
6.2.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous owner can exercise the right after the allocation.
In the running example, if Alice shares view meta-right over her video to Bob, she can still
manage the view access over the video, that is, can exercise the meta-rights. The case where
the initiating party cannot exercise the right is covered in the Replace Meta model112 and so this
Share

Meta

model covers the cases where the owner and the beneficiary both can exercise the

right at the same time113.
The Share Meta model adds the beneficiary to the actor set for meta-right, which gives

Share

Meta

creates two roles with each shared meta-right associated with the object, that is,

Primary Owner (PO) and the Secondary Owner (SO). It means that given x rights associated
with an object, the Share Meta model can create up to 2x roles, which is convenient for assigning
rights to roles as well. For actor centric implementations, the rights associated with them can
be considered as

112

Section 6.1.

113

The case when both of them need to jointly agreed upon some operation is covered in Merge

Meta (section

6.3).
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and

It can be generalized that the sharing of meta-rights is mutual inclusive, so if some meta-right
is shared between two actors, then both can exercise it as they have the complete right. This
provides the sharing of authority and opportunities for team work, as one can share metarights with another actor and both of them can accomplish the task. This gives the design
principle:
P.6.2.4: Both the primary and secondary owner can exercise the shared meta-right.
6.2.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. In the
proposed model, as the secondary owner gets meta-rights, they can pass the use or meta-rights
to others. Sharing of meta-rights addressed in this model is multistep, so the beneficiary can
further pass the right to others. This condition permits the sharing of information, pictures
and videos on social networks, and allows the information to propagate from within a single
social circle to the whole community.
In the running example, Alice may share the view meta-rights to Bob, who can further share it
with other actors, for example Carl. The social circles of Bob and Carl can further share the
video with their social circle if Bob and Carl have shared the meta-rights with them, which can
be seen by

This condition is important for system growth and gives the operational principle:
P.6.2.5: Sharing meta-rights allows the beneficiary to further share it.
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6.2.2 Share
The Share

Meta

Meta

process

model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines

the share operation using the following set of rules:
a) The VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ
c) The assignment of SOi role to VU j, and POi to SHi

d) The sharing of use-rights and meta-rights with the SOi

e) The rights for POi remain the same.

Given a NS i, a share request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role LRi in
namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy label τ.
Further, VU j is assigned to the secondary owner role SO, which has the meta-rights over the
object O.

6.2.3 Definition
Share

Meta

is an operation that adds an actor to the actor set for meta-rights. It can be defined

as follows:
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6.2.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the shared object. Consider the ‘Facebook’ wall example, the
shared video is not moved from one namespace to another, but remain in the same space –
wall, so the rights of its old owner, parent, offspring and general public role remain the same.
The secondary owner’s rights are increased from no meta-right to some subset, which modifies
the rights of all the new roles associated with his video.
Below is table 6.4 for different rights of different roles associated with the object before and
after the Share Meta model.

Before Shr Meta

Parent

PO

SO

Offspring

G. Public

UR (V,D)

UR(V,D,E)

D/C

UR (V)

D/C

R(V,D,E)

R(V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)
After Shr Meta

UR (V,D)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while SO represents secondary owner
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.4: Rights for different roles associated with the object before and after the Share

Meta

model
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Below is table 6.5 for the roles of primary and secondary owner, and their rights over parent,
current, and child objects.
PO
Before Shr Meta

SO

Parent

Shr. Obj

Child

Parent

Shr. Obj

Child

UR (V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR (V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

UR (V,D)

UR (V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR

MR(V,D,E)

(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
After Shr Meta

UR (V)

UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while SO represents secondary owner
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.5: Primary and Secondary Owner rights over different objects before and after the Share

Meta model

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 6.4 and 6.5 for Share Meta model
is as follows:
a) After Share

Meta

, the primary owner can exercise all the right over the object without

reference to any other actor in the system, as before. They can also revoke the meta rights from the secondary owner at any time.
b) The rights of primary owner over the parent space remain the same, that is, they can
enter the parent space.
c) The rights of primary owner over child objects remain the same, that is, they can view
and delete the child object.
d) The secondary owner rights are increased from no meta-right to some subset of metarights114 over the object.
e) The secondary owner gets the view right over the parent space to enter.
f) The secondary owner gets the shared right over the child objects.
g) Share

Meta

does not change the space of the object, so parent’s rights over the object

remains the same, that is, they can still view and delete the object.
h) Share

Meta

model does not affect the child objects so their rights remain the same over

the object, that is, they can still enter the space.

114

Depending on the shared subset.
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i) General public role is not affected by the sharing of rights over the object so their
rights over the object remain the same, which depends on the system and the space
configuration.

6.2.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Share Meta model.
a) The Share Meta model addresses domain based sharing, where rights are associated
with objects.
b) The owner can only share the meta-rights which they have themselves.
c) Share

Meta

gives only meta-rights, but the secondary owner can add use-rights

himself.
d) Share Meta requires the consent of the primary as well as secondary owner.
e) The primary owner can share proper/improper subsets of their meta-rights.
f) The primary owner can share same meta-right over the same object to multiple
secondary owners.
g) The primary and secondary owner can exercise the meta-right at the same time.
h) As the secondary owner gets the meta-right, they can further allocate the use or
meta-right.
i) The rights of primary owner, parent, offspring and general public roles remain the
same after sharing the meta-right with the secondary owner.

6.2.6 Revocation
As the primary owner keeps the meta-right, they can revoke the right from the secondary
owner giving that sharing of meta-rights is revocable. However, as the secondary owner also
has the meta-right, they can also remove the primary owner from use or meta-rights. This
condition can be restricted by making a shadow of the original object and assigning the meta rights over it 115. If this model is not designed carefully it may result in sharing all meta-rights
among primary and secondary owners, which leads to loss of ownership and makes the system
unstable. In the above example, Alice – the owner of the video, may assign view meta-right to

115

Like currently done by Facebook, where secondary owner cannot delete the original video .
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Bob over a shadow of the original video, so he may manage the access of his social circle
without interfering the other actors in the system.
The model only supports self-revocation as time-based revocation and rule based revocation
can be modified by the secondary owner after taking the meta-right. The model allows the
owner to revoke the meta-right at will, but it also allows the secondary owner to revoke the
rights of the primary owner. This gives the following design principle:
P.6.2.6: The meta-rights owner can revoke the shared meta-right.
6.2.6.1 Self revocation
The owner revokes the meta-right based on inappropriate use or their will. In the above
scenario, Alice can revoke the view meta-rights over her video from Bob at any time at will,
which results in removal of video from his wall. It is also consistent with the basic access
control structure as the parent can delete the video of their offspring. Self-revocation gives the
sense of authority to the owner that the object can be taken back at any time.
6.2.6.2 The Share Meta revoke process
The revocation removes the meta-rights from the secondary owner SO.

However he may exercise the use-rights over the object under some other role. It also takes
back the SO role from VU i.

6.2.7 Summary of Share
To summarize, the Share

Meta

Meta

model allow the owner of an object to give the meta-rights to

some other actor and keep it at the same time. The characteristics are given in section 6.2.1,
which distinguish the model from other models of use-rights allocation. Section 6.2.2 explains
the allocation process, followed by the logical definition of the model in section 6.2.3. Section
6.2.4 illustrates the rights analysis, the design principles are mentioned in section 6.2.5 while
the revocation is discussed in section 6.2.6.
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6.3 Merge Meta model
Merge Meta model allows the owner to merge the meta-rights over his object with another actor,
where both must agree to manage the access rights for others. In the meta-rights triplet it is
done by adding an actor to the existing set of actors and then merging the right of all of them.
It allows the beneficiary to access the meta-rights triplet, but they can only modify it with the
help of other meta-rights owners. The need of Merge Meta arises when the owner wants to give
meta-rights over his object to other actors and at the same time wants to maintain his
authority. In Merge

Meta

, the meta-right is divided completely so no participant can act alone

but anyone can stop an act which gives that all must agree to change any right. As the metarights are merged, it cannot be revoked by the primary owner alone but only if all the metarights owners agree to take the right back from the beneficiary including themselves. In the
physical world, a couple who jointly own a house is an example of merging the meta-rights
where both must agree to sell it. In this example, the rights of both the owners are merged to
sale the house so they need to cooperate for any modification on use-rights and/or metarights.
Let’s consider the scenario of ‘Internet forum’116 which are online discussion boards to allow
people to discuss various topics in the form of posted messages – threads. People use them to
post/read information about some specific interest as they are built around group discussions
from the community to the community. They provide the facility to allow single user to post a
message to all the members of the forum. However for keeping the group discussion on the
interest track and to avoid spam, some moderated forums require the consent of the
moderator before posting a thread on it. For this, the meta-rights of the sender and the forum
moderator are merged for the display of the thread. Only after the confirmation of the
sender117 and the moderator, the thread is displayed to the whole community. In case of
disagreement the post is rejected and sends back to the sender118.

116

Also known as message board.

117

In form of posting the thread.

118

The system cannot use Share Meta as it will allow the sender to bypass the moderator, also it cannot use Replace

Meta as

then the moderator can modify any post or use their own name to post it.
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To map this scenario on the core SAC model, the ‘Internet forum’ system is the parent space of
all the subgroups119 and topics with system administrator as the stakeholder. Subgroup is the
namespace with moderator as the stakeholder and message posts and their replies are child
objects of the subgroup space. Every post in a moderated group has a different creator – the
sender, but all are at the same hierarchical level with same role of parent and general public.
The owner has the right to start a discussion, create a thread, decide whether to post the thread
to this group or not, and in affect will decide who can have access to their object.
Now suppose that an actor Alice is the moderator of a forum ‘Social Gaming’ and Bob is one of
the users in it. Alice wants that if Bob post some thread to the forum, it may not be forwarded
to the community without her consent as the community may leave due to indecent threads
which can also ruin her reputation. She then merges the meta-rights of the sender and herself,
for all the threads posted on her forum. If then Bob posts some thread ‘importance of user interfaces
in social gaming’ to share it with the community, Alice’s consent is required and it would only be
displayed if she finds it appropriate for the forum audience. This scenario is depicted in figure
6.3.

6.3.1 Characteristics of Merge Meta
Following are some of the characteristics of this Merge Meta model that distinguish it from other
models of meta-rights. Some of these characteristics are defined in literature (Barka & Sandhu,
2000b; L. Zhang et al., 2003; X. Zhang et al., 2003) for role to role membership transfer in
RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn, 1992; Ferraiolo et al., 2001; Sandhu et al., 1996). However, the
values of these parameters are different in this research from the values proposed in the
literature due to the nature of online social interactions and the ownership domain.
There are two basic axioms for this model, first, the model presented in this research is
domain based as the meta-rights are associated with objects, and second, that no one can
merge a meta-right associated with an object which they do not own. So, it is not possible for
Bob to give Alice rights over another thread, where he does not have any meta-right.

119

Also known as sub-forums.
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Figure 6.3: Meta-rights merge scenario depicting an Internet forum

6.3.1.1 Consent
Allocating the meta-right over a thread to Alice requires Bob to initiate the process as the
system should enhance the owner trust. Also, it is necessary to take Alice’s consent for every
thread in her forum as she is responsible for its propagation and handling of its rights. Also,
she must be aware of the object due to reputation management. If this condition is relaxed,
one can share indecent threads within your forum without your consent.
The above implies that meta-rights are associated with one’s repute 120. So, a meta-right can
only be merged with the consent of the owner and the beneficiary. It gives the following
design principle:
P.6.3.1: Meta-rights merge requires the consent of the owner and the beneficiary.

120

As discussed earlier in section 6.2.1.1.
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6.3.1.2 Totality
Totality deals with allocating the proper/improper subset of rights over proper/improper
subset of authorized resources. In the above example, it is up to Bob that how many metarights he wants to merge with Alice from his set of meta-rights. For example, only display
meta-right for thread propagation can be merged so Alice cannot edit the thread nor can give
the right to edit it to someone else, in which case the merge is partial or all the meta-rights
over the thread can be merged where it is total. Partial merging of meta-rights is useful in
various scenarios like only allowing the article publishers to decide about the display of articles
but not let them edit it or display with their own name. Also multiple-partial merges can be
used to achieve total merge of meta-rights using

Generalizing the above implies that there are two design possibilities for the Merge Meta model,
that is, only complete meta-rights merge is supported so all the meta-rights or none can be
merged with the beneficiary, or partial merge is supported so subset of all the meta-rights held
by the owner can be merged. This model supports partial meta-rights merge as total can be
achieved using partial and also there are scenarios where the original owner only wants to
merge some of the meta-rights with the beneficiary, as display meta-rights in the above
example. This gives the operational principle:
P.6.3.2: The owner can merge proper/improper subset of their rights.
6.3.1.3 Cardinality
Cardinality deals with the number of beneficiaries in a particular rights allocation operation. In
the above example, Bob can merge the meta-rights over his thread with multiple actors say Alice
and Carl at the same time 121. Now if both of them agree to propagate it to the forum
community only then the thread will be displayed, which gives

121

This supports the case when there are multiple moderators of the same forum. The moderators can’t use the

Share

Meta model

as it will exclusively give them meta-rights.
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The propagation of information is only allowed if all the beneficiaries are agreed. This is also
the case with public telephone directories where the telephone company and the telephone line
owner both agree to display their telephone number on the list 122.
Generalizing the above case gives that a single meta-right can be merged with among multiple
beneficiaries. This will not affect the object state but with higher number of beneficiaries, the
agreement among all of them and thus the rights management becomes more difficult. It gives
the design principle:
P.6.3.3: It is possible to merge a meta-right to more than one beneficiary.
6.3.1.4 Monotonicity
Monotonicity refers to whether the previous owner can exercise the right after the allocation.
In the running example, if Bob merges meta-rights over his thread with Alice, both of them
jointly manage the display of the thread. The case where the initiating party cannot exercise the
right is covered in the Replace Meta model and the case when both of them can exercise at the
same time is covered in the Share

Meta

model, so this Merge Meta model covers the cases when

both can exercise it with the consent of each other. It merges the meta-rights of the entire
actor set and gives

Merge

Meta

model creates two roles with each merged right associated with the object, that is,

the Primary Owner (PO) and the Joint Owner (JO). It means that given x meta-rights
associated with an object, the Merge

Meta

model can create up to 2x roles, which is also

convenient for assigning rights to local roles. For actor centric implementations, the rights
associated with them can be considered as

and

122

The telephone directory.
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where N is the total number of beneficiaries for the particular meta-right. It can be generalized
that if a meta-right of two actors is merged then both can exercise it with joint consent. This
gives the division of authority and can be used to support separation of duties as one cannot
complete the process without involving the other meta-right holder. This gives the design
principle:
P.6.3.4: Joint consent of primary and joint owner is required to exercise the merged meta-right.
6.3.1.5 Depth
Depth deals with allowing the beneficiary to further pass on the allocated right. In the
proposed model, as the joint owner cannot exercise the meta-rights alone, they cannot pass it
to others but with the consent of all the other primary/joint owners. Meta-rights merge
addressed in this model is single step which implies that the joint owner cannot further pass
the right to another actor. This condition maintains the owner’s authority and covers the
options of sharing of information in moderated settings.
In the running scenario, Alice cannot further propagate the meta-right to Carl. If she initiates
this, the system would not add Carl to the active actor set of the meta-right unless it is
approved by Bob. This condition is necessary for system trust and gives the design principle:
P.6.3.5: Merging meta-rights does not allow the joint owner to further merge it.

6.3.2 Merge Meta process
The Merge

Meta

model maps various components of the SAC model to each other and defines

the merge operation using the following set of rules:
a) The VU j belongs to the LRi in the NSi
b) The requested object O is classified into the same OCτ.
c) The assignment of JOi role to VU j and POi to SHi.
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d) The merging of meta-rights with the JOi, and restricting POi and JOi to act jointly.

Given a NS i, a merge request is only granted if the virtual user VU j acquires a local role LRi in
namespace NSi. Also the object O is mapped in object class OC with the privacy label τ.
Further, VU j is assigned to the joint owner role JO, which has the meta-rights over the object
O.

6.3.3 Definition
Merge

Meta

is an operation that adds an actor to the actor set for a meta-right and merge the

meta-right of the entire actor set. It can be defined as follows:
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6.3.4 Rights analysis
This section describes the modification of rights for various roles of parent, offspring and
general public associated with the merged object. Consider the thread moderated forum
example, after submitting the thread to the group moderator, the thread is not moved from
one topic/group to another, but remain in the same space – subgroup, so the rights of its
parent, offspring and general public role remain the same. The rights of joint owner– the
moderator are increased from none to a subset.
Below is table 6.6 for different rights of different roles associated with object before and after
merge.
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Before Mrg

Meta

Parent

PO

JO

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V,D)

UR(V,D,E)

D/C

UR(V)

D/C

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V)

UR(V)

D/C

½ MR(V,D,E)

½ MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)
After Mrg Meta

UR(V,D)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while JO represents joint owner
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.6: Rights for different roles associated with object before and after the Merge

Meta

model

Below is table 6.7 for the roles of primary owner and joint owner, and their rights over parent,
current, and child objects.
PO
Before Mrg

Meta

JO

Parent

Mrg. Obj

Child

Parent

Mrg. Obj

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

½ UR(V,D)

UR(V)

UR(V)

½ UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
After Mrg Meta

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)
½ MR(V,D,E)

½ MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
PO represents primary owner, while JO represents joint owner
D/C represents don’t care and depends on beneficiary previous role in the space
Table 6.7: Primary and Joint Owner rights over different objects before and after the Merge

Meta

model

A complete analysis of rights for different roles based on table 6.6 and 6.7 for the Merge Meta
model is as follows:
a) After Merge

Meta

, the primary owner rights over the object are reduced from having all

meta-rights as single authority to joint authority.
b) The rights of primary owner over the parent space remain the same, that is, they can
enter the parent space.
c) The rights of primary owner over child objects are also merged with the joint owner.
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d) The rights of joint owner over the object are increased as they can now exercise some
of the meta-rights123 with the consent of the primary owner.
e) The joint owner also gets the view right over the parent spaces.
f) The joint owner gets view and joint delete right over the child objects.
g) Merging of meta-rights does not change the space of the object, so parent’s rights over
the object remain the same, that is, they can still view and delete the object.
h) Offspring role is associated with the object, so its rights after merging the rights of
parent object are not changed, that is, they can view/enter the parent space.
i) General public role, its active users and their rights associated with the forum and
thread remains the same, which depends on the parent and object configuration.

6.3.5 Design principles
The above discussion gives the following design principles for the Merge Meta model.
a) The model addresses domain based meta-rights merge where rights are associated with
objects.
b) The owner can only merge the meta-rights over their own object.
c) Merge Meta gives only meta-rights124, but use-rights remains with the primary owner.
d) Meta-rights merge requires the consent of both the primary and joint owner.
e) The owner can merge some/all of his meta-rights with the joint owner.
f) The same meta-right can be merged with multiple actors at the same time.
g) The primary owner can exercise the merged meta-right with the joint consent of the
joint owner.
h) The joint owner cannot further pass the right as it would require joint consent of the
primary owner.
i) After Merge

Meta

, the rights of primary and joint owners are merged, so they can

exercise it with the joint consent of each other. However, the rights of parent,
offspring and general public role remain the same.

123

Depending on the merged subset of rights.

124

For example in case of public bulletin board, the administrator only has the right to display the message or not

but cannot modify it.
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6.3.6 Revocation
As the meta-right is merged with the joint-owner, it can only be revoked by their joint consent.
In the moderated forum scenario, Bob can only takes back the meta-right from Alice if she is
agreed to do it, which gives the design principle:
P.6.3.6: The primary owner can revoke the merged meta-rights with the consent of joint owner.
The model only supports half way self-revocation where both the primary owner and the joint
owner must agree to revoke the right. Rule based revocation is not needed as the primary
owner needs to confirm every action taken by the joint owner, which not allows him to violate
any contract. Time based revocation is also ignored as the model is used in cases where online
contents are mostly published and rarely changed. So, the model allows the primary owner to
revoke the meta-right at will, and is allowed only if the joint owner agrees.
6.3.6.1 Self revocation
The primary owner requests the joint owner to revoke the right based on inappropriate use,
difficulty in coordination or their will. In the above scenario, Bob can request Alice to remove
the thread from display at any time at will, or delete it altogether. Allowing self-revocation
gives the ease to the owner that a meta-right can be taken back if there is a deadlock between
the joint owners.
6.3.6.2 The Merge Meta revoke process
The revocation removes the meta-rights from the joint owner JO and gives the full rights back
to the Primary Owner, if no other joint owner is left for the particular meta-right over the
object.

It also takes back the JOi role from VU j and POi role from SHi.
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6.3.7 Summary of Merge Meta
To summarize, the Merge

Meta

model allow the owner of an object to merge the meta-rights of

all the actors and their joint consent is needed to exercise that right. The characteristics are
given in section 6.3.1, which distinguish the model from other models of use-rights allocation.
Section 6.3.2 explains the allocation process, followed by the logical definition of the model in
section 6.3.3. Section 6.3.4 illustrates the rights analysis, the design principles are mentioned in
section 6.3.5 while the revocation is discussed in section 6.3.6.

6.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has discussed the meta-rights allocation in online social interactions by outlining
the details of Replace Meta, Share Meta, Merge Meta models. It has also outlined the revoke process
in each case. The Replace Meta model was demonstrated with the copyright example of research
papers, Share Meta model was explained using video sharing on Facebook wall, while Merge Meta
was explained with threads in Internet discussion forum example.
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Chapter 7

Analysis

his chapter analyzes the use-rights and meta-rights models presented in chapter 5 and

T

6. It contains some important general observations about the behavior of the models,
their precedence over each other and the effect of that precedence. It starts with the

possible permutations of the basic models and their precedence over each other. It then
outlines the similarities of the use-rights and meta-rights models in terms of their output,
characteristics, and rights of various roles associated with the object. If further generalizes the
notion of rights triplet to incorporate the semantics of both use-rights and meta-rights.

7.1 Model permutations and their precedence
In the previous chapters, various use-rights and meta-rights models for online social
interactions are outlined. However, they only cover the basic scenarios and a complex policy
may require some complex allocation model – built on a combination of these basic models.
Conversely, as any combination of two, three, or four models can result in a new complex
model125, it may not be possible to incorporate all the possible complex models in one
concrete piece of work. However, the outlined basic models can be used in combinations to

125

With new scenarios, distinct characteristics values and different rights of the entire role set .
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provide any desired complex allocation. This section outlines all the possible permutations of
the use-rights and meta-rights models presented in chapter 5 and 6.
To generate all the possible permutations126, the models are united keeping the upper limit
constant. The permutations used are nPr with n as 4 127 and r as 1, 2, 3 and 4 for separate
permutation upper limits 128. The resultant permutations are 4P1, 4P2, 4P3, and 4P4, which give
4, 12, 24 and 24. This gives all the permutations using a single model – 4 possible
permutations, any two models – 12 possible permutations, any three models – 24 possible
permutations, and all the four models – 24 possible permutations. This results in total 64
possible permutations for use rights and the same number of permutations for meta-rights.
Given below are these permuted complex models and their possible outcomes followed by
some interesting observations.

7.1.1 Use-Rights permutations
In chapter 5, this dissertation has outlined four models of use-rights, that is, Replace Use, Share
Use

, Merge

Use

and Revoke

Use

. Revoke

Use

has different characteristics for each of the three

models but for generalization, here it is considered as a single model – that revokes the already
allocated right from a user. The rules for generating these permuted complex models for userights are taken from the basic models’ definitions in chapter 5, and are as follows:
a) Replace (Rep) – Replaces the existing actor set with a new actor, provided as the
function argument.
b) Share (Shr) – Adds an actor to the actor set and allocates them the same rights as of the
previous actors, without changing their existing rights.
c) Merge (Mrg) – Merges the rights of the entire actor set.
d) Revoke (Rev) - Removes the actor provided as the function argument, from the useright and adds the owner if the actor set is empty.
Table 7.1 present in appendix-A, shows the possible permutations in every possible order for
use-rights based on the basic use-rights models presented in chapter 5. The table and its
126

Permutations consider the order during arrangement, where (x, y) is different than (y, x).

127

Four types of rights allocation models, that is, Replace

128

Permutations under single upper limit is calculated by

Use ,

Share Use, Merge

Use

and Revoke

Use .

.
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analysis has two benefits: First, it provides the opportunity of having all the models jointly
(complex models) for complex scenarios, which has enormous possible outcomes 129, by using
only four basic models. Second, it provides the complete description of the outcomes that can
possibly arise in an access control state after applying a use-rights model followed by any other
use-rights model. Here MO stands for meta-owner – the owner of the object having all the
rights, and A, B and C are any arbitrary actors in the system. Also actors as argument in a
model function are allocated some rights, and target is the actor being affected by those
allocations. Table 7.1 can be easily understood by figure 7.1, where model represents the
sequence of use-rights model application, start state represents the state of rights triplet before
allocation, target represents the actor that will affect by the allocation and end state represents
the state of rights triplet after the particular use-rights allocation. The dotted arrows show that
the previous end state is used as the start state for the next allocation. The figure has been
drawn for the Replace

Use

model only by keeping the Share Use model at the second position in

the permutation, where similar figures can be drawn for Share

Use

, Merge

Use

and Revoke

Use

models.
7.1.1.1 Observations
Following are some of the observations drawn from table 7.1 and the precedence130 of userights allocation models over each other:
a) If the Replace

Use

model is applied after any model, it removes the previous features

and completely applies its own.
b) The Share

Use

model adds its features but also keeps the features of the previous

applied models.
c) Applying the Share Use model on previously merged use-rights just adds another actor
but the use-rights remain merged.
d) The Merge

Use

model adds its features but also maintains the features of the previous

applied models.

129

For example, (Replace Use →Merge Use) has different output than (Replace

from (Replace
130

Use

→Merge Use →Share Use) and (Replace

Use

Use

→Share Use), which are different

→Share Use →Merge Use).

The effectiveness of one allocation model over others.
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e) Applying the Merge Use model on already shared use-rights does not add any actor but
merges the use-rights among the existing actors.

Figure 7.1: Visual description of formation of use-rights allocation permutation table

f) The Revoke Use model removes the features of the previous applied models and applies
its own features.
g) The Revoke Use and Replace Use models are similar as they remove the previous features
and apply their own, while the Share Use and Merge Use models are similar as they keep
the features of the previous models and also add their own features.
The precedence of these models over each other is illustrated in table 7.2.
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Replace Use

Share Use

Merge Use

Revoke Use

Rep

-

Rep

Rep

Rep

Shr

Rep, Shr

-

Mrg, Shr

Rev, Shr

Mrg

Rep, Mrg

Shr, Mrg

-

Rev, Mrg

Rev

Rev

Rev

Rev

-

Table 7.2: Precedence of various use-rights model applications over each other

7.1.2 Meta-Rights permutations
Chapter 6 of this dissertation has sketched four models of meta-rights, that is, Replace
ShareMeta, Merge

Meta

and Revoke Meta. Revoke

Meta

Meta

,

has different characteristics for each of the

three models but for generalization, here it is considered as a single model – that revokes the
already allocated right from a user. The rules for generating these permuted complex models
for meta-rights are taken from the basic models’ definitions in chapter 6, and are same as the
rules illustrated in section 7.1.1. Table 7.3 present in appendix-A, shows the possible
permutations in every possible order for meta-rights based on the basic meta-rights models
presented in chapter 6. The table can be easily understood by figure 7.1 drawn for use-rights
permutations.
7.1.2.1 Observations
Following are some of the observations drawn from table 7.3 and the precedence of metarights allocation models over each other:
a) If the Replace

Meta

model is applied after any model, it removes the previous features

and completely applies its own.
b) The Share Meta model adds its features but also maintains the features of the previous
applied models.
c) Applying the Share

Meta

model on previously merged meta-rights just adds another

actor but the meta-rights remain merged.
d) The Merge

Meta

model adds its features but also maintains the features of the previous

applied models.
e) Applying Merge

Meta

model on already shared meta-rights does not add any actor but

merges the meta-rights among the existing actors.
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f) The Revoke

Meta

model removes the features of the previous applied models and

applies its own features.
g) The Revoke

Meta

and Replace

models are similar as they remove the previous

Meta

features and apply their own, while the Share Meta and Merge Meta models are similar as
they keep the features of the previous models and also add their own features.
The precedence of these models over each other is illustrated in table 7.4.
Replace Meta

Share Meta

Merge Meta

Revoke Meta

Rep

-

Rep

Rep

Rep

Shr

Rep, Shr

-

Mrg, Shr

Rev, Shr

Mrg

Rep, Mrg

Shr, Mrg

-

Rev, Mrg

Rev

Rev

Rev

Rev

-

Table 7.4: Precedence of various meta-rights model applications over each other

7.2 Similarities between use-rights and meta-rights models
In previous chapters, this dissertation took the same approach as some of the previous studies
that meta-rights are different from use-rights131 (Barka, 2002; Barka & Sandhu, 2004, 2007;
Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2008; Dewan & Shen, 1998; Indratmo & Vassileva, 2007; L.
Zhang et al., 2001, 2003; Mattas et al., 2006; Munawer, 2000; Park, 2003; Sandhu, Bhamidipati
& Munawer, 1999; Sandhu & Munawer, 1998a, 1998b, 1999b; X. Zhang et al., 2003).
However, after analyzing the models’ precedence over each other in table 7.2 and 7.4, along
with the outcome of their applications in tables 7.1 and 7.3, this research recommends the
generalization of the use-rights and meta-rights allocation models. This section now discusses
the possibility that use-rights and meta-rights allocation models are not very different and their
objective can be achieved using one generalized kind. Meta-rights allocation models deal with
only special types of rights which are involved in the administration of rights but their other
characteristics, and their behavior is quite similar to those of use-rights allocation models132.
Following are some of the similarities between these use-rights and meta-rights models:

131

Meta-rights deal with the administration of rights.

132

This argument leads to the generalization of delegation and transfer models in traditional models.
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7.2.1 Replace model
Replace model replaces the previous actor set with a new actor, whether it is applied on use rights or meta-rights, and is done by replacing the current actor set with the single beneficiary
in the rights triplet. The replace function can be represented by

where D/C stands for don’t care and shows that whoever is in the rights triplet is replaced by
the new actor.
Following is some analysis related to various properties of the Replace model, which give
insights about the generalized model, predict its behavior, and show the stability of the access
control state after applying that model. It also shows that if the system is in stable state as
initial state, and one applies any combination of these allocations, the system still remains in
the stable state.
7.2.1.1 Similarity analysis
The similarity between the Replace Use and Replace Meta models can be analyzed by the following
three arguments: a) the similarity between their output, b) the similarity between their
characteristics, and c) the similarity between their effects on rights of different roles. These
arguments are given as follows:
Argument 1: Both the Replace models have similar output if applied on same right.
The outputs of both the Replace models are similar in nature as can be seen from table 7.1 and
7.3, and summarized in table 7.5, where applying the Replace

Use

model and the Replace

Meta

model results in similar output.
Use-Rights and Meta-Rights
Allocation Sequence
Replace

Use

Replace

Meta

Start State

Target

End State

(A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({A}, O, opr)

(A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({A}, O, opr)

Table 7.5: Output summary of Replace

Use and

Replace

Meta models
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Argument 2: Both the Replace models have similar characteristics.
To highlight the similarities between the two types, table 7.6 depicts various characteristics of
Replace Use and Replace Meta models.

Replace
Replace

Consent

Totality

Cardinality

Monotonicity

Depth

Revocation

Both

Partial

One

Mut. Excl.

Single pass

S/T/V

Both

Partial

One

Mut. Excl.

Chain

No

Use
Meta

Table 7.6: Comparison of various characteristics of Replace model

From the above table, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) Consent of the owner and the beneficiary is required for both Replace models, which
means that Replace model can only be used with owner and beneficiary consent.
b) Both the Replace models operate on partial subset of rights.
c) Both the Replace models have singular cardinality as they replace the actor with single
beneficiary.
d) The owner can no longer exercise the replaced right, so both the models are mutually
exclusive.
e) As meta-rights give the authority to the beneficiary to further allocate the right while
use-rights does not allow it, depth is associated with the nature of meta-rights and does
not affect the allocation process.
f) Another difference between the two models is revocation, which can be seen from
tables 7.1 and 7.3 as well. However, revocation is also directly concerned with the
nature of meta-rights where if the owner remains with no meta-right, they cannot
exercise it (revoke it). Also as the beneficiary becomes the new owner, they can revoke
the rights of other actors.
There are two differences between these Replace models. If it is generalized for both types of
rights, then it should take these characteristics – depth and holder of the meta-right, as
parameters.
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Argument 3: Both the Replace models have similar effect on rights for different roles.
To highlights the similarities of rights allocations between the Replace

Use

and Replace

Meta

models, table 7.7 depicts the rights for every role associated with the object for both the
Replace models.

Before

Parent

Owner

Beneficiary

Offspring

G. Public

UR (V,D)

UR (V,D,E)

D/C

UR (V)

D/C

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)
UR (V,D)

Rep Use

UR (V)
MR(V,D,E)

After

NR

Rep Meta

NR

MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
NR represents No Right
Table 7.7: Rights of different roles associated with the objects before and after Replace model

Further, table 7.8 depicts the rights of owner and beneficiary over different objects for both
types of Replace model.
Owner
Replace
Before

Beneficiary

Parent

Object

Child

Parent

Object

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

UR(V)

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

NR

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
Use

UR(V)

UR(V)
MR(V,D,E)

After

Meta

NR

NR

MR(V,D,E)
V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
NR represents No Right
Table 7.8: Owner and beneficiary rights over different objects before and after Replace model
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From the above tables, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) The owner completely loses the replaced right over the object in both models, whether
it is edit, delete or meta-right.
b) If owner has some right over their object, they remain with view right over the parent
space. However if they lose all the rights over the object then they also lose all the
rights over the parent space. The owner’s rights over the parent space are similar for
both models, keeping this assumption in place.
c) The owner loses control over child object in both models, however if they have some
right over the object, then they can view the child object.
d) The beneficiary gets the replaced right over the object from the owner in both models.
e) The beneficiary gets the view right over the parent spaces in both models.
f) The beneficiary gets the same rights over the child object in both models.
g) The rights of parent role over the object remain the same for both replace models;
however the actors in the old owner’s parent role are replaced with the actors in the
new owner’s parent role.
h) The rights of offspring role remain the same after both the Replace models.
i) The actors in the old general public role are replaced with the actors in new general
public role; however, their rights may change depending upon the configuration of the
new space.
Based on the above, the definition of rights can be generalized to make it consistent for use
rights as well as meta-rights. As the major difference is of the allowed depth of the model
along with the meta-rights authority, it is good to include both of them in the rights equation.
It will change the rights equation by

where the first three variables are the same as traditional rights equation. The newly introduced
depth relates to the capability of the beneficiary to further allocate a right or not. If it is 0, the
actor cannot further allocate the right, while if it is 1, the actor is allowed to further pass the
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right on. The last variable is the owner of the object 133 and its modification is associated with
the allocation of meta-rights over the object.
This generalized equation can be used for the Replace model and can be represented as

where 0 mentions that it is the replace of use-right and the delegator is still the owner of the
object.
7.2.1.2 Precedence analysis
Replace model has higher precedence over other rights allocation models. A rights allocation
model has higher precedence if two different allocations sequences x and y ending at the same
model achieve the same final state with respect to rights as well as characteristics.
The rights output of Replace model does not depend on the order of applications of previous
rights allocation models. Thus it has high precedence as the right’s state of two different
allocation sequences ending at Replace are same, which can be seen in table 7.1 and 7.3 and
summarized in table 7.9.
Allocation Sequence

Start State

Target

End State

Shr → Rep (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({B}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep (B)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({B}, O, opr)

Table 7.9: Output Summary of the Replace model

Also, as highlighted in table 7.2 and 7.4, and summarized in table 7.10, if Replace model is
applied after any model, it overrides the characteristics of that model with its own.

Rep

Share

Merge

Revoke

Rep

Rep

Rep

Table 7.10: Preceden ce of Replace model over other rights allocation models
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For ownership domain in particular.
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7.2.1.3 Order analysis
The change in order of multiple applications of the Replace model affects the final outcome.
The order of multiple applications of Replace model does matter and the output changes
depending on the order of input. It is visible from tables 7.1 and 7.3, and can also be seen
from the following two equations, where

results in different final stage as

7.2.2 Share model
Share is a function that adds a new member to the actor set without changing the previous
actors, whether it is applied on use-rights or meta-right, and is done by adding the beneficiary
to the actor set for the shared right. The Share function can be described as

where A is added to the actor set for the specific right without changing the previous actor B.
Following is some analysis related to various properties of the Share model, which give insights
about the generalized model, predict its behavior, and show the stability of the access control
state after applying that model. It also shows that if the system is in stable state as initial state,
and one applies any combination of these allocations, the system still remains in the stable
state.
7.2.2.1 Similarity analysis
The similarity between the Share

Use

and Share

Meta

models can be analyzed by the following

three arguments: a) the similarity between their output, b) the similarity between their
characteristics, and c) the similarity between their effects on rights of different roles. These
arguments are given as follows:
Argument 1: Both the Share models have similar output if applied on same right.
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The outputs of both the Share models are similar in nature as can be seen from table 7.1 and
7.3, and summarized in table 7.11, where applying the Share

Use

model and Share

Meta

model

results in similar output.
Use-Rights and Meta-Rights
Allocation Sequence

Start State

Target

End State

Share Use (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Share Meta (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Table 7.11: Output summary of Share

Use and

Share

Meta models

Argument 2: Both the Share models have similar characteristics.
To highlight the similarities between the two types, table 7.12 depicts various characteristics of
Share Use and Share Meta models

Share
Share

Use

Consent

Totality

Cardinality

Monotonicity

Depth

Revocation

Owner

Partial

Many

Mut. Incl.

Single pass

S/T/V

Both

Partial

Many

Mut. Incl.

Chain

Self (Both)

Meta

Table 7.12: Comparison of various characteristics of Share model

From the above table, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) Consent of both the owner and the beneficiary is required for meta-rights model while
it is not necessary for use-right model. The use-rights model is often used for giving
away rights and making things publically available, so it is efficient and scalable not to
take the beneficiary consent for use-rights sharing.
b) Both the Share models operate on partial subset of rights.
c) Both the Share models have multiple-cardinality as they share the rights with multiple
beneficiaries.
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d) Both the Share models are mutually inclusive, that is, owner and the beneficiary both
can exercise the shared right.
e) As meta-rights give the authority to the beneficiary to further allocate the right while
use-rights does not allow it, depth is associated with the nature of meta-rights and does
not affect the allocation process.
f) Both the Share models allow the owner to revoke of rights from the beneficiary.
The only prominent difference between the two Sharing models is the depth of rights
allocation. If it is generalized for both types of rights, then it should take depth as a parameter.
Argument 3: Both the Share models have similar effect on rights for different roles.
To highlight the similarities of rights allocations between Share Use and Share Meta models, table
7.13 depicts the rights for every role associated with the object for both the Share models.

Before
Shr Use
After
Shr Meta

Parent

Owner

Beneficiary

Offspring

G. Public

UR (V,D)

UR (V,D,E)

D/C

UR (V)

D/C

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)
UR (V,D)

UR (V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

UR (V,D)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
NR represents No Right
Table 7.13: Rights of different roles associated with the objects before and after Share model

Further, table 7.14 depicts the rights of owner and beneficiary over different objects for both
the Share models.
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Owner
Share
Before

Beneficiary

Parent

Object

Child

Parent

Object

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

UR(V,D)

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

UR (V,D)

UR (V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR (V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
Use

UR(V)

After

UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

Meta

UR (V)

UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
Table 7.14: Owner and beneficiary rights over different objects before and after Share model

From the above tables, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) In both models, the owner’s rights over the object, parent space, and the child object
remain the same with no change in their previous state.
b) The beneficiary gets the shared right over the object in both models 134.
c) The beneficiary gets the view right over the parent space in both models.
d) The beneficiary gets the view and delete rights over the child object in both models.
e) The rights of parent role remain the same after both the Share models.
f) The rights of offspring role do not change after both the Share models.
g) The rights of general public role remain the same after both the Share models.
Based on the above, the definition of rights can be generalized to make it consistent for use
rights as well as meta-rights. As the major difference is of the allowed depth of the model
along with the meta-rights authority, it is good to include both of them in the rights equation.
It will change the rights equation by

where the first three variables are the same as traditional rights equation. The newly introduced
depth relates to the capability of the beneficiary to further allocate a right or not. If it is 0, the
134

As sharing view right gives only view right and sharing edit right gives only edit right, and both rights are

different but the model is the same, that is, Share

Use.

The same applies in case of use-rights and meta-rights,

where the rights are different but the models’ procedure is the same.
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actor cannot further allocate the right, while if it is 1, the actor is allowed to further pass the
right on. The last variable is the owner of the object and its modification is associated with the
allocation of meta-rights over the object.
This generalized equation can be used for the Share model and can be represented as

where 0 mentions that it is the share of use-right and the owner is still the actual authority over
the object. Also the sharing of meta-rights with the secondary owner can be represented as

7.2.2.2 Precedence analysis
Share model has lower precedence over other rights allocation models. A rights allocation
model has higher precedence if two different allocations sequences x and y ending at the same
model achieve the same final state with respect to rights as well as characteristics.
The rights output of Share model does depend on the order of applications of previous rights
allocation models. Thus it has low precedence as the rights state of two different allocation
sequences ending at Share are different, which can be seen in table 7.1 and 7.3 and
summarized in table 7.15.
Use-Rights
Allocation Sequence

Start State

Target

End State

Rep → Shr (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO,A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Table 7.15: Output Summary of the Share model

Also, as highlighted in table 7.2 and 7.4, and summarized in table 7.16, if Share model is
applied after any model, it adds its features but also keeps the features of the previous model.

Shr

Replace

Merge

Revoke

Rep, Shr

Mrg, Shr

Rev, Shr

Table 7.16: Preceden ce of Share model applications over other rights allocation models
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7.2.2.3 Order analysis
The change in order of multiple applications of the Share model does not affect the final
outcome. The order of multiple applications of Share model does not matter and the output
remains the same by changing the order of input. It is visible from tables 7.1 and 7.3, and can
also be seen from the following two equations, where

results in the same final stage as

7.2.3 Merge model
Merge is a function that (adds a new actor to the actor set if not present and then) merges the
rights of the complete actor set, whether it is applied on use-rights or meta-rights. The Merge
function can be represented by

where A is added to the actor set and the rights of A are merged with all the previous actors, B
in this case.
Following is some analysis related to various properties of the Merge model, which give
insights about the generalized model, predict its behavior, and show the stability of the access
control state after applying that model. It also shows that if the system is in stable state as
initial state, and one applies any combination of these allocations, the system still remains in
the stable state.
7.2.3.1 Similarity analysis
The similarity between the Merge

Use

and Merge

Meta

models can be analyzed by the following

three arguments: a) the similarity between their output, b) the similarity between their
characteristics, and c) the similarity between their effects on rights of different roles. These
arguments are given as follows:
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Argument 1: Both the Merge models have similar output if applied on same right.
The outputs of both the Merge models are similar in nature as can be seen from table 7.1 and
7.3, and summarized in table 7.17, where applying Merge Use model and Merge Meta model results
in similar output.
Use-Rights and Meta-Rights
Model

Start State

Target

End State

Merge Use (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Merge Meta (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Table 7.17: Output summary of Merge

Use and

Merge

Meta models

Argument 2: Both the Merge models have similar characteristics.
To highlight the similarities between the two types, table 7.18 depicts various characteristics of
Merge Use and Merge Meta models.

Merge
Merge

Use
Meta

Consent

Totality

Cardinality

Monotonicity

Depth

Revocation

Both

Partial

Many

Joint Incl.

Single

S/T

Both

Partial

Many

Joint Incl.

Jointly Chain

Self (Joint)

Table 7.18: Comparison of various characteristics of Merge model

From the above table, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) Consent of the owner and the beneficiary is required for both Merge models.
b) Both the Merge models operate on partial subset of rights
c) Both the Merge models have multiple-cardinality as they merge a single right with
multiple beneficiaries.
d) Both the Merge models are joint mutually inclusive, that is, owner and the beneficiary
both can exercise the right with the consent of each other.
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e) As meta-rights give the authority to the beneficiary to further allocate the right 135 while
use-rights does not allow it, depth is associated with the nature of meta-rights and does
not affect the allocation process.
f) Both the Merge models allow the owner to revoke of rights from the beneficiary but in
meta-rights revocation, their consent is required as well.
The only prominent difference between the two Merge models is the depth of rights
allocation. If it is generalized for both types of rights, then it should take depth as a parameter.
Argument 3: Both the Merge models have similar effect on rights for different roles.
To highlight the similarities of rights allocations between Merge Use and Merge Meta models, table
7.19 depicts the rights for every role associated with the object for both the Merge models.

Before
Mrg Use
After
Mrg

Parent

Owner

Ben

Offspring

G. Public

UR(V,D)

UR (V,D,E)

D/C

UR (V)

D/C

½ UR(V,D,E)

UR (V)

D/C

UR (V,D,E)

UR (V)

UR (V)

D/C

½ MR(V,D,E)

½ MR(V,D,E)

MR(V,D,E)
UR(V,D)

½ UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

Meta

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
NR represents No Right
Table 7.19: Rights of different roles associated with the objects before and after Merge model

Table 7.20 shows the rights of owner and beneficiary over different objects for both the Merge
models.

135

With the consent of the owner.
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Owner
Merge
Before

Beneficiary

Parent

Object

Child

Parent

Object

Child

UR(V)

UR(V,D,E)

UR(V,D)

D/C

D/C

D/C

½ UR(V,D)

UR(V)

½ UR(V,D,E)

½ UR(V,D)

½ UR(V,D)

UR(V)

UR(V)

½ UR(V,D)

MR(V,D,E)
UR(V)
Use
After

½UR(V,D,E)
MR(V,D,E)

UR(V)
Meta

UR(V,D,E)
½MR(V,D,E)

½ MR(V,D,E)

V, D and E represents view, delete and edit respectively
UR and MR represents use-rights and meta-rights respectively
D/C represents don’t care
NR represents No Right
Table 7.20: Owner and beneficiary rights over different objects before and after Merge model

From the above tables, some insights are drawn and are as follows:
a) The owner’s rights over the object are merged with the beneficiary in both models,
whether it is a view, edit or meta-right.
b) In both models, the owner’s rights over the parent space remain the same with no
change in their previous state.
c) The owner’s rights over the child objects are also merged and remain the same in both
models.
d) The beneficiary gets the merged rights over the object in both models 136.
e) The beneficiary gets the view right over the parent space in both models.
f) The beneficiary rights over the child object are same for both models.
g) The rights of parent role remain the same in both the models.
h) The rights of offspring role do not change after both the Merge models.
i) The rights of general public role remain the same after both the Merge models.
Based on the above, the definition of rights can be generalized to make it consistent for use
rights as well as meta-rights. As the major difference is of the allowed depth of the model

136

As merging view right gives only view right and merging edit right gives only edit right , and both rights are

different but the model is the same, that is, Merge

Use.

The same applies in case of use-rights and meta-rights,

where the rights are different but the models’ procedure is the same.
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along with the meta-rights authority, it is good to include both of them in the rights equation.
It will change the rights equation by

where the first three variables are the same as traditional rights equation. The newly introduced
depth relates to the capability of the beneficiary to further allocate a right or not. If it is 0, the
actor cannot further allocate the right, while if it is 1, the actor is allowed to further pass the
right on. The last variable is the owner of the object and its modification is associated with the
allocation of meta-rights over the object.
This generalized equation can be used for the Merge model and can be represented as

where 0 mentions that it is the merge of use-right and the owner is still the actual authority
over the object. Also the merge of meta-rights with the joint owner can be represented as

7.2.3.2 Precedence analysis
Merge model has lower precedence over other rights allocation models. A rights allocation
model has high precedence if two different allocations sequences x and y ending at the same
model achieve the same final state with respect to rights as well as characteristics.
The rights output of Merge model does depend on the order of applications of previous rights
allocation models. Thus it has low precedence as the right’s state of two different allocation
sequences ending at Merge are different, which can be seen in table 7.1 and 7.3, and
summarized in table 7.21.
Use-Rights
Seq. of Model

Start State

Target

End State

Rep → Mrg (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Table 7.21: Output Summary of the Merge model
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Also, as highlighted in table 7.2 and 7.4, and summarized in table 7.22, if Merge model is
applied after any model, it adds its features but also keeps the features of the previous model.

Mrg

Replace

Share

Revoke

Rep, Mrg

Shr, Mrg

Rev, Mrg

Table 7.22: Preceden ce of Merge model applications over other rights allocation models

7.2.3.3 Order analysis
The change in order of multiple applications of the Merge model does not affect the final
outcome. The order of multiple applications of Merge model does not matter and the output
remains the same by changing the order of input. It is visible from tables 7.1 and 7.3, and can
also be seen from the following two equations, where

results in the same final stage as

7.3 Completeness
Chapter 3 presented the reduction approach that exhibits all the characteristics of rights
allocation found in literature. The reduction, illustrated by a tree structure, was generated by
eliminating some of the parameter values arguing that they are not very useful in the current
online social interaction scenarios. This section, however, illustrates the completeness of the
reduction approach by claiming that it has incorporated all the characteristics and thus the
models can support all the other cases as well 137. The completeness is based on the following
axioms:
a) Chain depth deals with the nature of meta-rights, so the meta-rights models cover
those cases.
b) Total allocation can be achieved through using multiple-partial allocations.

137

Even if they are not very useful in current STS scenarios.
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c) Some of the parameter values can be achieved through a combination of two or more
basic models.
d) The multiple-cardinal mutual exclusive sub-branch is further divided into totality
(axiom B), and depth (axiom A). However, the mutual exclusive, multiple-cardinal,
partial, jointly-consent, single pass allocation can be achieved using Merge→Replace
(axiom C). While the mutual exclusive, multiple-cardinal, partial, several-consent, single
pass allocation can be achieved using Replace→Share (axiom C).
e) The single-cardinal, mutual inclusive sub-branch is also covered in multiple-cardinal,
mutual inclusive sub-branch as the latter does not put any restriction on the minimum
number of beneficiaries.
Referring back to figure 3.3, table 7.23 gives all the possible combinations of the characteristics
of rights allocation.
Monotonicity

Cardinality

Totality

Consent

Depth

Model

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Total

Several

Single pass

∪{Replace

Use}*

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Total

Several

Chain

∪{Replace

Meta }*

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Total

Joint

Single pass

∪{Replace

Use}

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Total

Joint

Chain

∪{Replace

Meta }

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Partial

Several

Single pass

Replace

Use*

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Partial

Several

Chain

Replace

Meta *

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Partial

Joint

Single pass

Replace

Use

Mut. Excl.

Singular

Partial

Joint

Chain

Replace

Meta

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Total

Several

Single pass

∪{Replace

Use→Share Use}

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Total

Several

Chain

∪{Replace

Meta →Share Meta }

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Total

Joint

Single pass

∪{Merge

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Total

Joint

Chain

∪{Merge Meta →Replace

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Partial

Several

Single pass

Replace

Use→Share Use

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Partial

Several

Chain

Replace

Meta →Share Meta

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Partial

Joint

Single pass

Merge

Mut. Excl.

Multiple

Partial

Joint

Chain

Merge Meta→Replace

Mut. Incl

Singular

Total

Several

Single pass

∪{Share

Use }

Mut. Incl

Singular

Total

Several

Chain

∪{Share

Meta }

Mut. Incl

Singular

Total

Joint

Single pass

∪{Merge Use}

Mut. Incl

Singular

Total

Joint

Chain

∪{Merge

Use →Replace Use}
Meta }

Use→Replace Use
Meta

Meta }
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Mut. Incl

Singular

Partial

Several

Single pass

Share

Use

Mut. Incl

Singular

Partial

Several

Chain

Share

Meta

Mut. Incl

Singular

Partial

Joint

Single pass

Merge Use

Mut. Incl

Singular

Partial

Joint

Chain

Merge

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Total

Several

Single pass

∪{Share

Use}

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Total

Several

Chain

∪{Share

Meta }

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Total

Joint

Single pass

∪{Merge Use}

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Total

Joint

Chain

∪{Merge

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Partial

Several

Single pass

Share

Use

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Partial

Several

Chain

Share

Meta

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Partial

Joint

Single pass

Merge Use

Mut. Incl

Multiple

Partial

Joint

Chain

Merge

Meta

Meta }

Meta

* These cases may make the system unstable due to the presence of too many unwilling parties
Table 7.23: All the Possible Options for Various Characteristics of Rights Allocation Framework

The above table shows that the options left in the reduction tree can be covered by the
combination of one or more proposed models. However, some of the options may lead the
system to an unstable state, which also justify the case why there were left in the first place. It
also shows that the designed models are complete and generic enough to cover all the other
parameter values that were eliminated while designing the reduction tree for online social
interactions.

7.4 Summary
This chapter has analyzed the use-rights and meta-rights allocation models for online social
interactions presented in chapter 5 and 6. The possible permutations of the models are
outlined to extend the effectiveness of these proposed models and to configure more complex
privacy policies using a combination of them. The outcome of these permutations has leaded
us to explore some similarities between the models of the same type. The similarities are
investigated in values of characteristics of the models, the outcome of their application and
their effect on rights of different roles associated with the object, and lead to the generalization
of the rights allocation models. The chapter has further investigated the precedence of every
rights allocation model over each other, and the effect of multiple application of the same
model.
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Chapter 8

Demonstration

T

his chapter demonstrates the rights allocation models presented in previous chapters
using both actual and hypothetical use-cases. The model use-cases discuss various
practical scenarios from the current STS and suggest their initial configuration using

the proposed rights allocation models. However, they will not cover all the functionality of the
applications but only the features that are relevant to the access control 138. This chapter
illustrates how specific functions can be implemented in a specific STS using terminologies
discussed in this dissertation. Five application types are considered to describe the working of
the models and to emphasize the fact that the models are generic enough to accommodate
most variations. The chapter is divided into two major sections: a) Basic use-cases, which are
similar in most types of applications, and b) Advanced use-cases, which are specific to the
application type. Advanced use-cases are both actual and hypothetical – which are not there
yet, but the current applications can be enhanced in these directions by using the proposed
models. It is significant to mention that both types of use-cases are successfully demonstrated
using the proposed rights allocation models.

138

For example search feature on YouTube (or suggested friends feature on Facebook) is not illustrated.
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8.1 Basic use-cases
This section covers the basic use-cases that are present in most types of applications. It is
divided with respect to the types of use-cases commonly present.

8.1.1 Creation use-case
Does the system administrator (admin) allow the general public (GP) to create objects (for
example profile) in the system space? And who owns that object?
8.1.1.1 Facebook
The Facebook admin allows the GP to create profile in Facebook Space and gives the
ownership to the creator.
Rights implementation
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner 139}, FacebookSpace, CreateProfile, 0, admin)
8.1.1.2 Orkut140
The admin allows the GP to create profile in Orkut Space, and gives the ownership to the
creator.
Rights implementation
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, OrkutSpace, CreateProfile, 0, admin)
8.1.1.3 YouTube
The YouTube administrator (admin) allows the general public to create/upload some video on
YouTube space in their name.
Rights implementation
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, YouTubeSpace, CreateVideo, 0, admin)

139
140

Owner is the actor creating the profile.
Orkut has changed its privacy settings after 2006 and now it is more like Facebook. , Here, the old Orkut

system is discussed for giving another perspective and variation in the privacy settings.
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8.1.1.4 Wikipedia
The Wikipedia administrator (admin) allows the general public to add some article on
Wikipedia space. However, the ownership remains with the system administrator as they can
remove it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, WikiSpace, CreateArticle, 0, admin141)
8.1.1.5 Knowledge management systems
The conference administrator allows the general public to submit some paper to the
conference space, where the author is the owner.
Rights implementation
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner 142}, ConferenceSpace, CreatePaper, 0, Owner)
8.1.1.6 Discussion
All the above mentioned systems allow the general public to create the object (for example
profile, video, article and so on) in the system space. Also, most of the systems give the
ownership to the owner but only Wikipedia keeps it with the administrator.

8.1.2 System administrator rights
What are the rights of system administrator (admin) over the newly created object ( for
example profile, video and so on)?
8.1.2.1 Facebook
The system administrator can view or delete a profile, but cannot edit it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, view, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, delete, 0, Owner)

141

The articles continue to belong to the admin as they can delete it.

142

Owner is the actor creating/uploading the paper.
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8.1.2.2 Orkut
The system administrator can view or delete a profile, but cannot edit it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner|GP}) → UR ({admin|Owner|GP}, profile, view, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, delete, 0, Owner)
8.1.2.3 YouTube
The system administrator can view or delete a profile/video but cannot edit it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, YouTubeSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner|GP}) → UR ({admin|Owner|GP}, video, view, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, video, delete, 0, Owner)
8.1.2.4 Wikipedia
The system administrator can view, edit or delete an article from the space.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, WikiSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, articles, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, articles, edit, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {admin}) → UR ({admin}, articles, delete, 0, admin)
8.1.2.5 Knowledge management system
The system administrator can view or delete a paper, but cannot edit it. They can also allow
others (mostly reviewers) to view the paper.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, paper, view, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, paper, delete, 0, Owner)
Share Meta ({admin}, {Author}) → MR ({admin|Author}, paper, view, 1, Author)
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8.1.2.6 Discussion
In all the above mentioned cases, the system administrator has the right to delete some object
from their space. Even in cases where the ownership resides with the owner, the system
administrator shares the delete right with them. This also satisfies the accountability principles
as everybody is responsible for their domain and its contents.

8.1.3 General public rights
What are the rights of the general public over the space and the created object (for example
profile)?
8.1.3.1 Facebook
The GP gets the view rights in the system space and so can see the basic information about
some profile.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, FacebookSpace, view, 0, admin)
8.1.3.2 Orkut
The GP gets the view rights over the space as well as over the created objects.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, OrkutSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, profile, view, 0, Owner)
8.1.3.3 YouTube
The GP gets the view rights over the entire space as well as individual videos. The GP also
gets the right to vote or comment on the videos.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, YouTubeSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin|Owner}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|owner|GP}, video, view, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, video, CreateVote, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, video, CreateComment, 0, Owner)
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8.1.3.4 Wikipedia
The GP role gets the view and/or edit rights over the entire article space as well as individual
articles. The GP also gets the right to vote the authenticity of the articles.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, WikiSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, articles, view, 0, admin)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, article, CreateVote, 0, admin)
8.1.3.5 Knowledge management system
The GP does not get any right over the paper, nor can they see the listing.
8.1.3.6 Discussion
As personal data is shared on Facebook, it restricts its visibility. Orkut did not support this and
it might be one of the reasons of its relatively slower growth as compared to Facebook 143.
Today, social networks do not give the view right to the general public, while social media (for
example YouTube) and social knowledge sharing (for example Wikipedia) allow the GP to
explore the whole system space along with the objects in it. However, it is interesting to note
that the proposed model can work with all the above mentioned scenarios even in presence of
different initialization requirements.

8.1.4 Contents creation
What are the rights of the owner over the newly created objects (for example profile, video,
article and so on)?
8.1.4.1 Facebook
The owner can view, edit or delete the profile, they can also decide who can view or contribute
to the contents in their personal space.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, view, 0, Owner)
143

This may be one of the reasons that they changed their visibility function afterwards.
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Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, profile, edit, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, delete, 0, Owner)
Replace Meta ({admin}, {Owner}) → MR ({Owner}, profile, view, 1, Owner)
Replace Meta ({admin}, {Owner}) → MR ({Owner}, profile, create, 1, Owner)
8.1.4.2 Orkut
Owner manages their profile spaces and decides who can contribute to the contents in the
space. However, the GP can view the space and the contents in it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner|GP}) → UR ({admin|Owner|GP}, profile, view, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, profile, edit, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, profile, delete, 0, Owner)
Replace Meta ({admin}, {Owner}) → MR ({Owner}, profile, create, 1, Owner)
8.1.4.3 YouTube
The owner can edit the properties/version of the video, but cannot decide who can
comment/vote over their video, nor who can view it. On the contrary, the GP role gets the
view rights over the entire space/videos and they can also vote or comment on the videos.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, video, view, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, video, CreateVote, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, video, CreateComment, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, video, edit, 0, Owner)
8.1.4.4 Wikipedia
The owner (creator/contributor) does not have the right to decide the allocation of view/edit
rights. The GP role gets the view and/or edit rights over the entire article space as well as
individual articles. The GP also gets the right to vote the authenticity of the articles.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, WikiSpace, view, 0, admin)
Share Use ({admin}, {GP}) → UR ({admin|GP}, articles, view, 0, admin)
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Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, article, CreateVote, 0, admin)
8.1.4.5 Knowledge management system
The owner can view, edit or delete the paper, however, they cannot decide about the view
rights of viewer or anyone else.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, paper, view, 0, Owner)
Replace Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({Owner}, paper, edit, 0, Owner)
Share Use ({admin}, {Owner}) → UR ({admin|Owner}, paper, delete, 0, Owner)
8.1.4.6 Discussion
The owner has more authority on Facebook, as they can restrict the visibility of information,
which Orkut 144 does not allow. Social Networks (for example Facebook and Orkut) give the
view meta-rights to the owner while social video media (for example YouTube) and social
knowledge sharing (for example Wikipedia) allows the whole general public role to view all the
space and its objects. However, the proposed model can work with all the above mentioned
scenarios even in presence of different content creation conditions.

8.2 Advance use-cases
This section covers the advanced use-cases that are specific to the application type. This
section will be divided with respect to the applications and then to various application uses.

8.2.1 Facebook
This section covers the use-cases that are specific to the Facebook application. Facebook is a
private owner-oriented application which allows the owner to manage the rights over their
created objects. Currently, this type of applications only concentrates on single ownership;
however they have the potential to be extended towards multiple ownerships and thus group
interactions. The following use-cases cover various options related to the management of
rights in Facebook.

144

Orkut before 2006. Afterwards, Orkut also follows the same logic of local visibility.
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8.2.1.1 Friends Rights Management
An actor A allows his friends to look at his photo145 on Facebook. They can also vote or
comment on the photo, but could not further allow their friends to look at it.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({A|Friends}, photo, view, 0, A)
Replace Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({Friends}, photo, CreateVote, 0, Friends)
Share Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({A|Friends}, vote, view, 0, Friends)
Share Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({A|Friends}, Photo, CreateComment, 0, A|Friends)
Share Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({A|Friends}, comment, view, 0, Friends)
Share Use ({A}, {Friends}) → UR ({A|Friends}, comment, delete, 0, Friends)
8.2.1.2 Tagging a photo
An actor A tags another actor B on a photo146. The rights of both the actors are merged over
the photo and both of them required agreeing for any modification of rights allocation over
the photo.
Rights implementation
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, photo, view, 1, A&B)
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, photo, edit, 1, A&B)
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, photo, delete, 1, A&B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, photo, view, 0, A&B)
Merge Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A&B}, photo, edit, 0, A&B)
Merge Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A&B}, photo, delete, 0, A&B)
8.2.1.3 Sharing a video
An actor A shares a video with his friend B, who can further share it with his friends. The
rights of both the actors are shared over the video and any of them can manage the rights of
their friends.
145

The same set of rights can be illustrated for status update, video and other activities posted on one’s wall.

146

Currently this is happening with single ownership of the photo and the owner can display any photo by tagging

anyone. However, as tagging means that the photo also showing the other actor, his consent should be taken into
account for any display.
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Rights implementation
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, photo, view, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, photo, edit, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, photo, delete, 1, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, photo, view, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, photo, edit, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, photo, delete, 0, A|B)
8.2.1.4 Persona sharing
The possibility of family persona currently does not exist on Facebook. However, with the use
of these basic models, husband and wife can own the family personae with their children and
have their social circles as relative families and family friends. For this scenario, consider an
actor A sharing the family personae with another actor B, where anyone of them can modify
the personae, decide about the friend’s requests and other actions associated with the
personae.
Rights implementation
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, persona, view, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, persona, edit, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, persona, delete, 1, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, persona, view, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, persona, edit, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, persona, delete, 0, A|B)
8.2.1.5 Persona merge
The possibility of company/group persona currently does not exist on Facebook. For this
scenario, consider an actor A as the owner of a company, adding the company board of
directors as the joint decision maker.
Rights implementation
Merge Meta ({A}, {Directors 147}) → MR ({A&Directors}, company, view, 1, A&Directors)
Merge Meta ({A}, {Directors}) → MR ({A&Directors}, company, edit, 1, A&Directors)
147

‘Directors’ is the role having all the directors as members.
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Merge Meta ({A}, {Directors}) → MR ({A&Directors}, company, delete, 1, A&Directors)
Share Use ({A}, Directors) → UR ({A|Directors}, company, view, 0, A&Directors)
Merge Use ({A}, {Directors}) → UR ({A&Directors}, company, edit, 0, A&Directors)
Merge Use ({A}, {Directors}) → UR ({A&Directors}, company, delete, 0, A&Directors)
8.2.1.6 Persona rights delegation
An actor A, as the owner of a company, assigns another actor B as the acting chairman for the
company in his absence. The ownership remains with the original owner, while the use-rights
are given to the delegatee.
Rights implementation
Replace Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B|Directors}, company, view, 0, A&Directors)
Replace Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B&Directors}, company, edit, 0, A&Directors)
Replace Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B&Directors}, company, delete, 0, A&Directors)
8.2.1.7 Persona transfer
An actor A, as the owner of a company, sells his company to another actor B, who becomes
the new owner.
Rights implementation
Replace Meta ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B|Directors}, company, view, 0, B&Directors)
Replace Meta ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B&Directors}, company, edit, 0, B&Directors)
Replace Meta ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B&Directors}, company, delete, 0, B&Directors)

8.2.2 YouTube
This section covers the use-cases that are specific to the YouTube application. YouTube is a
fairly public-oriented application and so it does not have many group interaction use-cases.
Following are the use-cases covering various options related to the management of rights in
YouTube.
8.2.2.1 Video transfer
An actor A transfers his video to another actor B. The rights of the system administrator as
well as general public role remain the same.
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Rights implementation
Replace Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B}, video, edit, 0, B)
Share Use ({admin}, {B|GP}) → UR ({admin|B|GP}, video, view, 0, B)
Share Use ({admin}, {B}) → UR ({admin|B}, video, delete, 0, B)
Replace Use ({admin}, {GP|Owner}) → UR ({GP|Owner}, video, create, 0, B)

8.2.3 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a purely public-oriented application, so it is less likely to be extended towards
these social interactions. This dissertation has not included any advanced case on Wikipedia
use.

8.2.4 Knowledge management system
This section covers the use-cases that are specific to the knowledge management systems.
Currently, these systems only provide quite a few functionalities but they have the potential to
extend towards group interactions. Following are some of the use-cases that cover various
options related to the management of rights in these systems.
8.2.4.1 Track delegation
The conference chair A delegates a track to track chair B and give him full control over the
track. The track chair can view and edit the track on the conference chair behalf but cannot
delete it. Also the track chair cannot further pass that right to someone else.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, track, view, 0, A148)
Replace Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({B}, track, edit, 0, A)
Replace Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({B}, track, view, 0, A)
8.2.4.2 Paper joint authorship
An author A adds another actor B as one of the authors of the paper, where both of them
required agreeing for any update or removal of the paper.
Rights implementation
148

The conference chair A still remains the owner of the conference and track.
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Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, paper, view, 0, A&B)
Merge Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A&B}, paper, edit, 0, A&B)
Merge Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A&B}, paper, delete, 0, A&B)
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, paper, view, 1, A&B)
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, paper, edit, 1, A&B)
Merge Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A&B}, paper, delete, 1, A&B)
8.2.4.3 Paper authorship sharing
An author A shares the authorship with another actor B, where anyone of them can perform
any update on the paper.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, paper, view, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, paper, edit, 0, A|B)
Share Use ({A}, {B}) → UR ({A|B}, paper, delete, 0, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, paper, view, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, paper, edit, 1, A|B)
Share Meta ({A}, {B}) → MR ({A|B}, paper, delete, 1, A|B)
8.2.4.4 Reviewer rights
The conference chair (admin) gives the view rights over the paper to the reviewers X, Y and Z.
Rights implementation
Share Use ({admin}, {X|Y|Z}) → UR ({admin|X|Y|Z}, paper, view, 0, Owner)
8.2.4.5 Copyright transfer
The paper author A, transfers the copyright of the view rights over the paper to conference
chair (admin).
Rights implementation
Replace Meta ({A}, {admin}) → MR ({admin}, paper, view, 1, A)
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8.3 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated the use-cases that are covered by the proposed rights allocation
models. The use-cases are categorized into a) basic and b) advanced; where basic use case are
commonly present in most of the current applications supporting online social interactions,
and advanced use-cases are specific to the application type. Some interesting observations have
been made as two entirely different types of applications (YouTube and Wikipedia) provide
quite similar types of rights allocation support. Also, the set of functions within an application
increases as more rights are allocated to the owners. It supports the Locke argument that
societies that encourage free will and ownership prosper more.
The proposed models give options to various STS and cover their current functionality. Also,
few hypothetical cases are also discussed to illustrate the further extension of these application
towards becoming more group oriented. The illustrations also help to estimate the full
potential of the proposed models where it supports not only most of the current scenarios but
also the online group social interactions, which is not present yet.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

T

his chapter discusses the research questions and the contributions of this dissertation.
It also outlines some of its limitations and illustrates some future directions. It is
organized as follows: section 9.1 revisits the research questions along with its

research contributions in section 9.2. Section 9.3 provides some theoretical and practical
implications, and section 9.4 discusses some of the limitations of the presented work. Section
9.5 gives some future directions particularly in the proposed work and generally in the access
control for online social interactions, while section 9.6 formally ends the dissertation.
This research was motivated by the absence of a consistent and broadly applicable rights
allocation model for online social interactions, and the differences between the structure of
STS and traditional applications which make them difficult to be used for online social
interactions. The objective of this research was to investigate the possibility of designing
standard rights allocation models for online social interactions. This objective was twofold: a)
to design the basic access control model supporting ownership, relationship and local control;
and b) to design the rights allocation models for online social interactions based on the
semantics of basic access control model. The research has achieved both the above mentioned
objectives by presenting the social access control model in chapter 4 and by presenting the
rights allocation models in chapter 5 and 6.
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SAC model has been proposed as the basic access control model for STS. It supports the STS
requirements of ownership, relationship, and local administration. These three components
allow the enforcement of heterogeneous privacy policies with ease and reduced overhead. The
model illustrates how systems with huge number of users can be divided into autonomous
distributed domains. These owner administered domains permit the introduction of local roles,
attestation certificates and object classes, where the former two allow the management of
dynamic asymmetric relationships and the latter contributes towards refined resource
management with reduced overhead. These constructs not only satisfy the technical
requirements of efficiency and scalability but also the social requirements of ownership,
relationships and heterogeneous privacy policies. The latter arises because online contents are
contributed by the community of users, who by social logic expect to own what they
contribute. The research has used socio-technical design to reduce the socio-technical gap. The
aim of this design is to satisfy both technical and social needs to avoid technical and social
errors, with community outrage is an example of the latter. The logical model is defined to
work with any existing security module.
The SAC model was then used as the core model to build the rights allocation models. The
rights allocation models are Replace, Share, Merge and Revoke which were outlined for use
rights as well as meta-rights, to result in the formation of eight different models. These models
were discussed using various current online social interaction scenarios to illustrate their need
and practical importance. Furthermore, some of the characteristics of rights allocation were
discussed along with the rights of different roles associated with the owner domain, which help
to identify the logical structure of each model. The models were further generalized on the
basis of their features and some analysis is done to understand the generalized models.

9.1 Revisiting research questions
This section demonstrates the scope and success of the research by revisiting the research
questions and describing how they were answered.
Q) Can a general rights allocation model for online social interactions, which is
decentralized, logically consistent, socially valid, and supports dynamic local roles, be
designed?
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The rights allocation models are presented in chapters 5 and 6. The models were mapped onto
the social access control model to show that they are decentralized, support dynamic local
roles associated with stakeholder’s namespace, and socially valid by its support for ownership,
freedom, privacy, relationships and local administration. The models were designed to be
logically consistent as shown by their shift from different roles and their access towards
different objects before and after allocation of right.

a) What are the basic types of rights allocation for online social interactions ?
There are four basic types of rights allocation discussed in chapter 3, which were late r
elaborated in chapters 5 and 6. The allocation models are Replace, Share, Merge and Revoke,
and they were mapped on to simple rights and meta-rights giving eight models in total. The
complete discussions of these models are given in chapters 5 and 6.

b) Can the allocation models be applied to simple rights as well as meta-rights?
These use-rights allocation models are presented in chapter 5. The Replace
presented in section 5.1, the Share

Use

Use

model is

model is presented in section 5.2, while the Merge

Use

model is presented in section 5.3. The Revoke model is discussed separately under each of the
above mentioned models in section 5.1.6, 5.2.6 and 5.3.6. The meta-rights allocation models
are presented in chapter 6. The Replace

Meta

model is presented in section 6.1, the Share Meta

model is presented in section 6.2, while the Merge

Meta

model is presented in section 6.3. The

Revoke model is discussed separately under each of the above mentioned models in section
6.1.6, 6.2.6 and 6.3.6.

c) What are the characteristics of those rights allocations?
Various characteristics of rights allocation are extracted from literature and their parameters
have been adjusted using socio-technical design. The characteristics associated with each type
of allocation are consent, totality, cardinality, monotonicity and depth. These characteristics are
defined in general in chapter 3 and discussed with respect to each specific model in chapter 5
and 6.

d) What are the rights of various roles associated with an object after every allocation?
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To answer this question, various generalized roles are identified for every object space like
parent, offspring and general public in chapter 4 (section 4.3) along with their basic rights over
the owner object. Additionally, the modification in the rights for every role after each
allocation model is discussed in chapter 5 and 6. Further, the generalized rights state s for these
roles are discussed: a) for the Replace model – in section 7.1.3, b) for the Share model – in
section 7.2.3, and c) for the Merge model – in section 7.3.3.

e) What is the difference between the allocation models for simple and meta-rights?
After critical analysis of the use-rights and meta-rights models, chapter 7 concludes that the
prominent differences between use-rights and meta-rights allocation models are the depth of
the allocated right and the revocation by meta-owner. So the models are generalized to work
with use rights as well as meta-rights without modifying the semantics of the models. This
generalization is discussed in chapter 7 for various characteristics of the model as well as for
the rights associated with every role.
Condition) Can an access control model for STS be designed to support ownership,
relationships and local administration?
Chapter 4 of this dissertation has presented SAC – the core distributed access control model
for STS, which supports ownership, relationship and local administration. The model divides
the whole system into autonomous domains, with the distinction of stake holders, virtual
users, local roles, attestation certificates and object privacy classes. The Stakeholder is the
administrative authority for the local domain, who manages the local roles, attestation
certificates, and object classes. The Virtual user is a delegate pointer to the actual user’s
persona and is used to reduce the complexity of information management. Local roles are
domain based groups, whose membership is based on relationships. Attestation certificates are
encapsulated rights and are used with local roles to support dynamic asymmetric relationships.
Object classes are introduced to ease the administration of contents and their mapping to
appropriate local roles. This provides the facility to enforce heterogeneous privacy policies
through local control over domain and its components. The complete description of the SAC
model is given in chapter 4.
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a) Can the model be applied to emerging scenarios of online social interactions ?
The proposed SAC model is applied throughout to various scenarios of current STS in chapter
5 and 6. Before outlining the characteristics of every rights allocation model, an online social
interaction scenario is depicted using the SAC model. The model is illustrated through
conference systems, YouTube, collaborative software, Facebook and internet forums. These
demonstrations illustrates that SAC can be used for most types of STS without any
modification in their semantics.

9.2 Research contributions
This research has presented Social Access Control model for online social interactions based
on the social principles of ownership, relationships and local administration. Further, it has
explored various ways to allocate a right in STS, and proposed their logical semantics. Some
innovative contributions of this research are summarized as follows:
a) The concept of domains is used for online social interactions without any formal
semantics based on local requirements and programmer’s intuition, so there are many
variations of it. The SAC model formalizes the owner oriented domains to support
ownership and local administration. It defines various components of the domain and
explores their interaction.
b) Fine grained social circles were proposed in (J. Li et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2011),
but they do not support the dynamic nature of friendship. The SAC model not only
provides full control to the owner over modification of relationship, but also
formalizes the notion of fine grained social circles.
c) The object tagging was explored in (Hart et al., 2007), but it was based on rules rather
than owner preferences. The SAC model has introduced owner oriented object privacy
classes to support object classification based on their contents and owner privacy
policy.
d) SAC has introduced attestation certificates in STS, which also contributed towards
decentralized access control credential distribution. These certificates provide a
mechanism to support asymmetric relationships.
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e) SAC has introduced initial space configuration to support different types of online
application using the basic social access control model. These configurations allow the
SAC model to be used for most types of online applications supporting social
interactions.
f) The research has used socio-technical design in the area of access control research, and
proposed an access control model based on the social structure of ownership,
relationship and local control.
g) It has explored various characteristics of rights allocations and introduced a reduction
tree illustrating useful options in current online social interaction scenarios. The
reduction tree has outlined the logical choices for online interactions, and has shown to
be complete in order to cover all the remaining possible options.
h) Rights delegation was introduced in (Gasser & McDermott, 1990) for local and remote
processes. It was matured to the delegation of roles in (Barka & Sandhu, 2004).
However, there does not exist any rights delegation model for ownership domain or
STS. This research has introduced a rights delegation model for online social
interactions based on ownership and local administration. This will enhance online
interactions by providing backups and decentralization of authority.
i) Rights transfer for organizational roles was introduced in (Barka, 2000) and refined in
(Crampton & Khambhammettu, 2008). However, STS are entirely different from
organizations and there does not exist any rights transfer model for online social
interactions based on ownership. This research has introduced a rights transfer model
for online social interactions based on ownership and local administration. This will
enhance the online ownership framework and may introduce more complex ideas like
selling/purchasing of online objects and personae.
j) The concept of use-rights and meta-rights sharing is used in current STS without any
formal semantics based on programmers’ intuition, so there are many variations of it 149.
This research has formalized the rights sharing supporting ownership and local control.
This formalization provides the programmers with a refined set of rules and
programmable instructions which can be used for most types of online applications

149

From video sharing on social networks to photo tagging (where one can remove their id to remove the access

right of their social circle).
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supporting social interactions. It also gives the opportunity to introduce the ownership
sharing of various interesting online objects like family personae and family friends.
k) It has introduced the rights merge model for online social interactions. The proposed
model supports ownership and local control and enhances collaborative scenarios,
team work and distribution of authority, and thus improves online social interactions.
It also gives the opportunity to introduce group interactions in the management of
rights like company personae with board of directors as joint owners.
l) The research has used extreme formal modeling in the area of access control research
to formalize the rights allocation models. It allows the introduction of fine grained
models based on the specifications of owner oriented domains, local roles and
attestation certificates.
m) This research has outlined the four basic allocation models for use-rights as well as for
meta-rights to extend the availability of rights in ownership domain. The detailed
outlining of these models along with their logical definitions provide the programmers
with exact semantics for the desired application. The introduction of these allocation
models will improve the online social interactions and offer much richer options to
online users.

9.3 Implications of the presented research
This research has several implications on the theory of access control and on the current state
of the STS software system development. This section will cover those implications.

9.3.1 Ownership theory
This research supports the ownership theory associated with objects (Locke, 1963) and extend
it to include the administration of personal relationships and their rights over one’s resources.
The access control for STS works on the basic theory of ownership, which states that
“The owner has the meta-right over an object to administer it”.
The proposed access control model supports this theory of ownership and extends it towards
relationship management. The model considers the relationship between two actors as a type
of directed information object owned by the owner. This creates two directed relationship
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objects for a single relationship between Alice and Bob, one owned by Alice for how Bob relates
to her, and one owned by Bob for how Alice relates to him. The extended theory includes:
“Relationship is also an information object which is owned by the owner.”

9.3.2 Access control
This research summarizes the literature of access control model for STS and explores that they
have the common grounds of ownership and relationships. It also adds the observation that
socio-technical design can be applied to the access control domain so it can work with the
social structure of the community. This research has introduced roles in the discretionary
domain and discussed the opportunities associated with it.
This research has made an interesting observation that meta-rights are special types of rights
associated with the administration of rights. However, when it comes to the rights allocation
models, the same models that are used for use rights can also be used for the allocation of
meta-rights. The only difference between the two types of models is the depth and the
revocation of a right, which are related to the nature of meta-rights and do not affect the
standard procedure of rights allocation.

9.3.3 Online social interactions
This research extends the online social interactions from individual users to groups. It permits
families, groups and organization to have their combined personae and their online
interactions. This can introduce various interesting opportunities for objects sharing, online
and offline relationships, and make online social interactions more realistic and closer to the
real world.
Group online personae will let cities, and countries to have their personae which can help
improving the governance of offline societies and the relations of different groups with each
other. It may also encourage discussion of political situations with the perspective of citizens
and nationals, and may help in resolving contradictory issues playing the role of online United
Nations.
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9.4 Limitations
Following are some of the limitations of this research:
a) The research does not provide any mechanism or architecture to implement the rights
allocation models. Also, the simulation was not done due to the scope of this
research150. If it was taken into account the whole debates of client server architectures,
distributed control, heterogeneous privacy policies, users’ behavior, their feedback and
some other concerns also need to be considered. However, the research provides the
logical formulae and the logical steps that can be directly translated into any
programming language.
b) The basic access control model is based on ownership, relationship and local control,
but has not considered trust between the users, and reputation of a user in the
community.
c) The models have assumed that every actor is authorized and there is no identity theft,
while it is not the scope of this research to deal with these matters, these factors can
affect the real world implementation.
d) The similarities between different roles with in a namespace are not taken into account
which can significantly reduce the computational overhead and storage efficiency of
access control.

9.5 Future research opportunities
This section discusses the future research opportunities particularly in the proposed models,
and generally in the access control for STS. Following are some of the future research
opportunities:

9.5.1 Implementation
A future direction can be advised to implement the proposed rights allocation models as a
component of the security kernel for STS and include all the proposed options to the users.
The implementation can take advantage of semantic web ontologies for its inter-reference
qualities and can use Google stream as the simulation agent. This simulation and
150

It only deals with the design of the allocation models.
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implementation may be able to suggest solutions to some of the other interesting debates
posed by the current research, for example whether centralized or distributed implementation
architecture is more suitable for STS; and whether client-side or server-side management of
policy credentials is better for load management in STS. Also the implementation can be tested
against various network attacks to suggest an error resilient approach suitable for STS.
Additionally as the content retrieval for a user is based on their social circle, the
implementation may give insights about storing data in a more efficient way. The
implementation would be an interesting addition to the literature of security in general.

9.5.2 Transparency
Another interesting research direction in access control for STS is the introduction of
transparency, so users know about what to expect rather than making social errors. In general,
transparency is the choice to view rights that affect you. Transparency in access control
provides readable error messages for guidance to what users can do, in terms of allowed rights.
In social terms, transparency of access control rules allow users to anticipate and avoid social
errors and reduces community governance corruption as people see the permissions of others
(Kooiman, Bavinck, Chuenpagdee, Mahon, & Pullin, 2008). The goal is to show that social
rights are openly applied and can be scrutinized, as this is critical for trust and synergy. If a
social requirement of access control systems is transparency, this sets access control apart from
the security aim of system defence, which by definition requires secrecy. The evoluti on of
access control to meet the needs of social networks opens it up to new research dimensions
beyond its security origins.
Some design options for transparency model are: a) the model should be able to generate
statements that actor X has permission P over object O; b) before putting any object into a
space, the object owner may sign a contract with the space owner that they have such rights
over the object and parent space; c) upon entering any space the model should notify the user
that they have such rights over the space and the objects within it. These design options may
help in designing a transparency model that may translate the possible actions of the security
kernel.
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9.5.3 Reputation model
Another interesting research direction for access control for STS can be the reputation model.
The model may be able to calculate the reputation of a user in a community by how
trustworthy the community considers the user. The reputation model for access control may
suggest the owner to opt for a particular rights allocation model 151 based on the reputation of
the requestor. The reputation model that rates users in a community can have multiple
research implications: a) the model can be used by online shopping systems, which tracks the
reputation of a particular user; b) it can be used by online trading systems to rate someone’s
trustworthiness to trade; c) a reputation based access control model can be designed to allow
access to resources based on the reputation of the user.
In the context of this research, the reputation model for rights allocation models will
determine whether a particular user is trustworthy enough for delegating/transferring of rights
or not. The model may be based on some reputation rating system calculated on user’s
previous transactions. The model may introduce an automatic type of trust evaluator that
provides suggestions as to which allocation model is best suited for users with different trust
levels. The model needs to be distributed, dynamic in nature and flexible enough to suggest the
level of delegation/transfer based on the requestor’s reputation. However, due to the dynamic
nature of online social interactions and heterogeneous users’ policies, designing a reputation
model presents an interesting challenge to the research community.

9.6 Final remarks
Online communities today cannot survive without participation, so access control is
increasingly about letting people in rather than keeping them out. This research suggests how
to allocate access control rights to satisfy social requirements of ownership and relationship. It
not only defines what STS like Facebook currently should and should not does, but also
suggests new options not yet tried. The proposed model helps to avoid social errors at source
thus increasing the probability of online social success. The evolution of access control
towards the allocation of meta-rights will open up new research dimensions.

151

This particular user is better suited for rights delegation rather than rights transfer.
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If the Internet is to be a global community, it must agree on a consistent logic of online social
rights. This research offers steps to the development of a standard and consistent rights
allocation model for all online social interactions. However, rights logic is powerful but
complex, as people can form groups, objects can contain other objects and rights can overlap
and contradict, for example free speech is not the right to defame. A socio-technical designer
might wonder, if even legal theorists cannot agree on social rights, how can we cope? Yet
some justice is always better than none, whether online or off. To do nothing until perfect
justice is defined is not how social evolution occurs.
This research has described, in access control terms, social rights in online social interactions.
This opens the way for the development of social standards for the internet, just as it already
has standards for hardware, software and HCI. Such standards would agree on how code
should mediate online social interactions in order to improve social performance by social
principles like synergy, fairness, creator ownership and transparency. Socio-technical systems
need social standards of rights to reach their full potential.
“You may never know what results come of your action, but if you do nothing there will be no result”
(~Mahatma Gandhi)
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Glossary

Access Control

–

A process to grant certain privileges over information and
resources to identified users.

Actor

–

A subject/user/person/group in the context of access control
model.

Attestation

–

certificates (AC)

Permission objects encapsulated various access rights and map
local role to object class.

Beneficiary

–

The actor who is allocated some right.

Cardinality

–

Cardinality of an allocation refers to the number of beneficiaries,
who can simultaneously hold an allocated right.

Consent

–

This characteristic deals with whether the consent of the owner
and beneficiary is required for an allocation or not.

Constructive research

–

methodology

The constructive methodology is a research approach for
producing innovative constructions, intended to solve problems
faced by real world and thus makes contributions to the theory of
the applied discipline.

Creator Ownership

–

A right that one should own what one creates, for example a
painting or poem.

Discretionary access

–

control (DAC)
Delegatee (Dge)

Access control model that is based on personal discretion and
users can give rights to other users.

–

The beneficiary of the use-right where the owner cannot exercise
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the right. They are the only accountable actor for the delegated
right over the object.
Delegator (Dgr)

–

The owner of the delegated right, who cannot exercise the right
without taking it back from the delegatee.

Denial of Service

–

(DOS)
Depth

An attack launched on the web services to deny that service to the
authorized users.

–

This characteristic refers to the ability of the beneficiary after
getting a right to further allocate it or not.

Extreme Formal

–

Modeling (XFM)

Extreme Formal Modeling is a methodology that constructs
abstract models which are constructively correct in nature and
closer to intended specification.

Freedom

–

Freedom is the right to control one's body, to not be a slave to
another.

General Public (GP)

–

A general role defined for each space and has some rights over the
objects present in that space.

Incremental

–

approach
Joint Beneficiary

The approach where one feature is focused at a time. Multiple life
cycles take place, where one is completed before starting the next.

–

The beneficiary who cannot exercise the right without the consent
of the owner.

Joint Owner

–

The owner of an object who cannot exercise the right over the
owned-object without the consent of the (primary) owner.

Local roles (LR)

–

A VU group with defined access to NS resources.

Mandatory access

–

A

control (MAC)
Merge

centralized

access

control model where the system

administrator is responsible for assigning rights.
–

Merge the rights of the entire user set over an object, so all parties
must agree to perform some action.

Meta-Rights

–

Meta-rights are system permissions for actors to apply operations
on rights.

Monotonicity

–

This characteristic refers to the state of rights of previous actors
after allocation.

Multiple-ownership

–

When multiple actors hold the ownership of an object.

Namespaces (NS)

–

The set of objects a stakeholder creates.
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Object Classes (OC)

–

An object group, based on security clearance, whose access is
mapped to LRs.

Object

–

The system resources that needs to be protected.

Offspring

–

The owner of the child object in perspective of the owner of the
space.

Online Social

–

Interaction

Online Social Interactions are user to user social interactions that
take place in STS. It is a concept that is used to explain different
types of interactions among users of a system. STS are systems
supporting OSI.

Operation

–

Applicable actions on objects/actors/rights.

Owner

–

The actor having all the use-rights and meta-rights over an object

Parent

–

The owner of the parent space, where the object is created /
uploaded. It is a role from the perspective of the owner of the
object.

Persona

–

An online persona represents an offline party, for example an
avatar, profile, or a mail account.

Primary Owner

–

The actual owner of an object who has shared / merged some
rights over their object with secondary / joint owners.

Replace

–

Give rights to another user who can exercise them on the owner’s
behalf, where the previous user cannot exercise it.

Revocation

–

Revocation is a process by which rights are taken back from the
beneficiary.

Revoke

–

Taking back the rights over an object from an actor. It can be
done by removing the existing actor from a right over an object.

Right

–

A logical triplet that defines the actor who can perform an
operation over an object.

Rights Allocation

–

Methods in which a right can be assigned to different users.

Role based access

–

An access control model based on organizational roles, where the

control (RBAC)
Secondary Owner

security administrator assigns the roles and permissions to users.
–

The owner of an object who can exercise the right without the
consent of the (primary) owner.

Share

–

Give away rights over an object while keeping them at the same
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time, so both can exercise the rights.
Simple rights

–

Use-rights are system permissions for actors to apply operations
on objects.

Social Access control

–

The access control model that supports the social requirements/
axioms of the online social interactions and is proposed in this
research.

Social Networks

–

Social Networks are systems supporting friendships and
relationships. They are subset of STS and are one of the richest
examples of online social interactions.

Socio-technical

–

System (STS)

A socio-technical system (STS) is a social system sitting upon a
technical base, with email a simple example of social
communication by technology means. They allow people to
communicate with each other through technology rather than
through physical means. It is used in this dissertation to discuss
systems that support online social interactions.

Stakeholder

–

The owner who posts system resource objects, for example
photos, videos, comments or votes in his namespace.

Totality

–

A characteristic that deals with whether the complete set of rights
over complete set of authorized resources are allocated.

Use-Rights

–

Use-rights are system permissions for actors to apply operations
on objects.

Virtual user (VU)

–

A user, from the social circle of stakeholder, seeking a NS
resource access.
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Appendix A

Table 7.1
Below is table 7.1, illustrating use-rights allocation sequences, referred by section 7.1.1
Use-Rights
Allocation Sequence

Start State

Target

End State

Replace
Rep (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

Rep → Shr (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A}, O, opr)
UR({A|B}, O, opr)
152

Rep → Shr → Mrg (C)

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

A,B

UR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Mrg → Rev (C)

UR(A&B&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Rev (B)

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

B

UR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Rev → Mrg (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR( {A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Rev (B)

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Rev → Shr (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Shr (C)

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

A,B

UR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Shr → Rev (C)

UR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev (A)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Shr → Mrg (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

152

If only B is the target actor, then the result would be UR({A|(B&C)}, O, opr).
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Rep → Rev → Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Mrg → Shr (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Share
Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO, A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rev (B)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rev → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rep (C)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rep → Rev (C)

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev (A)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Rep (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Rep → Mrg (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Mrg → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Mrg (C)

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

MO,B

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Mrg → Rev (C)

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Rev (B)

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Rev → Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Merge
Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev (A)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Rep (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Rep → Shr (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Shr → Rep (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Shr (C)

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

MO,B

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Shr → Rev (C)

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Rev (B)

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Rev → Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO,A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rev (B)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rev → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rep (C)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rep → Rev (C)

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

C

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Revoke
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Rev (MO)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({A}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Shr (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Shr → Mrg (C)

UR({A|B}, O, opr)

A,B

UR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Mrg (B)

UR({A}, O, opr)

A

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Mrg → Shr (C)

UR({A&B}, O, opr)

A,B

UR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Mrg (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO,A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Mrg → Rep (C)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Rep (B)

UR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Rep → Mrg (C)

UR({MO|B}, O, opr)

MO,B

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg (A)

UR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Rep (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Rep → Shr (C)

UR({MO&B}, O, opr)

MO,B

UR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Shr (B)

UR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO,A

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Shr → Rep (C)

UR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

UR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Table 7.1: Possible permutations for use-rights models

Table 7.3
Below is table 7.3, illustrating meta-rights allocation sequences, referred by section 7.1.2.
Meta-Rights
Allocation Sequence

Start State

Target

End State

Replace
Rep (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Mrg (C)

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Mrg → Rev (C)

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Rev (B)

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

B

MR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Shr → Rev → Mrg (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Rev (B)

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Rev → Shr (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Shr (C)

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rep → Mrg → Shr → Rev(C)

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev (A)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Shr (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A|B}, O, opr)
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Rep → Rev → Shr → Mrg (C)

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Mrg (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rep → Rev → Mrg → Shr (C)

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Share
Shr (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg (B)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO,A

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rev (B)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rev → Rep (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rep (C)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Shr → Mrg → Rep → Rev (C)

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev (A)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Rep (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Rep → Mrg (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Mrg (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Shr → Rev → Mrg → Rep(A)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep (B)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Mrg (C)

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

MO,B

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Mrg → Rev (C)

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Rev (B)

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO}, O, opr)

Shr → Rep → Rev → Mrg (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Merge
Mrg (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev (A)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Rep (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Rep → Shr (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Shr (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rev → Shr → Rep (B)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Shr (C)

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

MO,B

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Shr → Rev (C)

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Rev (B)

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO}, O, opr)

Mrg → Rep → Rev → Shr (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO,A

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rev (B)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rev → Rep (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rep (C)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Mrg → Shr → Rep → Rev (C)

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

C

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)
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Revoke
Rev (MO)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({A}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Shr (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Shr → Mrg (C)

MR({A|B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({A&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Mrg (B)

MR({A}, O, opr)

A

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Rep → Mrg → Shr (C)

MR({A&B}, O, opr)

A,B

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Mrg (B)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

MO,A

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Mrg → Rep (C)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Rep (B)

MR({MO|A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

Rev → Shr → Rep → Mrg (C)

MR({MO|B}, O, opr)

MO,B

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg (A)

MR({MO}, O, opr)

MO

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Rep (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

A

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Rep → Shr (C)

MR({MO&B}, O, opr)

MO,B

MR({MO&B&C}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Shr (B)

MR({MO&A}, O, opr)

MO,A

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

Rev → Mrg → Shr → Rep (C)

MR({MO&A&B}, O, opr)

B

MR({MO&A&C}, O, opr)

Table 7.3: Table depicting all possible cases for meta-rights models
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